
. WAKE com ORGANIZATION or men COWATION PROGRAM

Leaders:
Hrs: Rober Iyett, Chairman of Citizens Service Corps

Mrs. C. A. Sellinger, County Chairman under llrs. Wyatt ,1

llrs. Warren Booker, Chairmen lake County Nutrition Committee

Ire. leude lchnnes, Home Demonstration Agent

Pattern llade with Mrs. Iyatt, lliss Current, Ire. Sellinger, Hrs. [clues for
Iake County l'ood Conservation Pragm:

1. lap of Raleigh according to Zone‘rSectors V
2. Number Zone and Sector Leade v
3. lap of small towns ‘ Zone Sector Organization (number leaders) V
A. Number trained hone econonics people in Raleigh; in small towns. L
5. How organization I111 move after County Meetings are held:

1110 will notify people of meetings?
Where will neetirge be held?
the will hold these meetings?

' v Where will cost of demonstration materials-come tron?
. Ihat materials will be needed?

(Efiuipnent as listed to hone agent for county meeting
(Products to can
(I canned products will be used, can we get
( point coupons to btw the cans? Fresh things
( will not be on market this early.



NORTH CAROLINA
OFFICE OF CIVILIAN DEFENSE
R. L. McMillan, Director

Box 2748,.Raleigh

February 1, 1943

COUNTY NUTRITION CI'LAIRMEN

COUNTY CHAIRMAN ‘ ADDRESS
.72" '

Alamance Mrs. . Strader Burlington
Alexander Mrs. R. S. Ferguson Taylorsville
Allegheny '
Anson Mrs. Harry B. Covington Wade:boro,
Ashe t . . Mrs CUarg/ fay ’ Jéf/érs'an
Avery
Beaufort Miss Viola Alexander, Home Agent , Washington
Bertie - 2 Miss Clara Robertson, Home Agent . ' .Windsor
Bladen - ~ Mrs. Clarence Stevens ‘ .’ V Council
Brunswick Miss Corrine Gleen Shallotte
Buncombe ' - its. Cheerls Fortune, 1% Arlington Street Asheville . WAS/”£100“
Burke Mme—w,Wot #éMorganto ’°‘ f»? ~57.
Cabarrus Mrs, 67cc”iii/Asia;#{me Guy/E Concord
Caldwell Miss Atho. Culbcrson, Home Agent ' ' Lenoir
Carteret Dr. C. P. Stevick, Health Officerr5. f/Q Beaufort
Caswell - , Wm .Siflinfile/l Yancoyville
Catawba Mrs. Glenn Long Newton
Chdthnm Dr. C?”U. Rogers, Health Officer Pittsboro
Cherokee ”7/554afy Carnwefl 0551’. «Va/m" [/yenz‘ Mar/1y
Chowan Mrs. Roland H. Vaughan ' Edento'n
Clay Mrs. Mattie Moss, Route 4 Hayesville
Cleveland Mrs. M. A. Sfivfgler, 502 N. LaFayetto Street ' ' Shelby
Columbus “7&on“. Vii—for, Whlfew l/re.
Craven ‘ Home nt - ' ' ‘ ' ‘ New Bern
Cuznbcrlnnd Miss Elizabeth Gainey, Home Agent A ' ‘ ' ' ‘ Fayetteville
Cur;ituck Mrs. P. L. Hampton Coinjock ‘
Dare Miss Sadie Hendley, Home Agent ,Manteo
Davidson W””5. .75»: 1507/7“ 1"”) 57"*- ' Lexington %/5 4,
Davie MY: 1:5];6.. :Dzme/S . _‘ /V oclcsV/Vla.
Dvplin "; Miss Rachel Hurst, Home Agent ' ' " ‘ K'e ansville
Durham ' - Miss Bessie Stirling, Nationol. Dairy Council ' “Durham
Edgecombe , Dr. W. K. McDowell -' ' ' Tarboro
ll‘orsyth Mrs. Elizabeth L. Tuttlc, Home Agent . . . Winston-Salem --.
Franklin f. Miss Lillie Mae Braxton, Home Agent. i ‘ '. ' ' j Louisburg
Gaston :~2»Miss Lucile Tatum, Home Agent .1 * ,5 ~ ' y , ,Gestonia
Gates . -Miss One Patterson. Home Agent ' ' ,. ' , ‘ .Gntesvillo
Graham .-. . Miss Elizabeth H. Craft Homquqk ‘ ' ' fRobbinsville
Grenville Mrs. Doshin R. Hall “' ' _ Oxford
Greene ’5" (my ' ' n
Guilford - ~ Miss NargzrretcEdwards,Wonnns College, U. N.C .," 'Groensboro
Halifax Mrs. F. W. M. White Halifax _
Hornett We”7": ETA/19.5.9395, 3/. / Angie-r Hum
Haywood Dr. C. N. Sisk Waynesvillo
Hc ndcrson Win”71.5.3. 270% Ju/afl flue: J/awe fl7’. Hendersonville
Hartford Miss Lydia Dcyton, Home Agent Winton

*m.1Cf/fiSon
OVER

Clan/”ax; afar—Rye; fi'd’a/(Pye ( )

770’78i76r/ (ix/p7. ,0 C.
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COUNTY , 2. CHAIRMAN ' ' ADDRES§
Iredell ”7’5. 70rner 7276m I“ Silo/“WA:
Hekq. .,,fi ; Mr. K. A. McDonald, Supt. Hoke Co. Schools Rneford b
Hyde ‘ ' Miss Iberia Roach, Home Agent Swan Quarter
Jackson Miss Margaret Martin, Home Agent Sylva,
Johnston ”75.5 (0- 6’.[All/Son . _ _ _ . Sm,/A;Ce///
Jones Mrs. Marianna Dixon, HomeAgent ' Trenton
LeIeI , I Mrs. Hilda S. Blanton, Home Agent Sanford
Leno1r My,Health Officer Jr-CA[OJ/lows Kinston

VLincoln . ;"'7" 3* ”/55 [big/9 fA Fra’7c1¢£coah,lyijm) W/Illncp/IfiIf0”
McDowell ’ 0W5 Zma Mal-2952 II ”bf/0h
Macon Miss Gladys Maxwell ; . _ "II Franklin

xMadison ,,.~ . ’ ' ‘ ‘ ' .. .
Martin ' "‘ ”11-65 [m 57.6,”, , . w, .3 (AA/MW.»
Iiecklenburg Dr. W. S. Rankin ' ‘ ' " ‘ ' Charlotte.- ‘

Montgomery- ”74;; Martfia ‘ r97 arr/.5 . ’71-,
Moore _ I 7 Miss Flora McDonald , Home Agent. if ? £1" Car age
Nash —" - 7- .- -3. ear/”r5. ° 58*ez‘rNashv111e'Pv‘ I
New Hanover Miss Virginia Ward, Dept. of Education, .3

, . ' - New Hanover County. High School ' ' " £Wilmington
Northampton -, Writ ”71-55 42”";Jackson W617!“ '
Onslow :. Miss Helen Sorrell Hubert
Orange. , QIf. Dr. W. P Richardson, Health Officer I,., .. -. Chapel Hill
PaIIIIliCO ., 9‘ ”2,55 jerks SAu/ek, JJpIImp dye/27" anfloro
Pasquotank . Mr. ..P Jennings,Supt; of Schools‘ . :"I ‘ Elizabeth City
Pender,I.I.II4;._- Mrs. 1C. L. Moore . ‘ Burgaxfii-' ‘
Perquiman‘s' Miss Frances 'Maness, Home Agent ; Hertford
Person: Wis 775/95 73007::‘5 “ "-' “Pam“: Q
Pitt- I.{I5 Dr. N. T. Ennctt '. .-.— Greenville
Polka. a; :55 G/ MY/ e/c. CL . .t a I
Randolph fluG. Hddgumn/rfi' H ‘ ' " ‘f' I'f Asaegoro

JRichmond ‘ "' ‘ "‘ '
.:'Robeson .~ Dr. E. R. Hardin I .- ‘ _ ; ,, Lumborton.
Rockingham Mr. J. C. Cooley,supt.oof Schools I. T ', I_III'_‘ Reidsvi‘lle
Rowan . . , 3m :9’ .. " Sunken“,
Rutherford M9S 3M1: , '30:? , ‘4; S L Eh (NFL 6
Sampson Dr. J. H. Williams g 8“ nton” ‘4’"

AScotLend _
Stanly. Mrs. Red Troxl'er and Mrs. Pratt McSwein,Co-Chrmn. Albemarle
Stokes ' Mrs. TomPreston. ,I Pine Hall

; Surry, : Mrs. Grace P. Brown, Home Agent Mt. Airy
Swain _ Mrs C—‘éra/a’meh7.,6/9192‘2’ 1/55»: 4754 ' Q's/Jar) CV7
Transylvania Miss E. Annabel Teague - WW. , Brevard
Tyrrell Miss Cornelia Simpson, Home Agent/”65 ' Columbia

7 {Union .. 2 We,Wtizo/aJ'le/lldms Monroe % £54
Van_ee-.II.,I.. Mrs. L. E. Barnes, Route 4 Henderson
Wake Mrs. Warren H. Becker, 2105 White Oak Road Raleigh.
Warren , ., Miss Eleanor Barber, Home Agent ' “ W'r-renton
Washington " " Dr. S. V.Lewis ' Plymouth
I’IataugIaII mass 5/; ate?“ Btu/7c» 5"?”j"?[/77] 30.5.3;

'..‘.,:Wa,yne..,.. Wm” "er/57a»Mei/ Gold'sborio ,
"Wu-Wilkes ,1 Mrs. Annie H. Greene, Home Agent Wilkesboro

I'IilsenIzII ”7/5. T-C -D. .656c9lnc9n u ' I'I Sgaéu/onJ/or7
Yadkin' Mrs. Miles Shore ,5 , -, ; f lecle L
Yancey ”7/5. Eon/Er IFIEUIfS ' I ' "" :30.th r; //e

X 0W01~ ##‘Igi'r‘
07W. LcS 271‘on (WW7 Amm
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NEW YORK STATE COLLEGE OF HOME ECONOMICS

Safe Use and Care of a

Pressure Cooker

Elaine Knowles and Gerlrude Henry

IThurn b-screw : .
clamps "-4“ - -

.5

Cornell Bulletin For Homemakers



Safe Use and Care of a i3,

Pressure Cooker
ELAINE KNOWLES AND GERTRUDE HENRY

UT your pressure cooker into good CAREcondition now, because there will be _ _fewer on the market until the end of Because new parts W111 be drfl‘icult t0the war! obtain for the duration of the war, placeorders for worn or broken parts imme-diately. Parts may be obtained througha dealer who handles the make you haveor directly from the manufacturer.
Here discussed are the pressure cookers

used for canning, which hold twelve liquid
quarts or more, but these suggestions lap-ply also to pressure-coo er saucepans tiat All owners should be willin and am:-
hOId from 1 to 4 quarts. , , ions to share their cookers wgith othersJPressure-cooker canning IS safer than is but this involves additional problems in
the water-bath method because it is the care and use.
only method whereby the heat-resistant
spores that cause canned foods to spoil Know the material

; can be killed. These spores are found in .
l meats, fish, anfpoultry, and in 311 vege- Most pressure cookers are made_e1ther

tables except tomatoes, pimientog’ pep. of aluminum or of steel coated wrth tmpers, and rhubarb. or porcelain enamel. The care needed de-
Pressure cookers are so made that no pends upon the kmd 0f matenal.

steam can esca e from the kettle. The
steam then exerlts a pressure that causes Aluminum cookers
the temperature to rise higher than that Some cookers are made of heavy, cast
of water boiling in an open kettle. If no or wrought aluminum. Cast aluminum is
air is present in the cooker, the relation- porous and, unless well cleaned, pits
ship between the pressure and the tem- readily and absorbs odors and flavors.
perature is as follows: Wrought aluminum is harder and pits less_ readily than does cast aluminum.Pounds 0f Approximate Water or food left in the kettle pitspressure above temperature the surface and makes it dark and ran
atmospheric inside canner Deep pitting weakens the wall ofpressure at daring cooker and causes steam leakage aroundsea level processing the top of the cooker._ .o , Prevent sudden coollng of an aluminum0 ----------- 212 F' :‘Kcooker as this may cause it to warp or5 ............... 228°F. ,"crack.

10 ............... 240°F '
15 ............... 250°F. To clean

Wash the cooker with hot soapy water,scour it with fine steel wool, rinse and drywell. Never use strongly-alkaline, grittyscouring powders or soda; they darkenand stain aluminum. Do not scrape the

Only when the pressure gauge is ac-curate can you be sure of these tempera-tures being reached.
ADVANTAGES inside of an aluminum cooker with aknife or metal scraper.PRESSURE 0001“" £9114 save fOOd, To brighten the aluminum and removefuel, time, and human energy if stains after cleaning, pour in enoughused and cared for preperly. In order to water to cover the stains, add 2 table-get the best service from the cooker, you spoonfuls of vinegar for each quart ofmust understand how to Operate it cor- hot water. Following the directions forrectly and how to use it intelligently. It sealing and operating the cooker, bringis a safe piece of equipment if all the the pressure to 5 pounds and hold it thererules are followed. for 5 minutes.

t3



Tinned and enameled steel cookers
Tin and enamel coatings scratch easily.Careful cleaning and handling are neces-tsary, because the steel base rusts if thecoatings are removed.
If meat is seared at high temperaturesin a cooker with tin coating, the tin maymelt. Therefore, first sear meat in someother utensil.
Because porcelain enamel is a glasscoating fused onto a steel base, treat thisutensil as you would a glass one. Do notoverheat the cooker or allow the food toboil dry, for this causes the coating tocrack. Sharp blows or dropping may chipthe coating and expose the steel base,whliizh rusts easily, thus weakening thewa s.

To clean
Wash the cooker with hot soapy water.Use only a very mild scouring powder,such as whiting. Never scour the cookerwith steel wool or harsh abrasive powders.

The lid of the cooker
A steam-tight seal is necessary if thefood is to be cooked under steam pres-sure. Keep the edges of the lid and thekettle free from food, rust, dents, andchipped spots; otherwise the seal between

the lid and the kettle breaks, allowingsteam to escape. If steam leakage occurs,be sure to add enough water to preventthe’ cooker from boiling dry. If the lidsticks or the cooker leaks steam, rub theedges of the lid and kettle with cookingoil before sealing.
fissure gauge

The pressure gauge is one of the most

‘

important and delicate parts of the pres-sure cooker, and success in cooking andcanning depends largely upon its accu-racy. This part easily may ge out ofadjustment. If the gauge registers apressure higher than it actually is, thenthe temperature may not be high enough
to process the food inside properly. Ifthe gauge registers a pressure lower thanit actually is, then the temperature is toohigh, and the food inside may be over-cooked.
The gaugc should be checked for ac-curacy with a master gauge or a maxi~mum thermometer at least once a year, or

at any time the indicator on the gaugefails to return to zero. This service mayBeavailable through your county home
demonstration agent. If not, the pressure
gauge may be returned to the manufac-
turer for testing.

Care should be taken not to drop or

strike the pressure gauge, or to allowwater and food particles to get into it.The opening to the gauge should becleaned with a toothpick.
Safety valve
The main purpose of the safety valveis to permit steam to blow off automati-cally if the pressure should rise beyond asafe point. It is a protection againstoverheating and explosion. Therefore thesafety valve and its parts, especially theball and socket, must be thoroughlycleaned after the cooker is used. Soak-ing them in vinegar or kerosene helps toremove food deposits and corrosion. Asafety valve not well cleaned before andafter the cooker has been used, may stickand fail to release the steam, thus allow-ing the pressure to go too high. Failureof the safety valve to open may cause aserious accident.
Sometimes the safety valve is combinedwith the petcock.

Petcock
When open, the petcock releases steam \and air; when closed, it holds the steam.The petcock should be cleaned in order to »,work freely’and to prevent steam from \escaping when closed. Draw a piece of i,cloth through it occasionally, or clean it 'with a fine brush to remove food parti-cles. Rusting weakens the petcock. Ifnecessary, soak it in vinegar and wipe itdry.

Store in a dry place
When storing the cooker, make certainit is clean and thoroughly dry. Place thelid in a paper bag and turn it right side ..up on a shelf. Wadded newspaper placed /in the kettle will absorb excess moisture 1'and prevent corrosion. T

OPERATION
N OPERATING a pressure cooker, tilt“directions of the manufacturer should ,be carefully followed. The same princi- ?ple of operation is common to all. '

Directions
1. Put from 1 to 2 quarts of boiling

water into the cooker.
2. Place the cooker over heat.
3. Always use a rack when canning, toprevent the jars or cans from resting di-rectly on the bottom of the cooker.
4. Arrange the jars or tins in the cook-er so that they do not tguch each otheror the sides of the cooker’.



5. Open the petcock in the cover.
6. Place the lid on the kettle. Make

certain that there is good contact between
the kettle and the lid. If the lid and ket-
tle are to be matched, look for guiding
marks.

7. Lock the sealing device.
8. Close the safety valve.
9. Leave the petoock open from 7 to 10

minutes after the steam begins to escape.
This amount of time is required to force
all air out of the cooker; otherwise, the
gauge may not indicate the true tempera-
ture within the cooker because it would
be registering air pressure as well as
steam pressure. Then the inside tempera-
ture would be lower than it should be in
relation to the number of pounds of
pressure indicated.

10. Close the petcock.
11. Heat to the proper pressure for

processing the food you are canning.
This information will be found in the
timetable in the instruction book that
comes with the cooker. Unless indicated
otherwise, the number of pounds pres-
sure will be estimated at sea level. If the
altitudevvis 2,000 feet or more above sea
level, add 1 extra pound of pressure to
the amount indicated in the tables for
each 2,000 feet of elevation.

12. Keep the pressure constant while, processing. Much of the success in can-
'ning depends upon a uniform pressure

. throughout the process. Therefore, keep

the heat carefully controlled. The cook-
er requires constant watching. If the
pressure varies as much as 2 pounds,
liquid may be drawn from the jars, or
the temperature needed for sterilizationai
within the jars or tins may not be- '
reached.

13. When processing is complete, re-
move the cooker from the source of heat
and allow the pressure to decrease grad-
ually until the pointer indicates zero if
using glass jars or delicate foods. Do not
open the petcock until the pointer reaches
zero. If canning with tin cans, it is not
necessary to let the pressure decrease
gradually. It is better to open the pet~
cock as soon as the processing is com-
plete.

14. Open the petcock immediately but
slowly when the gauge indicates zero.
Never remove the lid before the pressure
indicates zero. If a heavy stream of
steam escapes, close it again for a min-
ute; but if only a small amount escapes,
continue opening the petcock so that the
steam may be expelled. If the petcoek is
not opened at this time, a vacuum may
be created which causes some of the
liquid to be drawn from the jars and
makes the lid of the cooker diflicult to
remove.

15. Remove the lid by tilting it toward
you, in order that any steam left in the
kettle may be directed away from you.

16. If glass jars are used, remove them
carefully, and tighten the lids immed-
iately. If tin cans are used, immerse
them at once into cold water.

Prepared by the New York State College of Home Econpmics at Cornell Universityand published by the New York State College of Agriculture at Ithaca, N. Y.L. R. Simone, Director of Extension
Published and distributed in furtherance of the purposes provided for in the Acts of Congressof May 8 and June 30, 1914.



Raleigh, N. 0.
March 10, 1943

I Dear Coworkers:

The Conservation Plan keeps growing and it now promises to be the most far
reaching project undertaken by women in a long time. The College Home Economics
teachers and the Home Economists who were at the State Meeting March 5 and 6 pledged
their support. Please put your best efforts into making it a, success in your county.
Make sure that the following people have been consulted and their support and assistance
secured: '

1. County Civilian Defense Directors,
" " " Coordinators, .
" " " Service Corps Directors.

These people should see to it that zone or sector leaders from all towns
are asked to attend the second day's meeting in your county.

ll.WW- Superintendents are to make arrangements with
principals so Home Economics teachers may be absent from school to attend theW
demonstrations without having to pay a substitute. ‘

ill.WW- The chairman will call the meeting and preside
both days; he will ask all professional people in the county to the meeting the gm
m and all sector or zone leaders from Civilian Defense on the 53mm. ‘ a

WW-Will secure place for meetinz~ lake 6mm.
'equipment listed is ready for use, a can opener should be added to the list, 66min? ‘
with everyone concerned and see that everybody who should be asked is given an r-bppor—
tunity to help. p

‘ Please wear a cotton uniform and be prepared to assist the demonstratoifigimp
charts hummi- -

Please have all of the equipment you assembled last year for drying frui\tv
\\f.

;- \x

‘5

i
Please see that the director of Civilian Defense or the Service Corps

\
and vegetables on display. \ \

1
!

Director is asked to explain the purpose of the demonstration to both groups.

Please have your county map mounted on a suitable background to be easily
accessible for use. laps of town will help in the organization. Please get as many
maps of towns in the county as are available. .

Please secure point rationing certificates from your rationing board to
purchase 1 can of com—16 points, 1 can lime beans-14 points, 2 cans tomatoes—32
points. Have these points ready for the demonstrator comirg to your county.

Sincerely yours,

Annmarie Arant .
Nerthestern District Agen
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IMPORTANT PRESSURE GARNER ANIOIIIGEMEI'I'

There will be only 150,000 Pressure Canners manufactured by all manufac-
turers in 1943.

Through the efforts of the United States Department of Agriculture and the
War Production Board, materials are being made available for these canners to the
following companies:

Wisconsin Aluminum Foundry 25,000 canners
Burpee Can Sealer Company 55,000 canners

. National Pressure Cooker Company 70,000 canners
In order to conserve vital materials, the War Production Board has requested

that all of these canners be similar in the following respects: The complete canner
is to be made of steel; the cover, to have a protective tin coating and the body,
covered with vitreous enamel; the capacity is to be large enough to hold at least 7
quart jars. The cooker is to be equipped with a flat rack (no basket or pans).

', The United States Department of Agriculture will control the distribution
of these canners and is now developing distribution and possibly ration plans which
will be announced soon. Probably the distribution plans will be based on the
canning seasons, beginning in the Southiand moving North.

Under these circumstances, the Burpee Can Sealer Company will not accept
any orders for canners and is not in a position to say what quotas the various areas
might receive. As this program is late in getting started, it will be several months
before we can deliver cookers because it will take some time to obtain and fabricate
these materials.

The United States Department of Agriculture will tell you the necessary
procedure to purchase your canner locally. The price, probably about $15.00, will
be established by the local retailer.

BURPEE CAN SEALER COMPANY

H O . , . x ‘7. f: ,7 x I . I": "I X 1/ 1..“ ,X/l V I
CLU'Z/i/Hc; [/g’ Nu m «fit/J ,//;~‘ "1' {all/1’.» ./ /.I



UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
AGRICULTURAL RESEARCH ADMINISTRATION

BUREAU OF HOME ECONOMICS
WASHINGTON. D. C.

Miss Ruth Current
State Home Demonstration Agent
Extension Service
State College Station, Raleigh, North Carolina

Dear Miss Current:

This is in response to your inquiry regarding oven canning.

As you no doubt know from reading our canning bulletin, copy
enclosed, we recommend only the steam pressure method for canning
nonacid vegetables and meat. We believe that the water bath

.method is the best for acid foods, although the oven may be used
for processing them. The dry heat of the oven penetrates the
contents of the jar more slowly than does heat from the boiling
water. For this reason processing times for acid foods Canned in
an oven must be longer than when canned in a water bath. We have
not issued processing times for this method, however. The
temperature of food does not go high enough when processed in the
oven to destroy some types of spoilage bacteria that may be present
in nonacid foods.

There are some disadvantages to the oven method. Juice may boil
out and unless the fruit is well covered with sirup or juice it
has a tendency to discolor on the surface.

You are wondering about the research that has been done on water
bath, pressure canning and oven canning regarding bacteria, color
and quality. Much work has been done on rate of heat penetration
in jars and cans of food and thermal death points of various types
of spoilage organisms. In our material we have taken safety as
our first criterion. Our recommendations are based on scientific
facts. We realize the quality of home canned food may have to be
sacrified in some degree in order to have the products safe.

Since we do not haVe a scientific publication on the subject you
may wish to refer to the list of publications enclosed before your t~flr

b3)“meeting. I feel sure your college library will have copies./. a
aw ’

» %\Sincerely yours,

Dorothy E. 5:3;k, in Charge of
‘ Enclosure Food Utilization Investigations

‘



BUREAU OF HUMAN NUTRITION AND HOEE ECONOMICS
lflRICULWURAL RESEARCH KDMINISTRATION

U.S. DETIRTMFNT OF AGRICULTU'E
WASHINGTON, D.C.

PARTIAL LIST OF REFERENCES ON CANNING PROCESSES

Bacteriological problem: in hole-canning procedures
r.w. Tanner. Journal Home Econ. Vol. 26, No. 6,

Junanuly 193M

Home canning and public health
Fred W. Tanner. Am. Jr. of Public Health Vol. 25, No. 3 March 1935

Proper processes for home cannot
I.W. Tanner. Jr. Am. Dietetics Association. vol. XI, No. 1 May 1935

Home conning of foods for family use
I.W. Tanner, Uhiv. of Illinois, College of Aer. & Agr. Expt. Sta.

Oirc. 39h. Urbano, 111.

March 13. 19h}



Raleigh, North Caroline.
March 12, 1943

Dear "Demonstrator-'3

As yet Dr. lemme]: he: not had e. continuation on

the point- — and-I don't beliere I would we“ on them but

make plans to get either fresh products or use some or your

own points and when Dr. Kendrick does get them they will be

passed on to you.

I hope this will not trouble you too moon. Jun

fishwe had for-eon the problem before the: rationing went

into erfeat.

State Home Demonstration Again



COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

om CAROL.” 5m; conga: or AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS mmm my.“GRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING HOME DEMONSTRATION wonxORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES AND STATE OF NORTH CAROL|NAUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OFAGRICULTURE COOPERATING STATE COLLEGE STATION. RALEIGH. N. C.

march 12; 1943

Dear "Demonstrators":

Won't you please leave with the chairman of the County Nutrition
Committee this questionnaire? The information should be collected
right away because allocation of cookers for ovory'eounty will be made,
we think, on the number already in use in a county. We are not sure of
this, of course.

Sincerely yours ,

Ruth Current
State Home Demonstration Agent.

How many pressure cookers are being used
by Hme Demonstration Club woman?oecoco-00000000000000.0000

Could they be loaned or shared with other families?uu.uL

How many more cookers would Home Demonstration
Club members buy if they were availab10?oooocoo-900000.000.

How many cookers have Farm Security Adminis-
trat10n\fam111057000000ooococoon.cooooooooooooooooooooooooo

Could they be loaned or shared with other MiGSTOeooI-Iooo

How many cookers are owned by Home Demonstration ClubS?oooo

How many cookers are owned by the Home Agent's omcom...‘

How many more would rural women 11006300oooooooooooooooooooo

How many cookers are owned by city WQIDQnTeeoeooooooooooooo.

HbW many more would city women nOOd?ooooooooQQQQOOIoOIcoco.
(The Office of Civilian Defense, Women's Division,
could get this information through Block Loaders) “

Perhaps churches and lunchrooms hays cookers; 'if'so,’
hOW mflnY700IOooooeooooooooooeococo-coco;0.0000900000000000.
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

'7.

. 8.

Ext 0

Ext.

Ext.

Ext.

Ext.

Ext.

Ext.

Ebcto

REFERENCE MATERIAL ON FOOD CONSERVATION

Published by Agricultural Extension Service, North Carolina State College,
Raleigh, No Go

Folder #34 - Killing and Curing'Moe.t on the Fem, December, 1941

Misc. Pamphlet #39 - Simplified Methods for Home and Celtlmmity Cunning,
March, 1941

Folder #40 - Storage for Canned Foods, (Reprint) October, 1941

Folder #48 .- Canning Meats, (Revised) November, 1942

Misc. Pamphlet #63 - Canning Budget for North Carolina, March, 1942

Giro. #113 - Jelly, Preserves, Jen, and Pickle, June, 1941

Giro. #223 - Canning; Fruits dud Vegetables, (Reprint) February, 1942

Giro. #232 - Home Drying of Fruits 9nd Vegetables, August, 1942 (Reprint)

9
Material Published by Agricultural Extension Service, State College of Washington,

Pulllzmn , Washington

Ext. Bulletin #230 - Preservation of Fem Products by Freezing, (Revised) my, 1937

Material Published by United States Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

1..

2.

3.

4.

5-

Farmers' Bulletin #879 .- Home Storage of Vegetables

Farmers! Bulletin #1424 ~ Making Vinegar in the Home and on the Farm

Farmers' Bulletin #1438 - Meking Fermented Pickles

Ferriers' Bulletin #1762 - Home Canning of Fruitsflogetebles and Meets

Farmers! Bulletin #1918 ~ Drzigg Foogs for Victorleeels



EQUIPI‘EI‘JT FOR CJNNII‘IG DEI/IONSCIIULTION

Steam pressure canner (with pans, basket, rack, etc.) V/

Hot-water canner‘/

Quart measuring cup“/

Half-pint measuring cup”/

2 paring knives V”

2 tea spoons V

2 table spoons‘/

1 table knife

1 dish pan

1 tea kettle

2 small pans (8 to 10 inches in diameter)

% dozen quart glass jars with teps

% dozen pint glass Jars with tops

2 dozen rubber rings‘

Clock or watch

Scales

2 yards cheese cloth (for blanching and wiping off rim of jars)

6 dish towels

4 hand towels

2 pounds dairy or meat salt (no table or iodized salt)

1 package paper napkins

Stove

Table

Running water



WW

1 Grapofruit 311100 8 p011!“ 11¢ 02. to 1 1b. 2 08. i

1 ' 8 130121158 . '

I 11;:qu i‘ 8’pointa "

Y 1 Bow: “ 8 points ‘ w‘

1 Carrot! 8 points

1 MI
* hr}: and Buns J, points

48 point.

(3:30am Pinoapplo pointl 1 1b. 2 can. to 1 1b. 6 as.
, .- 1.8 111158 '

1 Can Pineapple 16 points

1 On Apricot! 16 points

1 Gun tomatoes ‘ ‘ upomu
48 points

Apricot. 13 paint: 14 oz. to 1 1b. 2 oz.

Purl ’ ' 11 point: ' "

W 13 point. n

n punt- ‘ ' '
48 points -

11 points 11. oz. to 1 1b. 2 on.

13 penis . " ~

11.130th "

abom- .
48-point:



pro-eat. therefore. it was awkward and difficult to make plans for organizing
Statenille and the null towns and village. in Irodoll County to carty the program.
The ward leaders pledged their eupport and committees were appointed to make
definite plans and procedure. I

The County bone economics teachers, hm Security hone supervisor. ond Bone
Duonstration agent- will any the program to all home economics students and
rural hone-atom in the county through emailed effort.

Ir. Rey Horror, County Fem Agent, diecueeed the food production progm goals
with the group and urgod the city women to grow.- a garden it suitable land use
weileble. Be ottered his union and said garden bulletins could be had for the
eating. V

0!: this day, too. I drove from Statenille to Saliebury to present the toad Con-
«notion Prom-u to the Kiwanie Club. The plan net with fever. Those non wished

to have -. m I11 two bed a part in the pmgm being/their endowment and cooperation.



HOME ECONOMICS TRAINED PERSONS

Name

Anne Dobbins

Ruthmary McCall

Martha Sample

Annie C. Gaitley

Ernestine Haney

Margaret E. Carrithers
ChriStine Odum

LuCille Bowers
Jessie West

Mrs. Annie D. Rufty

Mrs.

Mrs. Mary T. Knight

Mrs. Neel Stewart

Sarah Lewis

Eunice Sloop Gouge

Mrs. W. B. Harris, Jr.
Mrs. H. B. Moore

Mary Davis Pou

Julia Current

Connie K. Sggier,g

IREDELL'COUNTY

Address

Cleveland, N. 0., R. 2

Natthews, N. C., R. 6

236 N. Edgeworth St.
Greensboro, N. 0.
Barium.Springs, N. C.

516 East Broad St.
Statesville, N. C.
Union Grove, N. C.
Harmony, N. C.

Box 54, Troutman, N. C.
Statesville, N. C., R. 6

Scotts, N. C.

52# South Tradd
Statesville, N. C
309 Church St.
ooresv1lle, N.

N. Main St.
Mooresville, N.
502 S. Mhlberry
Statesville, N.
'309 Mhin St.
Nearesville, N.
Mooresville, N. C

Stony Point, N.'

Elmwood, N. C.

01in, N. c., R.

Present Position

Voc. teacher

Teaching

H. Ec. teacher

H. EC. teacher

Teaching

Science teacher
H. Ec. teacher

H. Ec. teacher
H. Ec. & Science
teacher
H. Ec. teacher
H. Ec. teacher

Housekeeper

Housekeeper

, Teacher

None

‘Housekeeper

Housekeeper

Junior‘W.C.U.N.C.

Student'W.C.U.N.C.



HOME DEMONSTRATION TRAIN—ED PERSONS

Name

figi‘. Page

Miss Iouise Cutting

Martha Culp
(Mis.)
Emma A.Robertson

IREDELL COHNTY

Address

Statesville, N, C.
812 Caldwell St.

Statesville, V. C.

Statesville, N. 0.,

Union Grove, N. C.

R.‘

Present Position

Home Dem. Agent

Housekeeper in
own home

Home EC. teacher

Home Ec. teacher



\

Dmnetrccione will be started on a county-wide basic on April 15

and continue until all are given. 'l’he hone eoonoucico teachers. Ian

Security hole eupervieor. hone agent and one trained housemate:- will

give the denohetreeione.

Davie Co v 236

The chair-en or Civilien Defence, Mr. I. 0. Teen. brought

sreetinge to e stony or 2? block leaders and home economics workere.

Ir. Tatu’e :elk wee one that would make you want to roll up your

eleevee and work e litele harder. Ea molimontod the program and con-

gratulated hone econmice worker: offering their services and was

placed to hove Civilian Eaton» and the State Rutrition Cumin»

sponsor the program end give their ‘uupport.

Ir. Rankin. rem Agent, cove a most interesting and worthwhile

“1k on food production. He gave food new and figures on 9. contain

State. end netionel belie. Hie talk was given it. c ceriuue manner

end wee accepted in that ray. Garden bulletins were diecnacod end given

to thoee who deeired oopiee.

The two do: echcole were held in the Coolemoe hone eoonouice
e

laboratory. flies Ines Hubbard. Eons zoommice Teacher, nae/very
311‘. A

thoughtful hoeteee. the school “filflmBMOnt./R. B. Frootor. Mockeo

ville. and principel. hr. 0. :. smith, Cooloenee. greeted the group.

in. Bildred Goober. Bole toenail: or the Duke Power Company is on

once co our new»; or thie nature end she gave the auscultation on

Dehydretion or 1min and Vegetablee in e no» practical way.



REPORT ‘ OF COUNTY FOOD" CONSERVATION WORKSHOP

Name of Home Economics - - -‘ County Meeting: - 39"‘911 County.‘
. Worker:

. . _ .. . . Attendance; ,_ let Day 1 :10
. Rut; Current; , . . _ 2nd Day :7 Q.

' ‘ H I 4‘ Cost of Don. Materials it
._ .- .4

CIVIIJZ—AN «DEMSE . Walter H. Woodson, S151, Salisbury, Chairman
.- . - Bryce Beard - - " - -, Coordinator

Ervin Lmjert, - . , Service Corps Directcjr
We; '6? ‘3 EJEA Q‘moéwwvxw

NUTRITION COLMT'BEE ~~ - ' - ‘ - ~ , Chairman

Q .-~... n

SUPERVISOR~ ~ .. -' ~Mim~Margaret E-. Jones-4 -- ~

HOME? ECONOMICS - . 'AnnaHall-Salisbury = ‘-’ -
‘ "WASHERS" " Lavilla J’Britt,Salisbury

Far retBlair,-China;Grove ./
' Helen Kirk, Clevelandf; *1

~ ‘ Mary iii—lie fax, EastSpencer 12
Mrs. Lester Slate Spencer ’ V '
" Dorothy‘ Craven,Granite Quarry.”./ '
Elizabeth Pearsa11,:ndis ' '

' "Edith Stmaton, Mount Ulla ”' "‘;,' '
' ‘ Virginia McNezg'le‘y, Hochwell
Mrs.MaryHPatrick; Woodleaf

.- ... vaI-u .. . ,, . ..,...... ..... ...... .- .. i . u - . o. -,1\
HOME DEAONS'IRATION Mrs. Lorraine B. Redden Home Agent

AGENTS None ,'ASSto Home Agent
” ‘ * ' ‘ -- v -‘ - ' -- - “ - - 4 ‘M'rsv Annie 3". ~Johnston ’ ,Negro Home Agent

av
COLIEGE HOPE ECONOM- Miss Cora E.Gray,CatawbaCollege, Salisbury
ICS TEACHERS - ' 'Miss Katherine French 'T' ' - " ‘/

COIVII‘ERCIAI. HOME Mrs. Mildred SeaberJ Duke Power Company
ECONONEESTS. ' - - ., - . , . - .

a.
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ran Scout!” Home mpawxnr. and In. Ina-u sum.

nun rem:-W has mm». was «1111:; human as m an exclamation
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*3.

lildred Seaher, Duke Power Company hone economist, and two honenetcre (un-

invited) reported for thie meeting.
The 2nd Day's Heating was opened by Mrs. William Kizziah. Co-

cheimen. Citizen: Service Corpe. lira. Kizaieh ie a yoong enthusiastic
worker and hee a oorpe or excellent word leadere. There were 72 in at-
tendance. These were tron Salisbury and Spencer.

Tho following 1:13:21 ac.» node for carrying the food conservation
program Beginning April 12 - flay 5, eighteen (18) demonstrations will be
given in Salisbury and Spencer by lire. nildrod Seaher, Duke Power Coupon:
hone 00min} am. no: Bedden. Home Demonstration Agent; lies lergaret
Jones, 2m Security Hone Supervisor; Aline Core Gray. Head of Hm Econoniee
Department. coteuhe college; Anna Hull'eui Levine Britt, Hone Econonice
’reeohere. Salisbury Rich School; Liery Lillie Ref. time Econonice Teacher.

Spencer High school. I likod the: my Ire. Kinaiah went about organizing the
two towns. Her plane were presented to the Kiwanis Club on the following
Friday and the members promised to grow gardens it the women would do the
«113113 of the eurplue.

. Redio progrene and exhibits for town store window: will be
included in the follow-on program. Articles for tho papers will be
written by special comm“ nenbere.
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‘9

' Name. of Home Economics
Worker :

. Ruth Cur-rent -

REPORT OF COUNTY FOOD CONSI’EVATION WORKSHOP

:.Counw Meeting: CabarrusCounty

Attendance: . 181? Day
2nd Day

.0081 of Dem, Materials 3

CIVILIAN DEFENSE , Chairman L“)
, Coordinator’
, Service Corps Director

R. E. Ridenhour, J’r., Concord
'E. T. Bost, Concord

.T. A. Cannon, Concord

NUTRITION COMMITTEE ‘

" W131?

WChairman

FARM --§30URITY~ HOME
' SUPERVISOR. ' ' ‘ Hrs. Virginia 0. Miller‘- '

1 . r.“-
HONE ECONOMICS
irwmwm;y'

31.... . .

......

. . J

..fi‘Aj.

Mildred Iley Green, Midland;
firfihfibiwns Kannapolis "
17y Neil A'Texander, "-~ ~ ~-
'fi'art'ha 'HorrowTOoncord "" ' "

“'EI‘IZ'aB‘éffi Ra'By, - v"“ -
”Fatty Beam, HArHEBurg ‘
llr‘s: Babel' Blume, JR T—fiT, Concord

"'Tfiih T311163, mount Pléasant
i1fired13133, Rome 2, Concord

‘on5Hoages;ffi'outé' 2, 'Concord

w m YTV.
HOME DEMONSTRATION

. A. ,AGENfi
- a. Mary Lee McAllister , Home Agent
None , Asst, Home Agent
4" ' ',' Negro Home Agent4-. -

Ia w. ‘7‘. y
COIlEGE HOME ECONOM-
ICS TEMPERS

.....

command. HOME
Economsrs

I; If} (,H K.‘x."{Aggy 5,. ASWang;

(ovm)
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flu: "kick ott' ligating wan tho hard.” on. tor IO. who

County Chum a: cmnm Mfume. 3r. 8. I. Ridcnhour. in.

and the county apex-mm.» or Schools. 3:. o. A. Mr.

Nod tho group of county has new” teachars, white and sum. the lam Stout“:

hm supervisor. and ‘ho hum duoh$mtxon scant. Both of the» non npoko onto-1.3910311,

:8 «and flu 31:13 to know that the: you“ but that? but“; ad mppofl 1n annoy!“
“a pm ad in run-1:: it our in in «my. Ir. momma: chum tho “1.030.
of no an: “noun. a. «1106 manual: m mum: or flu on: School- and told
Ml N «a ht: touch-r. u no menu. Thy «In in my monsoon.

flu “tool prim)“ n: u mum timer . In cm 1:; Mann «luau on. both
(no mo annals“) '



den. This meeting was held in the laboratory or _ School.

The hole econonioe teacher. the torn Becurity hone euporvieor, and the

hone demonstration agent assisted greatly in making thin meeting a

eucceee.

The 2nd Day fleeting we attended by the ward leaders. llr.

Archie cannon. service Corpe Director. not only gave on Inspirational talk

end offered hie more}. cupport but brought cone or the men to the meeting
end ’eteyed through the demonstration. Concord Citizen Corps Service for
lonen'e Work wee Jolt getting organized. The men sealed interested in the

progrelond plans were made for complete county coverege by using the block
lyltu.

hr. Cennon. Ir. Ridenhonr. and Ir. rurr'e eupport in launching

the program was invaluable.

I preuented the State-wide Food Connorvotion program on

Wedneedey, April 17, to the Concord Rotary club. After the program the ‘

club voted to cooperate by providing canning oouipuent tor e cm.» or

centers for the canton of Concord.

Not only am as getting fine cooperation from the city. town.

end village wonen bot Iran the men. too. Wo- do need their support.

I emct to follow up presto: progreee tron tine to tile.
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Mrs. William Ritchie
Mrs. A. T. Carper

C:
M. N. Hennessee, Jr.
Ray Flowers

Mrs. A. B. Cook

Miss
Miss
Mrs.

Mary Neil Alexander
Helen Robbins
Ge Ee Stout

{‘éflrfi‘fly—lezgan
Mrs.
HrSe
Hrse

Miss
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mrs.
Miss
Mrs.
Mr8e

Owen Hill
D. A. Finger
Parker Hartsell

Ruth James
Betty Bean
Mildred 1. Green
Mable Blune
Mildred Lloyd Hodges
Mildred Pigs
Virginia C. Miller
Mary L. McLllister
Sue Vance Candy
Vivian Ludwig
R. Matt Patterson

CABARRUS COUNTY

363 Se Uhion Ste, Concord, Ne Ce
65 Hillcrest Drive, Concord, N. C.
498 S._Union St., Concord, N. C.
Harrisburg, N. C.
17 Lafayette St., Concord, N. C.

Cannon High School, Kannapolis, N. C.-
Cannon High School, Kannapolis, N. C.
209 Ne Ridge Ste, Kannapolia, Ne Ce

Kannapolis, N. C.
Hill and wrenn, Kannapolis, N. C.
211 Lee St., Kannapolis, N. C.
50? S. Ridge St., Xannapolis, N. C.

Mt. Pleasant, No C.
Harrisburg, N. C.
Midland, Ne Ce
Concord, Route 1
Route 2, Concord, N. C.
Rbute 2, Concord, N. C.
Concord, N. C.
Concord, Ne Ce
Harrisburg High School, Harrisburg
Concord, N. 0. Route 4
Concord, N. C.

Homemaker
Homemaker

' Honenaker
Homemaker
Homemaker

,ATeacher
Teacher
Homemaker

‘ Dietitian
Homemakeru"
Honenakerc/c
Homemaker,“

Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Teacher
Farm Security Supervisor
Home Demonstration Agent
Science Teacher
Grade Teacher
Homemaker



STATE-WEE FOOD CONSERVATION WORKSHOP

‘ Raleigh,.Nort.h Carolina
March 5 and 6, 1943

Qcoiqsbcoo'eooyaaisottulotsbutth!Friday, Marchj, l0: 00 a, 111. ~-

‘ ‘ ’ Catherine Dennis, State Department of Public Instruction, presiding

PURPOSE OFTHE WORKSHOPQ.9,- "oo o o o o o o o o o o 0 "Catherine Dennis, State supeI‘ViSOI‘ '
~ . . Home Economics Education

State Department of Public Instruction

WTINGSO..oooocooooooo 0:910 33:33:"..1‘118 Excellency J'o Melville Broughton
Governor of North Caro line.

‘ .'1...”-FOOD.CONSERVATION:

Oanningand Freezingt..............Mrs. Cornelia C. Morris
Economist in Food Conservation and

~. Marketing
_ " ' " ' ‘ ' Agr'ickiltm‘zfl: extenerdn 'serwtce

INTRODUCTION OF GUESTSooooooooooocoooooonro 301111 F0 KendriCka Chairman
State Nutrition Committee
State Board of Health

IUNCH s- 12:45 to 1:45 p. m.

' ’ FOOD CONSERVATION:

Dehydration, Brining and ’ '
Storing-000000000oouoooouooooR'LIby 3011012

Economist in Food Conservation and
Marketing

‘ Agricultural Extension Service

Saturday, March 6, 10:00Va. 121.

Dr. John Fe Kendrick, Chairman of State Nutrition Committee, presiding

DEMONSTRATION:

Adequate Storage for
Canned Products 0 o o o o o o o o o o o o o o I oElizabeth Williams

Specialist in Home hhnagemnt and House
Furnishings, Agricultural Extension
Service

THE NORTH CAROLINA FOOD PRODUCTION '
PROCRAMooocono-oononouoouuouooJ-Ohn W. Goodman, Assistant Directqr

Agricultural Extension Service

(OVER)



.~ 2.~ .
\

FOOD DISTRIBUTTQNOC00000000000000.oaonoooooooooaoHillmanuNbOdy,'State SUPGIV1SOT
Food Distribution Administration

OoPoAm REGULATIONSoooooooocoooaoooaoooooooooooooéRo Bruce Roberts
"""""""State Rationing Officer

Office of Price Administration

.ORGANIZATIQN FOR PUTTING PROGRAM ACROSS...-.ocoo.Mrs. Stella.Ro Cusick, . .V',“ DIOOOOtntltbstatecfioméManagémnt Superviso
' Farm Security Administration

WAKE COUNTY ORGANIZATION FOR FOOD CONSERVATIONooerSo Robert Wyatt, Director
. Wake County Service Corps

' 'f""""“'0ffice of Civilian.Dofense

SUMMARYOQQooocpoboyygpcopcwcbocoooocooocoooooanoJRuth Current
State Home Demonstration Agent

,,.,._,h,,,,,$gqiqultural Extension Service

\‘5'51'9I00Uf100076Q'90an

.w,vIOO‘OIIOIOUDOOOOO'

o .. I'JOI-Ootlpcooooi-OCOIIbout-07.01

(OVER)



Wilhelmina
1/

Charlotte March 16 - 17
‘QW March 18 — 19V

Kinston , March 23 - 21.. ‘/'

Goldsboro March 25-26 ./

Dazelle_
DOJU .I Q 0 5“ V March 16-17 ‘7'

Graham March 19 - 20

Lumberton March 23 - 24 1/

Provide Equipment

1.ch James

Wilmington March 16 - l7

Feyetteville March 18 - 19

Elizabeth City March 23 24

Wilson . larch 25 26

Dent ,
Durham March 23

B. Ware

Greensboro March 16

let Training School
2nd Training School held separately for Sector and Block Leaders

Notify the local Chaiman of Civilian Defense.
Place of meeting.
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Name of Home:Enonomiesrrzrzzzw
Worker :‘

urs'."CC'I‘héIIé'TT.'norris"""~.-.u-.¢--cv -0~-~ “hm.-
. ”on. .4. .- u.v-«-.- Cum-r

. .....-..—-—~. not» ~o»...- . . .

REPORT OF COUI‘ITY “FOOD. CONSERVATION WORKSHOP

”04M.no ont“.- —.-..:'~‘-:;W$m+:r:«.- -

.....-........I-..__.A;tztsmc.1an.c.eu-..... 1st 13:59:.- .
. __ 2nd Day94......- o... “sum”...

MII*-H. yr emu-H's..-
w»..M...I-...Qosi.oiqu:Materials $

CIVIIEMEEFENSE - ,. Mr.Frank»Daniels-— , Chairman
. a . I - ~ ' Coordinator

...-...... _-.. , ~ ~ , -, Service Corps Director-
5H1-mass-muuon.‘

NUTRITIONconmrnm - .- “1‘8- War-ran Booker ~« -, Chairman

FARM”ECURITY HOME ‘
SUPERVISOR ‘ ' m’ ' ""’

HONE"ECO‘I\IOI"IICS"' " ”3' Anna E" Triplett Apex” Mary Lacy Palmer; Zebulon
'::Wmmgs*'''' Mrst. L. “Bowman, Ralefgh ' ' ‘ Elizabeth Bason, Raleigh

'- .,-.............-..... ~ DEE-othy Phil'l‘ips, R-aleig-E' '- ~- Al e W1 1 ans leigh.m...-.,.---.... .. _ .. “Sarah Cox, Gary‘s“ -. ....... ..MM_
..-...- .. -. .. .. LucvfIle‘E'SHéaron‘,‘ fiquay 'Siaflngs . . .
““"" “ ” ‘Mmméz'argan', Garner V
" "" ""' Mrs. 'ETJnIce Hinton; Apex" RFI ' Ww- ..... .. J GWW.. .. . .. .,,,..r..
"”" “ ‘ MWWOOKE '
-..- “ " urnmfimrm‘fiign
“‘"'"""“"‘ *Ma ‘3 “mazener, g ‘ 3"
"""“"""""' ‘ ‘ " BMWefgh ‘

Mrs. mcile “Vernon, Wake ForestR-3

HOME DER/[ONS'IRATION Mrs. Maude McInnes , Home Agent . - -
AGENTS Mariorie Freeman , Asst, Home- Agent

—— u —w “run...
COLIEGE HOME ECONOM-
ICIS"TEACHERS~ W '"'

.. -1 N

u:....,r ,.n...,._ ,. ‘..v"""‘ I' -‘- “~vvcvl 6c.'0CII‘1I-t‘...|--'-~,"‘hneu . J
,Negro HemeAgent

Miss Ellen BrewerMeredith College
""1s"‘sWh‘i't‘es ' 'es" ea‘ce Junior College

*‘ Miss Elfiaheth Bason St. Mary' 8 ‘Junior College
...... u-m

-~ «on. -.—. .. a nu- H. ...u-.- w-H- ll~d‘-’-r¢-n- .......— : a . “SLRW‘ Ufiivhéi‘aoitr-fofi...”gram-.awwwm-au .
Stl.AugLust1ne

te Sta f
State Staff, Home Economics Education

1;

COMMERCIAI- HOME
ECONOMESTS

Mrs. Mag Johnsona Carolina Power and Light Company
38' ' a “3 Baum

r

a:

(OVER)

**‘l‘he same person.
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Promotional Schedule

FOOD CONSERVATION PROGRAM
of the

State Civilian Defense Nutrition Committee

The
cooperating with

State Agricultural Extension Services,
The Farm Security Administration,

The State Department of Education, and

week of Feb. 15 --
/

Feb. 18 --

mare %--

*Mar. 11 --
JESa-«JTQU‘

college and commercial nutritionists

996*“

First announcement of program over 26 radio stations

on thorth Carolina Goes to War" program.

Announcement through Press Associations and direct to

papers through State College Agricultural News Ser-

vice, which will follow up with stories throughout

campaign.

Governor Broughton on Station WPTF, Raleigh (680 Kc).

Round table by R. L. McMillan, State Director of Civil-

ian Defense; Dr. J. F. Kendrick, Executive Secretary

State Nutrition Committee; Miss Ruth Current, State

.Home Demonstration Agent; Mrs. Stella R. Cusick,

State Home Management Supervisor, FSA; Miss Catherine

Dennis, State Supervisor Home Economics Education.

(Station WPTF)

*The March A and 11 broadcast dates are tentative. Announcement will be
made later of exact time.



SCHEDUIE OF COUNTY MEETDIGS‘
March 1242

Henderson

Anna
vania

son Stokes
Pauline Smith Beaufort - s

8

CO

Sadié Hondie“ .- ‘ - .. ‘ ' ' ' , 7""



. FOOD PRESERVATION WORK SHOP

Home Demonstration-Laboratoryl~ Old Rex:Hbspital

March 5 and 6, 1943'

Conducted by: mrs. Cornelia C. Merrie, Extension.Economist in Food Consere
_ ‘. vation and Marketing

Nfiss Ruby Scholz, Extension.Economist in Food Conservation
and.Marketing

Purpose: To give uniform instruction in safe methods of food preservation
‘ to all agencies that are responsible for food preservation programs,

to avoid wasteful duplication and to insure harmonious and effective
working relationships.

Friday: 10:00 A. M. I.

Food Preservation: Mrs. Merrie

13 Conservation of products from the Victory Garden
2. The canned foods budget

' a. Estimate number of jars needed to fill budget
b. Check supplies and equipment on hand ‘
c. Clean and store supplies and equipment

. 3. Canning equipment .. types and use.
as Nonpacid products
b. Fruits and tomatoes

4. Methods to use when equipment is scarce '
a. Canning "b. Freezing
C 0 Dry138
d. Brining and storing ..5, Importance of safe methods ' u .w . ' '.‘ ‘ ‘ a. Steam under pressure
b. Hot-water canner

6. Demonstrate operation of pressure canner
a. Safety valves and petcock ‘ ” ‘
b. Amount of water to use
o. Care and cleaning - .

7. Demenstrate the canning of non-acid vegetables and fruits.
a. Selection and grading
b. Blanching and precooking
0. Packing and head-space
d. Processing i ‘

8. Discuss problems in canning
a. Loss of liquid in jars ‘
b. Imperfect seal
c. White deposit in Jars
d. Spoilage and causes
e. Canning acids

. f. Unsafe methods - even, open kettle, etc.
g. Flat sour

(OVER)
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Friday; 1:30 P; Ms! l.‘: Mass Scholz

I. Home Drying of Fruits and vegetables

Introduction:

I. The place of drying in the Food Preservation.Program
25 Nutritional value of products
3. Advisability

Types of driers - their construction
._Only simple equipment - pans, knives, steamer, towels, etc.
‘Selection, Preparation, and treatment of products to be dried

Vegetables - steaming ‘ ' '
Fruits - sulphuringand salt water bath

Operation and use of-drier
,fTemperature and time
Packaging - storage - care
Rehydration . ..

~ II. "‘ergservatien, by swing or} ,fBrining"

When is it adviSable?‘
Food value
Important details

a. Cleanliness xv
b. Quality products
0. Cool storage

Simple equipment
Salt proportions

a. Fermentation - kraut ‘
b. No fermentation - cucumbers, peppers, corn, string beans,

green tomatoes
Preparation for storage '
How to use salted, brinod, and fermented vegetables

p

III. Home Food Storage

Requirements for: Canned products
Dried products '
Brined products “
Fresh fruits and vegetables

a. What to store

Basement or cellar storage
a. Adequate shelves and bins or stacked crates.
Gave cellar
Pit storage
Mound storage
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.4 1 safety velte . peteock. - sauce

Mmmmnm
Put Presenter into good condition
Fen: on the market until the m is over-
150,000 to be released each.

x . Pressure Cooker Canning ism thanMmethod.

1.. Only method where “an, (that whee
canned food to 3:293)“cen be

a The” eporee can be round in my, mm and in all
. vegetables (except tomatoes, mmWand rhubarb:

I - , nude that can escape thew:mmm asm m

1. Steam epreeme thet ceueee the temperature to

isw1e that a:inmoflhtnheeele WWW
preewe teeperetuee is es fallout

W rennet-attire inside.
ebeve e an r c Cennor
pressure et eee level , during processing

o T we r v “man WWW-.212 degree: I‘
5 Va- - ”w 828 ' I
10 WM ' I
15 "Ween-manogso . I

Be sure preeeure sense is accurate - tor right temperature.

Mmtuee or e Gems: ‘

1. Gen are food
8. Cen eeve m1
3. Can eeve the
4. Gen eeve ween energy 1: need and mad for peoyerly

Inevdertogetthebeet :roetheeenneryonmetknoehoeto
Operate it end ~, . 5.
MIMI“:

lee perte e111 be difficult to eat to:the dueet14nn~ Please eedeee
fer em or broken pate at once .. Weeturefl.

~mmmm.
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tutorial: node either or gm or 3322]. 9mm with
m or porcelain enamel. ‘ ‘

Ware undo or been out or wrought alum.

1. aluminum 13 pom and moss "11 nomad, pita readily,
absorb: odors and flown. ' .

8. Cut alumna 1: border and one less readily.
Food should not he left 1:: «mar. Berk put-.1113 taken: the
well: and cone“ leakage around too or-tho cooker.
mmm;mM. lay cone. cooker to warp or crack-

!o Glenn:

1. loan cooker 11: hot soapy rotor end soon: with :1: {inc steel
,Iool «- Bin» and dry 1:11.

2. our use 0 1y - akauno ‘ scouring powder or m.
. they dukes: stunam
8. not sol-ope. -
c. To brighten your in enough water to cover sum, add 2 1'.

vinega- tor each our: of hot water. Baal as for conning and
hung pressure to 5 pounds end hold them for 8 utmost.

mound and would stool Gannon.

‘ lo 803.“?! easily.
8. Careful cleaning end mung because the “-01 base will rue:

3.! the contain as removed.

Do not no: not in cooker at high temperature .. (tin my melt)
(“muons cooker as you would e “All mg.

no .
Do not on 005 to bou dry (causes continue to crack).

‘ 8m» him nomm-

W no no‘ nee mg], or mehm pound”. the only e
and marina on

W

my me: or the 116 free from food. moi dents and chipped
spots to keep one: troll escaping. It occurs be
me to add enough water to prevent tho co , x- 11m 317.
Wed": of tho no and the kettle withW

O



{.roooure Gonzo

1. Boot importantWpart of the pressure comer -
ond success in 0 cooking depend largely upon its
W- ~ ‘

2.‘ part «any my set out of adjustment. It the gang.
reg stars o pressure than it actually 13 than the
Wmy not he s enough to prooooo the food molds.

It the gonzo resistor: o rosouro lower than it
actually to tho temperature my 0 too high and products
113.1 be over cooked. .

We checked for accuracy with a. motor mo or o ’
um thornonotor at least onoo a year.

Do not drop or strut. tho prooauro me or allow
food particles to got into it.

Safety Valve:

1. on porn: stout to blow or: 1: pressure mud r5.” beyond
onto point.

8. Protection against our heating and uplostom

Therefore the safety "In cud its parts, uncanny
» ond socxot mat to ' cleaned after the cooker

£03536. $0113; in vigour or . holy: to remove
.90: a carrot" on . _ .

{m or safety mu tcfopon may oouoo a saviourW

W

1. '13:: open; rolooooa stun and air; than cloud, 1!: holds the
a u .

a. Bhoula be clean in order to work truly and prevent atom
fro. omping ohm cloud. . _
’33:; go; of cloth thrth 1t occasionally or fine brush .o t

a. mmpwooim potoook. lay cook in Vinegar - human
'I _‘

' 1. may or: -. Cloth hood with duo atria; or

8. Place no in o paper on and turn it right am- up on o
no.1:

. . our paper photo on thom I111 aboorb crou-
..‘ no I o and pronht narration.

mm~ ’01!"WW~ '- 8“. ”11301910 of
emotion to coach to on.
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1. Put from 1 - 2 quarts of boiling outer into tho cookor.

2. Place cooker over host.

3. Use rock whon conning to prevent tho Jars tron resting
directly on tho bottom of tho oannor.

4. Arrange tho Jars or tins in cookor so thoy do not touch
ooch othor or tho sides of the cooker.

5. Open tho.ng§ggsk.

6. Place lid on tho kottlo.
' o. Good contact between.kottlo and lid.

h. Look for arrow - match.
7. Lock tho cooling dovico.

81. Closo tho ooroty vulvo.

9. Leora potcock upon 7 to 10 minutes ortor tho stono begins
. to oooopo. (all air hoing torood out) Hay hhvo air proacuro

and not otooo prcosuro.

. 10o 010'. POtGOGko

ll. roller directions for conning iron tine toblo.

‘12 5333.5:gjgnxg gagging; whilo procoooina.‘ Succooo in conning
' ‘op c on uni orn.ggn§;al throughout tho procooo.

Whum

r i. It prooouro varioo 8 pounds liquid may ho draun
- from tho Jar.
2. Touporoturo noodod tor otorilizotion within tho

Jars or tino noy not he roachod.

la. Ihon procoooina is conploto
l. nouovo oookor tron hoot
8. £110! pressure to docrcooo zroduolly until tho

indicatoo egg;
8. opon tho po o until tho pointer ran hoo

ooro it conning in tin this in not noooocary
0d 0 on potoook co coon no cunning is cocploto.

14. Wionodiotoly but olouly. Hover rm tho top
on W indicotoo mg. _

I: o hoary otrooo or stool oocopoo. clooo it again for o
oinnto, but it o oooll amount oooopos ccntinuo ozoninx.
All oxpollod. I: potoock is not oponod at this ioo o
vacuun.noy ho orootod which couooo oouo of tho liquid to ho
drown tron tho Joro ond ooko tho lid of tho cookor difficult
“Mo ’.



15.

16.

Remove 11d by tilting it any from you.

11‘ glass Jars are used, remove than carefully - tighten the lids
immediately - mcarse than at 3339, into cold water.



Present for Meeting held on March 18, 1945

Vocational Home Economic Teachers .
Mrs. Helen Kirk Graham — Cleveland
Mrs. T. L. Patrick - Woodleaf
Mrs. Julia Slate — Spencer
Miss Mary Lillie Ray — East Spencer
Miss Dorothy Craven — Granite Quarry
Miss Virginia McNeely ~ Rockwell
Miss Elizabeth Pearsall - Landis
Miss Margaret Blair - China Grove

Negro Home Economic Teachers
Miss Iris Jefferis - East Spencer
'Miss Mildred Jordon - Price High School
Miss Swannie Evans — Price High School

Miss Margaret Jones - Farm Security
Mrs. Mildred Seaber - Duke Power Company
MTs. Lorraine B. Redden - Home Agent
.Mrs. Annie J. Johnson - Negro Home Agent\

Whilimena Laws - Negro State Subject Matter Specialist

Miss Lavilla Britt - Boyden High School
Miss Anne Hall - Boyden High School

Mrs. J. C. Umberger - Home Demonstration Club Member
Miss Brooke Umberger - Home Demonstration Club Member

. . , , - . ,.5, . ,u‘ - ‘ ..‘ . ~ V . ~ t ', ;' a .. ,1. :‘L’ _. ‘ ,. .v '.' .‘ ’ f', ' "‘ 2- -‘ r‘ , '- ““15.", V w _3 p ‘ ' K Sawfly ., r g g ...~ "is.” . . I 0,. ~ 4 .-~+. ,W-‘X-w.. . ,g, “ 39A»
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN _

. NORTH CAROLINA STATE COLLEGE OF EXTENSION sERvIc:Acmcuuunz mo ENGmEEmNG AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS Homzbmommn'o” WORKNORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES AND‘ UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF STATE OF NORTH CAROLINAAGRICULTURE COORERATINC .

Salisbury, N. C.
April 9, 1945

Miss Ruth Current
State Home Demonstration Agent
State College Station
Raleigh, N. C.

Dear Miss Current:

I am enclosing a copy of the schedule for Food
Conservation meetings for Rowan County. This is not
complete. We will mail you a complete copy of the
schedule after next Wednesday, when the county teachers
are meeting to complete it. You have the copy of our
schedule for the city including Spencer and East Spencer.

Dr. Armstrong has appointed Miss Margaret Jones,
Supervisor Farm Security, Rowan County,chairman of the
Nutrition Committee and Mrs. Mildred Seaber, of Duke
Power Company, assistant chairman. '

Sincerely yours,

Wfiw
Lorraine B. Redden
Héme Demonstration Agent
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‘ C TY OD E T O IEET NOS

fl§g§1ng C LQQQELQQ Date nge Degogstrators

3%. sernon 50.0 M . R b L M 9 P. .
Demonstration Club rs O. yerly ay 1 2 M Redden; Grahannmmm__~n_

Steele's Store Grahelu_2ninigk-~mnmna

'aoo%§eaf gone Place to be .
___£enonatration Club *gnfiomcgdji __Ju_ne 4 :5 P. M. Patrick, Reddea -c (301- ‘__~ _,H“wmuwh _« _Ww_w.wmmm.~_m__ m“.

'oodleaf Home ~
gnonpmigngtgle Patrick__

Fisher Patrick
,___.______Q~ A.‘...._-..-w_,.~_. ,._...__-__.._ ..V.-.____.n-..~..-...-."m..-“ _.....- ~ .._- n L. _. .__ W, ..... “M...“ . ~-" __ .. -N

Dunn Town Patrick
,UV _ , ,Wmmmwm‘mmuan.urhw m ”MWMMMMNWMMnMWM_mMn.M§h£§iEEmemwflmm.mnh J:

‘ Grebe! “

Berber Grange HIiéLWJ.C.Berber,'mwm7”7
__~ , w Graham

Cleveland Intritio Ire. A.D, havis“ “*”““
_V}_ _ ~ H Mrs. Graham -

Cleveland Home ‘ Graham,8edden “x
Demonstration Club Cleveland Club May 26 2:30 P.M.

_ ., Housec w - I ~___n__~__
ity Ira. J. C. therger

Iiss Statonn ~

It. Ulla Home but. Ulla June {5 2:50 P.M. .
Degenetggt}on Club School ‘ Staten, Redden

Centenary Staten, Jones
Hrs. Goodnight

__!$§§§Q§__~WMWWMWQ M¥§§LnW;B;Graham June 2 2:50 P.M. Staten, Reddgnfmwmumm~“

Ebenezer Staton, Jones

Pattoraon- Patterson June 11 ‘2:5omP.M. Stilton: Redden» 31:1:-
I111 Bridge Grange Hall

Linshe-Centrel- Home to be Pay 25 2 P.M. Staten, Redden
announced

«a... ......n..... . M mg...m a... .~.
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Corriher Home Corriher Club June 10 2:30 PM.
HouseDemonstration Club _

De r t r

Pearsall, Redden

Enochwille Home To be announced kay 18 2:50 PM Pearsall, Redden
;“Deggggfration Club “on” M_

__¥Sandy Ridge M_ _ M MPearsall‘mwwwflmwwwwwm“

Landis _ Pearsall

cmm‘fiilachMfi" *

_» Chuna Grove _ , hwy“ Blair

Harris Chapel To be announced Pay 29 2:50 pm
Home Demonstrati Redden, Blair

_ Chub .- WWW WW . W...“
It. Zion E. D. Club to be announced May 21 7:50 pm Reddan, Blair

oak Ridge 3. D. Club to be announced May 17 2 PM Redden, Blair

DITkannap911s 3.0.C1 to be announced May 24 2:50 pm Redden, Pearsull

"'Ffiiyfififi’cmb‘to“be announcedme 2 2 inf ”“ggdaghfpgugglf””""‘“

“Cress H. D. Club l to be announced May 21 2:50 pm. Redden, Blair

”“fifiufiSE'“‘"*Mfl- www‘r Blair, Jones
C it W-« -WW"WN_~WnMM. u _WW”W-HW,c.W-_ WWWWWWumen

Franklin—3111a H.D.Club Club House May 20 2 PM Slate,-Reddenw-w. W ....._..._ .. wn—~---v~—~v--vn “r-"m..-w..u...n.1,._..-.w,... __ _
‘Ellia Slate, Redden

new 3 late, Redden

Dukeville Slate, Ray, ‘Redden W

St. Paul EoD. Club iClub House June 1 2 PM £91t§;_Reddegmq_WWW
Granite Quarry __-__A___ MM” Felts Icnealy

-;. fifth .JW_WWW_WW WLWHHHW.HW th_cmnnnnmewm W ”WFEIES: 393901?
Providence-Craven Felts



LQQQELQQ DegQQStratgos

Rookwell H.D.Club Rockwell lcNeely, Redden
and Schools School ~

~__._~_.__.._-V..*-—————-—__—__..._..._.»
Gold Hill , ncNeely, Felts

‘
Organ 3°N¢?}¥am§9%ffiuw.... ”a ,. a»..- _...-_......... u..-
LoiEEMioigan lofleely,

M Liberty Home Don. Liberty
Club 801.19%. _ _ _ “WWI-
Union Ray

Bringle Ferry Rd. Ray

”'“ Enan Hbmé Dem; ” Mré. c;'p.Barbe£1 Ma§ ié "' *' '”
. Club.

I.



Schedule for Food Conservation Meetings

Rowan County

1:50 P. M. "' 3:50 P. M.

Sector Place In Charge

Sector 1 Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Seaber
Mrs. Redden

Sector 9, 10, 11 Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Seaber
Mrs. Redden

Sector 12,15 Mobile Kitchen Miss Jones
Mrs. Seaber

Sector 20, 21 Home Demonstration Dr. Gray
Kitchen Miss Jones

Sector 5, 6, 7 Home Demonstration Miss Jones
Kitchen Miss Hall

Miss Britt

Sector l4, 15, 16 Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Redden
Mrs. Seaber

Sector 8,55,22 Home Demonstration Miss Hall
' Kitchen Miss Britt

Sector 17,18 Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Seaber
Mrs. Redden.

Sector 25, 24 Mobile Kitchen Dr. Gray
- Mrs. Seaber

Sector 27,28 Mobile Kitchen Miss Jones or Dr.Gray
Mrs. Seaber

Sector 25, 26 Mobile Kitchen Miss Jones
Mrs. Seaber

Ward 1 & 2 Mobile Kitchen Miss Ray
Mrs. Seaber

East Spencer Mobile Kitchen Miss Ray
Mrs. Seaber

Ward 1 & 2 Mobile Kitchen Miss Ray
Mrs. Seaber

Negro-E.Spencer Mobile Kitchen Miss Ray
(Contact Bessie Smith) .Miss Seaber



‘R/ I"

May 5

May 4

Ma? 5

M

Sector 29, 30

Sector 52,55,54

Sector 3, 51

Place In Charge

Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Redden
Mrs. Jones

Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Redden
Miss Jones

Mobile Kitchen Mrs. Redden
Miss Jones



Chairman - Mrs. Ed. Ketchie
Assistant Chairman - Mrs. E. H. Clapp
Assistant Chairman - Mrs. J; A. Hutchins
Chairman Speaker's Staff - Mrs. T. P. Fowler
Chairman Training Staff — Mrs. Lester Slate
Chairman Publicity - Mrs. George B. Albright

Ward Leaders Service - Ward 1
Mrs. R:‘Pv~fiemmofl'— Chairman
Mrs. P. Stoudemire — Assistant
Mrs. P. E. Thompson - Assistant

a\
Ward Leaders Service -<Mard 2
mrs. HimCT”Swansoh — Chairman
Mrs. R. H. Bingham — Assistant
Mrs. F. S. Cain - Assistant

Ward Leaders Service - Ward 3
Mrs. W. D. Hutchinson - Chairman
Mrs. G. A. Palmer - Assistant
Mrs. Ben Brandon - Assistant

Ward Leaders Service - Ward 4
Mrs. C. L. Mock — Chairman
Mrs. George Miller - Assistant
Mrs. Clyde Andrews - Assistant

Block Leaders Service - Ward No. 1
Mrs. Milton Faust
Miss Louise Younce

’ Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Hrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.
Mrs.

E. F.
A. L.
M. M.
Cecil
James
J. H.

IE. 0.
B. P.
Odell
J. B.
C. A.
M. N.
Grady
H. L.
R. L.
J. M.
J. I.

Cahill
Frick
Mask
Garvin
Butner
Harrison
Eubanks
Moore
Livengood
Parker
Fink
Eller
Withers
Cline
MMXEXK Myers
Liles
Scruggs

Myrtle Davis



Block Leader's Service — Ward # 2

Mrs. Ben Cornelison
Mrs. S. A. Foltz
Mrs. B. J. Wessinger
Mrs. Ted Weant
Mrs. H. C. Renfro
Mrs. Albert Newcomb
Mrs. J. S. Upton
Mrs. Oscar Ketchie
Mrs. W. H. Shannon
Mrs. J. L. Brown
Mrs. Henry Suggs
Mrs. G. A. Broady
Mrs. H. A. Brendle
Mrs. R. C. Pickler
Mrs. E. L. Rankin
Mrs. J. M. Burton
Mrs. R. E. McKinney
Mrs. Joe Brown
Mrs. J. H. Bowers
Mrs. W. A. Hatley
Mrs. Hugh Young
Mrs. A. C. Hunter
Mrs. J. M. Crowell
Mrs. L. D. Holleman
Mrs. Stokes Devereux
Mrs. J. C. Fuller
Mrs. Charles Withers
Mrs. W. L. Kelley



Block Leader's Service — Ward # 5

Mrs. Joe Albright
Mrs. C. H. Simms
Mrs. George Sides
Mrs. Ray Loflin
Mrs. J. S. Pipkin
Mrs. F. G. Sigman
Mrs. Lois Campbell
Mrs. R. J. O'brien
Mrs. J. S. Turner
Mrs. L. H. Talbert
Mrs. R. W. Hutchins
Mrs. Guy Miller
Mrs. C. 0. Spencer
Mrs. Fred Brinkley
Mrs. . C. Bell
Mrs. . H. Harrison
Mrs. P. Hughes
Mrs. J. Burton
We. G.mmwn
Mrs. H. Gobble
Mrs. . D. Spake
Mrs. W. Bean
Mrs. G. Gobble
Mrs. H. Henderson
Mrs. M. Moore
Mrs. M. Bryant
Mrs. John Cornelison
Mrs. J. F. Smith
Mrs. J. H. Pickett

mHmOMEMPEMOw



Block Leader's Service — Ward # 4

Mrs. R. H. Strayhorn
Mrs. C. W. Kirby
Mrs. Marvin Roan

' Mrs. G. A. Davis
Mrs. E. B. Farmer
Mrs. J. H. Benton
Mrs. O. C. Sharpe
Mrs. J. T. Bolton
Mrs. J. H. Kennerly
Mrs. J. A. Cahill
Mrs. G. A. Cauble
Mrs. David Geekie
Mrs. H. A. Williams
Mrs. H. H. Hair
Mrs. W. V. Towsen
Mrs. L. H. French
Mrs. M. T. Owen
Mrs. George Brandt
Mrs. W. C. Slate
Mrs. Wilbur Clarke
Mrs. William Headinger
Mrs. Dave Miller
Mrs. M. A. Agner
Mrs. W. G. Grubb
Mrs. B. C. Miller
Mrs. M. I. Moser



r‘

- Mrs. Wm. F. Robertson, Jr........District Leader

39.“. .

r/’”
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Mr. Ervin Lampert ... .......... . ....... .... .......Director Rowan County

Mrs. William D. Kizziah . ..... .....Assistant Director Rowan County

Mrs. Reid Goodson .......Director Block Leader Service, Salisbury

(FWD-flames ‘

no».-- -_..u....-.. » meaty...)-
Sector "A?

Mrs. Ervin Lampert...................Sector Leader

Mrs. W. H. Woodson, Jr. ..............Co-Sector Leader

Mrs. H. W. Patterson Mrs. J. R. Trotter

Sector # l I

Mrs. J. c. Hadley..............Sector Leader

Mrs. Gordon Kirkland ........ O-Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Donald-Dearborn Mrs. Merle Dye

Mrs. Raymond Jenkins Miss Janie Anderson

Mrs. Fred Young 'Mrs. J. Z. Whirlow

Mrs. John L. Rusher Mrs. I. L. Hoffner

Mrs. B. C. Newsom 9‘"Wu\

Sector # R 2

Mrs. Douglas Loflin.....T..r.........Sector Leader

Mrs. Joe Gardner ............Co—Sector & Block Leader

Block Leaders: ‘ )

Mrs. c. L. Kincaid Mrs. William Sealey

Mrs. F. L. Lewellyn Mrs. William Baker

Mrs. Ted Ritchie



CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

BOYDEN DISTRICT

Mrs. w. Gettys Buille .............District Director

Mrs. J. R. Cabell ..... ..........Sssistant District Director

Sector # 5

Mrs. S. P. Purvis ........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. James Pfaff Mrs. Lawrence Haynes

MIs. G. M. Smith Mrs. Hugh Palmer

Mrs. Cameron Mrs. F. B. Spencer

Mrs. J. D. Foreman Mrs. C. R. Walters

Sector # 6

Mrs. J.-H. Knox ...........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Stahle Linn Mrs. Miles Smith

Mrs. Frank Marsh Mrs. Luther Miller

Mrs. Donald Clement Mrs. Carl King

Mrs. Gregory Peeler Mrs. Carl Wheeler

Mrs. H. C. Petrea

Sector # 7

Mrs. Charles Coggins.......Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Temple Snyder, Jr.. J. S. Shuford

Mrs. J. L. Williams 0. R. Pinkston

Mrs. Clay Swain J. E. Smith

Mrs. J. D. Cress Wm. Campbell, Jr.

Mrs. W. G. McFarland D. C. Butcher

Mrs. J. H. McKenzie H. A. Safrit



CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

Sector # 8

. Mrs. Francis Murdoch. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Walter J. Miller Mrs. George T. Fitz ‘

Mrs. W. B. Poe Mrs. David Hanson

Mrs. R. L. Bernhardt Mrs. David Woodward

Mrs. J. H. Krider Mrs. Donald Farshing

Mrs. Gordon Hunt Mrs. Leake Bernhardt

Mrs. Charles Woodbridge

Sector # S

Mrs. Henry Weisiger...........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Harry Goodman Mrs. Myron Goodman

. Mrs. James Elium Mrs. James Bennett

WILEY DISTRICT

Mrs. W. L. Tatum............District Leader

Sector # lO -

Mrs. C. D. Cruse..............Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. F. H. Still . Mrs. Lester, Jackson.

Mrs. K. V. Epting Mrs. R. R. Powlas

Mrs. Ralph Peeler Mrs. H. G. Prebble

Sector # 11

Mrs. C. C. Owen...............Sector Leader

Mrs. Paul Hinson ..........Co—Sector Leader

. Block Leaders: _

Mrs. J. P. Thomason Mrs. Edward Wicker
Mrs. Grover Arney Mrs. Clyde Peeler

Mrs. Phillip Miller



CIVILIAN SERVICE CORPS.

Sector # ll - continued

Mrs. C. W. Faggart Mrs. Leonard

Mrs. J. A. Kennedy Mrs. Harry Fisher

Mrs. Kenneth.Wagoner Mrs. Paul Phillips

Sector # 12

Mrs. Herman Kenerly...............Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Wm. Sherrill Mrs. J. S. Youngblood

Mrs. Glenn Kenner . Mrs. James Leslie

Mrs. Ross W. Garrison Mrs. E. W. Wagoner

Mrs. Roger Davidson _ Mrs. C. E. Hunt

Miss Sadie Jenkins

Sector # 15

Mrs. John Davis.................Sector Leader

Block Leaders: ' '

Mrs. Charles Malone Mrs. J. E. Haynes

Mrs. J. L. Logan Mrs. w. H. Hambly

Mrs. Fred Burke Mrs. Howard Cline

Mrs. George Maynard . Mrs. Gurney Holshouser

Mrs. Sam Carter, Sr. Mrs. A. B. Lackey

Mrs. Herman Peeler Mrs. R. 0. Bradley

Sector # 14

Mrs. Odell Naile ,................Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Frank Fuller Mrs. John Burdette



CIVILIAN SERVICE CORPS

Sector # 15

Mrs. Tom Lindsay.......... ....... ..... ..Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. W. C. Thompson Mrs. Everett Thompson'

Mrs. Charles Bessent Mrs. Hoy Bame

Mrs. L. W. Gillespie

Sector # 16

Mrs. Zeb Morgan....................Seotor Leader

Block Leaders: -

Mrs. R. L. Winecoff Mrs. W. L. Waller

Mrs. H. I. Chilson Mrs. Tom Whitman

Miss Clara Bridges

Sector # 17

Mrs. Arthur Kluttz..............Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. G. M. Eller Mrs. Fred Leader

Mrs. Leonard Mrs. Lee Brady

Mrs. Oran Hartman Mrs. Arthur Shipton

Mrs. Penley

Sector # 18

Mrs. D. G. Safrit...................Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Miss Pauline Safrit Mrs. W. C.Mesimer

Miss Stanley Gudger_ Mrs. G. L. Hillard

Miss Hazel McCormick Miss Margaret Kesler

Miss Ruth Butler Mrs. Annie Linder

Mrs. E. F. Weddington



CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

A. T. ALLEN DISTRICT.

Mrs. P. E. Weant ...........District Director

Mrs. B. D. Arey..............Assistant Director

Sector # 20

Mrs. E. J. Wagoner.........BXMKKXKMXX Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. John W. Kesler . Arthur Pinkston

Mrs. Geo. H. Lyerly J. A. Hood

Mrs. E. A. Powell W. B. JUilan

Mrs. Robert Lee Mrs. E. E. Cruse

Mrs. L. H. Earnhardt Mrs. M. H. Roszelle

Mrs. Ernest Cook Mrs. J. S. Phelps

Sector # 21'

Mrs. B. W. Barger.........Sector Leader

Block Leadersz’

Miss Daisy Kesler Mrs. Carl Sells

Mrs. J. W. Clements ‘ Mrs. John Marley

Mrs. B. B. Barringer Mrs. L. E. Sloop

-Mrs. Kerr Mowery Mrs. Hattie Bradsher

Mrs. S. L. Miller Mrs. J. D. Hege, Jr.

Mrs. Thomas Miller Mrs. Tom Cornelison

Mrs. J. R. Williams Mrs. J. M. Small

Sector # 22

Mrs. T. E. Dry.........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. J. P. McAdams J. H. Bernhardt

. Mrs. Katharine Grimes



~CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

Sector # 25

Mrs. A. E. Kirkner ................Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Thurman Wise Mrs. S. A. Kesler

Mrs. Paul Whitlock Mrs. W. R. Bhillips

Mrs. N. N. Durant " Mrs. J. R. Haithcock

Mrs. A. J. Crowell Mrs. W. A. Roseman

Mrs. J. C.,Fulmer Mrs. J. A. Canup

Mrs. I. W. Roberts ' Mrs. A. J. Holshouser

Miss Meatta Bringle

Sector # 24

Mrs. M. E. Britton............Sector Leader

Bloom Leaders:

Miss Lois Hansell Mrs. R. B. Davis

Mrs. J. A. Summers Mrs. W. M. Ruble

Mrs. C. E. James . Mrs. G. L. Morris

Mrs. S. A. Barger Mrs. Thomas B. Camp

.Mrs. J. C. Eagle Mrs. C. H. Fink

Mrs. L. Willett Mrs. W. L. Holshouser

Mrs. T. H. Swofford Mrs. F. H. Everhardt

Mrs. Myrtle Sprinkle ‘

Sector # 25

. Mrs. J. R. Elbum................Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Miss Pauline Linn

Mrs. W. A. Rufty

Mrs. C. E. Rimer

Mrs. C. S. Lisk

Mrs. Harold Isenhour

Miss Kate Whittaker

Mrs. Harold Hellard

Mrs. Wilbert Rimer

Mrs. S. J. Lentz



CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

_§ENDERSON UTSEBLCT

Mrs. R. L. Davis..............District Leader

Sector # 26

Mrs. Hoy L. Fisher...................Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. E. B. Powell Mrs. C. A. Misenheimer

Mrs. A. M. Pinkston Mrs. J. L. Artz

Miss Louise Ramsey Mrs. Thurston Hoggart

Mrs. Fred Luther Mrs. James Moose

Mrs. Coy L. Poole

Sector # 27

Mrs. John S. Whitman.........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. John Soods I Mrs. G. T. Pharis

Mrs. L. C. Boole Mrs. O. B. Skipper

Mrs. Marvin Upton Mrs. A. M. Barnes

Mrs. D. w. Miller Mrs. A. L. Jarrell

Mrs. James Penninger

‘ Seotor # 28

Mrs. Arthur D. Mathewson...........Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. T. R. Doby Mrs. W. C. Hoffner

Mrs. Z. W. Morris Mrs. Lucy Sink

Mrs. J. L. Harvey Mrs. C. J. Tarleton

Mrs. J. G. Pope Mrs. Lottie Wiles

Mrs. w. R. Spry Mrs. F. c. Satterwhite

Mrs. Raymond Wilhoit



CITIZEN'S SERVICE CORPS

Sector # 29
Mrs. Gilbert Q. Miller ............... Sector Leader
Block Leaders:

Mrs. H. C. Daniels Mrs. R. L. Chandler, Jr.
Mrs. H. C. Stout Mrs. G. E. Beeker
Mrs. S. O. Sowers Mrs. Frank C. Cain
Mrs. L. A. Charles

FRANK B. JOHN DISTRICT.

Mrs. Wm. F. Robertson, Jr.............District Leader

Sector # 29
Mrs. E. D. Buckner.............Sector Leader
Mrs. J. C. Surratt.......Co-Sector Leader
Block Leaders:

Mrs. S. H. Plexico Mrs. L. M. Boyd
Mrs. C. R. Lomax Mrs. W. E. Curlee

I Sector # 50

Mrs. John C. Tatum...........Sector Leader

Mrs. R. S. Gobble.........Co-Sector & Block
Block Leaders:

Mrs. E. H. Harrison Mrs. J. F. Hurley

Mrs. John McCanless Mrs. T. C. Fisher, Jr.
Mrs. A. A. Sawyer Mrs. Tom Coneley
Mrs. C. G. Myers

Sector # 31

Mrs. Marvin Snider.............Sector Leader
Block Leaders:

Mrs. Hayden Holmes Mrs. Charles Wentz
Mrs. M. B. Mattocks Mrs. Julian Carpenter
Mrs. Ketchie



CIVILIAN SERVICE CORPS

Sector # 52

Mrs. J. B. Pridgen............... ..... Sector Leader;

mrSo; Clifford Peelero'ooo: .............COTSGCtOI‘ Lead'ero . uBlock Leaders:

Mrs. Wm. Howard 5 Mrs. R. D..B1ackwelder

Mrs. E. M. Hobson' . I. '_Mrs. W. H. Myers

Mrs. W. T. Workman : ; Mrs. George Floyd

Sector 35

' Mrs. Harry BridentMloo o o o o o... o o o o ..S€Ct0r Leader

mrSo C. S. MOPTiS, JroooooooeoooCO-Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. Dee M. EKXKM Johnson Mrs. C. V. Roberts

Mrs. Kent Goley. . Mrs. Earl Charles

Mrs. Walker Harris: Mrs. W. P. Moore

Mrs. Frank Cline 3 - Mrs. John Milholland

Mrs. C. W. Somers

Sector # 54

Mrs. Charles Parker ...............Sector Leader

Mrs. J. D. Justice...........So-Sector Leader

Block Leaders:

Mrs. P. D. Roseman Mrs. Jake Rendleman

Mrs. Frank McRae Mrs. B. B. Gafford

Mrs. Powell Newsome Mrs. W. F. FleMing, Jr.

Mrs. Charles Pride' . ‘ 'Mrs. E.-o. Milligan

Sector # 35
I

Mrs. J. O. Sparks..........Sector Leader

Hrs. R. we Hill............,CO-Seét0r Leader

Block Leaders: ‘ '
Mrs. Kern Carlton j ” ' , ~ Mrs. M.-L. Rufty
Mrs. Charles Shaver. ' V Mrs. W. C. Taylor
Mrs. Paul Lentz » -- - Mrs. G. C. Cooper
Mrs. W. L. 3053 . . Mrs. Raymond Dean



Present for Meeting Held on March 19, 1945

Name

Mrs. J. C. Hadley
Louise Younce
Mrs. Julia Slate
Mrs. H. C. Swanson
Mrs. W. D. Hutchins
Mrs. Ben Cornelison
Mrs. Ed Ketchie
Mrs. M. J. Eagle
Mrs. A. B. Martin
Mrs. Hugh Patrick
Mrs. William Kizziah
Mrs. Charles L. Coggin
Mrs. J. O. Sparks
Mrs. Walter L. Tatum
Mrs. John Davis
Mrs. Baxter Jordon
Mrs. R. H. Owen
Mrs. J. C. Barber
Mrs. A. D. Davis,
Mrs. Helen K. Graham
Mrs. P. E. Thompson
Mrs. C. A. Fink
Mrs, G. A. Palmer
Mrs. G. W. Miller
Mrs. R. H. Bingham
Mrs. B.H. Miller
Mrs. Tom Lindsay
Mrs. C. E. Brown
Mrs. Eugene Buckner
Mrs. W. F. Robertson, Jr.
Mrs. R. Reid Goodson
Mrs. Robert Davis
Mrs. Hoy Lee Fisher
Mrs. Arthur D. Matheson
Mrs. Q. Q. Miller
Miss Bessie Julian
Mrs. C. L. Mock
Mrs. F. C. Stoudemire
M$.W.G.Gmmb
Mrs. J. M. Burton
Mrs. R. S. Gobble
Mrs. E. J. Wagner

1 Mrs. T. E. Dry
Mrs. P. E. Weant
Mrs. H. I. Chilson
Mrs. J. R. Felts, Jr.
Mrs. Ben Brandon
Mrs. J. M. Moore
Miss Anne Hall
Miss Lavilla J. Britt

Title

Sector Leader
Block Leader
Vocational Home Ec. Teacher
Leader Sector - Spencer
Sector Leader - Spencer
Block Leader - Spencer
Chr. C. S. C. - Spencer
Yadkin
Yadkin
Sector Leader 7 Yadkin
Ass't Rowan Co. Chairman C.S.C.
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Division Leader - Salisbury
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Ass't Leader - Hurley PTA
Leader- Hurley PTA
President Cleveland Home Dem. Club
Food Con. Leader Cleveland H. D. Club
Voc. Home Ec. Teacher
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Block Leader - Spencer
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Ass't Block Leader - China Grove
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Food Con. Leader Rockwell H. D. Club
Sector Leader - Salisbury
District Leader - Salisbury
Chief of Block Leader Service,Salisbury
District Leader — Salisbury
Sector Leader, Salisbury
Sector Leader, Salisbury,
Sector Leader - Salisbury,
Food Con. Leader Rowan County H. D. Clubs
Block Leader - Spencer
Ass't Block Leader — Spencer
Sector Leader — Salisbury
Block Leader - Spencer
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Sector Leader - Salisbury
Sector Leader - Salisbury
District Leader - Salisbury
Block Leader - Salisbury
Home Ec. Teacher — Granite Quarry
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Ass't Sector Leader - Spencer
Home Ec. Teacher - Salisbury
Home Ec. Teacher - Salisbury



Name

Miss Edith Staton
Miss Mary Ray
Mrs. Harold Sides
Mrs. P. G. McDowell
Mrs. Gettys Guille
Mrs. J. R. Cabell
Mrs. C. W. Hall
Mrs. Mildred Seaber
Mrs. Lorraine B. Redden

Title

Home Ec. Teacher — Mt. Ulla
Home Ec. Teacher — East Spencer
Sector Leader - East Spencer
Block Leader — East Spencer
Director - Salisbury
Co-Director - Salisbury
Mt. Ulla
Duke Power Co.
Home Demonstration Agent
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DEFENSE COUNCIL CHAIRMEN

Alamance, Thomas D. Cooper, Burlington
Alexander, J. Hayden Burke, Taylorsville
Allegheny, R. F. Crouse, Sparta
Anson, H. P. Taylor, thesboro
Ashe, Ira T. Johnston, Jefferson
Avery, John V. Bowers, Newland
Beaufort, Fenner T. Paul, Washington
Bertie, J. A. Pritchett, Windsor
Bladen, J. H. Clark, Elizabethtown
Brunswick, Dr. E. D. Bishop, Shallott
Buncombo, Lobt. F. Phillips, Ashevill
Burke, T. Earl Franklin, Morganton

8
9

V’Cabarrus, H. E. Hidenhour, Jr., Concord

V

l

J

. .n
v

Caldwell, E. F. Allen, Lenoir
Camden, W. I. Halstead, South Mills

Lee, Warren Williams, Sanford
Lenoir, C. A. Kramer, Kinston
Lincoln, U. E. Garrison, Lincolnton
McDowell, Zeno Martin, Marion
Macon, Guy Houck, Franklin
Madison, E. D. Wilson, Marshall
Martin, Hugh Horton, Williamston
Mecklenburg, martin L. Cannon, Charlotte
Mitchell, J. B. Deyton, Bakersville
Montgomery, 0. H. Broadway, Troy
Moore, James W. Tufts, Pinehurst
Nash, Thos. J. Pearsall, kooky Mount
New Hanover, Louis J.Poisson, Wilmington
Northampton, Archie Gay, Jackson
Onslow, John D. ”arlick, Jacksonville

Carteret, Dr. K.P.B. Bonner, Morehead City Orange, A. H. Graham, Hillsboro
Caswell, Holland McSwain, Yanceyville
Catawba, Donald S. Menzies, Hickory
Chatham, J. S. Haters, Pittsboro
Cherokee, John C. O'Dell, Murphy
Chowan, E. W. Spires, Edenton
Clay, J. Welter Moore, Hayesville
Cleveland, George W. wray, Shelby
Columbus, Dr. T. FormyDuval, Whiteville
Craven, Ray Henderson, New Bern

Pamlieo, E. S. Askew, Bayboro
Pasquotank, J. Henry LeEoy, Elizabeth City
Ponder, W. H. Robbins, Burgaw
Perquimans, Chas. Whedbee, Hertford’
Person, L. C. Bradsher, Roxboro
Pitt, June H. Rose, Greenville
Polk, Charles J. Lynch, Tryon
Randolph, C. C. Cranford, Asheboro
Richmond, W. H. Eubanks, Rockingham

Cumberland, J. Scott McFadyen, Fayettcville Robeson, O. L. Henry, Lumberton
Currituck, F. B. Aycock, Jr., Currituck
Dare, Martin Kellogg, Manteo
Davidson, J. Lee Wilson, Lexington
Davie, E. C. Tatum, Cooleemee
Duplin, Faison W. MbGowen, Kenansvill8
Durham, Col. Sidney C. Chambers, Durham
Edgecombe, VF. G. Clark, Tarboro
Forsyth, Fred Hutchins, Winston-Salem
Franklin, E. H. Mhlone, Leuisburg
Gaston, Forrest C. Roberts, Gastonia
Gates, L. C. Hand, Gatesville
Graham, John B. Smith, Robbinsville

Rockingham, Clarence Stone, Stonevillc
Rowan, Halter H. Woodson, Sr., Salisbury
Rutherford, Oscar J. Mooneyham, Forest City
Sampson, D. V. Carter, Clinton
Scotland, 0. L. Moore, Laurinburg
Stanly, h. R. Ingram, Albemarle
Stokes, Lawrence thRae, Walnut Cove
Surry, John W. Comer, Dobson
Swain, McKinley Edwards, Bryson City
Transylvania, Ralph Ramsey, Jr., Brevard
Tyrrell, '.'I. S. Carawan, Columbia
Union, J. Hampton Price, Monroe

Granville, Meyer T. C. Jordan, Jr., Oxford Vance, Judge R. E. Clements, Henderson
Greene, Sen. K. A. Pittman, Snow Hill
Guilford, Stark Dillard, Greensboro
Halifax, A. Leonidas Hux, Halifax
Harnett, Earl McD. "estbrook; Dunn
Haywood, Jonathan H. Woody, Waynesville
Henderson, Monroe Redden, Hendersonville
Hartford, E. Dare Boone, Hinton
Hoke, H. L. Catlin, Jr., Laeford
Hyde, Mrs. Seth M. Gibbs, Engelhard
Iredell, H. P. Grier, Jr., Statesvill
Jackson, Dan Tompkins, Sylva
Johnston, James H. Pool, Smithfield
Jones, John W. Creagh, Trenton

February 1, 1943

e\/

Wake, Frank Drniels, Raleigh
Warren, John H. Kerr, Jr., Warrenton
Washington, P. Bruce Bateman, Plymouth
Watauga, Wade E. Brown, Boone
Hayne, Hay Armstrong, Goldsboro
Wilkes, Judge J. A. Rousseau, N.Wilkesboro
Wilson, Charles McLean, Wilson
Yadkin, Fred C. Hobson, Yadkinville
Yancey, Dover H. Fouts, Burnsville
High Point, O. A. Kirkman, High Point
Rocky Mount, Millard F. Jones, Rocky Mount
Chapel Hill, Mayor R. W. Madry, Chapel Hifl.
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Storage for

Canned Foods

NORTH CAROLINA
STATE COLLEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND ENGINEERING

OF THE
UNIVERSITY OF NORTH CAROLINA

u. 5. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE. CO-OPERATING
N. C. AGRICULTURAL EXTENSION SERVICE

I. O. SCHAUB. DIRECTOR
STATE COLLEGE STATION

RALEIGH

DISTRIBUTED lN FURTHERANCE OF THE ACTS OF CONGRESS OFMAY 8 AND JUNE 30. 1914
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STORAGE FOR CANNED FOODS

.Drepared by Home Demonstration Specialists of the
N. C. Agricultural Extension Service

A well planned storage space for canned foodswhether in a closet, %'% , or an outside building, 1.5a good investment 9 lme and Vmgney. Not only is Itpossible to reduce t e cost of' Fri by using homegrown and home conserved_foods ut the satisfaction5...-szufigywapd variety on hand at all0
of having a goodQED}? means much e home maker for she knowst at the‘health and happiness of the family dependon Well balanced meals. Every farm home can haveadequate storage space for food with just a littleweak and iratiatixe-

Objectives in the Storage Program are:
1. To provide an adequate place for conservedproducts, sufficient in quantity to meet budgetrequirements.
2. To arrange products for convenience accordingto food value.
3. To improve the quality and variety of cannedmeats and of jellies, preserves, and pickles.
4. To improve the quality and care of dried, brined,and stored products.

Location
The storage room should be We to thekitchen. It should be so constructed t at it will be ascool as possible in summer, frost proof in winter,and always dry and well ventilated. Tight floors andwalls, reinforced with some insulating material, aidin preventing extremes in temperatures. A windowmay be used to provide light and ventilation. Thewindow, however, should be equipped with an opaqueshade to prevent fading of foods in glass containers.If the room is an inside one, it should have ventilatorsand be provided with some means for lighting.Canned goods, kraut, vinegar, pickles, cured meats,lard, fruits for ripening as peaches, pears, grapes,etc., require the type of storage described above.Large amounts of long keeping fruits and vegetables,such as apples and root vegetables, require a moistatmosphere and should be kept elsewhere.

Shelves
Twelve inch boards for shelves for small containersare desirable. This width accommodates 2 rows ofglass jars or tin cans or 3 rows of bottles or jellyglasses. Wider shelves (about 18 inches) will beneeded for stone jars and for shallow containers,such as crocks or flat pans. To prevent shelves fromsagging supports are needed about every 30 inches.The area of comfortable reach is 18 inches from thefloor for the lowest shelf and 6 feet for the top shelf.
The lower shelves should be used for the heavierand larger containers and will have more space be-tween than the upper shelves where the smaller con-tainers are placed. To estimate the distance between



shelves, add 2 inches to the height of small containersand 8 inches to those too heavy to move easily. Forestimating amount of shelving, the following is agood working basis:
Pint and quart jars—19 feet per hundred jan.

stored 2 rows to the shelf. '
Half gallon jars—20 feet per hundred jars, stored2 rows to the shelf.
Tin cans, No. 2%—9 feet per hundred cans, stacked2 deep, and stored 2 rows to the shelf.
Pint glass bottles—9 feet per hundred bottles,

stored 3 rows to the shelf.

Storing Foods
Satisfactory ways of storing the various productsare:
Glass jars and tin cans—2 w@ a shelf.
Bottles and small jelly glasses—3 rows to a shelf.
Tin cans—stacked two deep—2 rows to a shelf.
Heavy articles as large stone jars, kegs, bins andcrates on slatted platforms set on casters.
Cured meats hung on hooks in ceiling.

Space Arrangement
Labels on shelves rather than on jars make a more‘ attractive appearance and call for Mich less effort‘ on the part of the housewife. No two homes will have‘ the same conditions, hence each homemaker shouldstudy her own situation and plan for a convenientarrangement that will best suit her needs.

, Orderly grouping of foods is advised. Mgal plan-ning an al preparation is made easier for thehomemaker y grouping foods on shelves and in the.bins and crates. The following plan is suggestive:
Juices Jellies, Pickles, Relishes MiscellaneousFruits Preserves Leafy OtherFruits Meats vegetables vegetablesStarchy Othervegetables vegetables

Label bins or crates for temporary supply ofpotatoes, dried beans, peas and nuts which are kept inthe house. 6 ~/’\ 1MW 3,7 Q): . (1;.A‘. a) .An emergency shelf, contain ng sometof the ch01c-est canned products nd 0th r food heeded for aquickly prepared meal will aid greatly when un-expected company arrives. If there is a baby in thefamily a section of the shelves set aside for smallcontainers of tomato juice, vegetable purees, andother foods will be found convenient. A school lunchshelf in homes where lunches are packed daily willaid in preparing better lunches for the members ofthe family who must eat a cold lunch.
Dispose of unnecessary articles in the storageroom. Have a lace fwthing and keep every-thing in its place. 'K...- I " \\<’—\\
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Food Will Win the War and Write the Peace.

—Secretary Claude R. Wickard.



Home Drying of Fruits and Vegetables

. . By RUBY SCHOLZ
Extension Economist in Food Conservation and Marketing

Drying is a satisfactory method of preserving certain fruits
and vegetables. Used to supplement canning and storage, it will
reduce the cost of the total budget and provide an adequate
variety of foods for winter use.

Drying or dehydration has several advantages. The product’s
weight is only one-fourth to one-ninth that of the fresh materials;
there is a considerable reduction in bulk; storage is possible for
long periods without the use of hermetically sealed special con-
tainers; and very little special equipment is needed. There are
some fruits and vegetables that it is not advisable to dry, either
because drying decreases their palatability or because they
deteriorate rapidly after drying. Many vegetables are kept for
long periods in storage, either in outdoor pits or in an ordinary
cellar. -
Drying is more than merely removing enough water to insure

the product against spoilage. Drying must be done in such a way
as to preserve food value, natural flavor and cooking quality of
the raw material.
The rate of drying will depend upon the temperature of the

air and the rate with which the air circulates about the product
to be dried. Rapid drying is believed to preserve flavor and cook-

. ing quality. The temperature must not be so high as to cause
. bursting of cells and loss of juices, or scorching of that which

has lost' most of its water.

Types of Dryers
1. Outdoor—Place the product in pans of wire netting, cheese

cloth covered, slanted to the direct sun. Cover with glass or
mosquito netting to protect from dirt and flies. Drying can be
done on canvas or non-resinous boards on a slanting roof.

2. Screen Tray—The trays are made so that they may be tilted
to the proper angle of the sun. (Figure 1.)

3. Oven—Fruits and vegetables may be dried with the door
left open. Very little fire is required to dry the product.

4. Stone Dryer—The suspended stove dryer is one of the
simplest and least expensive to build. (Figure 2.)
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FRUITS

Begin drying as soon as the fruit is two-thirds ripe, and con-
tinue as long as it can be handled without mashing the pulp.

Caution: In drying, cleanliness of product and equipment
cannot be over-emphasized.

FRUITS BEST SUITED TO HOME DRYING
Apples

Select firm, slightly acid fall and winter apples for drying.
Soft summer fruit is not good for this purpose. Wash, pare, core,
and cut in slices 1A; to 14 inch in thickness. Drop at once in cold
salt water to prevent discoloring. Use 1/2 teaspoon of salt to 1
quart of water if fruit is to be left in the bath for sometime—or
a stronger solution (1 ounce of salt to 1 gallon water) is used if
the fruit is dipped only for 1 or 2 minutes. Drain well, spread
on drying trays in single layers, edges slightly overlapping. If
the fruit is dried in an evaporator, begin drying at 110 degrees
to 120 degrees F., increasing gradually up to 175 degrees to 180
degrees F., or start drying at about 200 degrees F. and reduce
temperature to 175 degrees F. Dry until no juice can be pressed
out of cut surface when rubbed between fingers. The rings should
not be dried hard, but should be spongy when broken.

If the fruit is to be sun-dried, it should be spread much more
thinly, not much more than two slices in depth, and the trays
should be immediately exposed to the full sun. If conditions are
favorable for stack drying, the trays may be stacked after 1 or 2
days of full exposure to the sun.

If the fruit is to be sulphured, it should be spread upon the
trays to a uniform depth of 1 to 1%; inches as rapidly as it is
sliced, and immediately placed in the sulphuring box for 20 to 30
minutes, after which it is transferred to the evaporator.
Peaches
Take ripe, firm peaches, peel, cut from the seed if cling stones,

break open if free stone. Quarter or cut in slices. Treat with
sulphur 20 to 30 minutes. Spread in the sun or dry in the even.
The peelings may be left on if desired.
Pears

Select varieties with fine grain flesh, fairly high sugar con-
tent, and distinct flavor, Bartlett and others. Peel, core, quarter
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or slice. Treat halves with sulphur 3-4 hours. Small pieces require
less time. Dry the same as for peaches.
Berries and Figs

Berries and figs are found to be more palatable when canned
in syrup by hot water bath method or made into preserves.
These products do not dry successfully in this climate.

SULPHURING FRUIT
Wrap one teaspoonful of sulphur in paper and place it in a

pan in the bottom of a large barrel or box. Hang the fruit in
trays or in a basket from a cross-piece at the top of barrel or
box. Light the paper. Cover barrel or box tightly and leave fruit
exposed to the sulphur fumes for 20 minutes. There is some
objection to sulphured fruit, but no proof that it is injurious to
human beings in the small quantity used in the drying process.

After the fruit is sulphured, it should be placed in the drier.
Begin drying at 120 degrees F. and increase gradually to 180
degrees F. as the drying proceeds. Sulphured fruit should be
washed well before it is cooked.

VEGETABLES
Drying is advised for a limited number of products, since dried

vegetable materials are prone to deterioration in flavor and table
quality. This is especially true of those selected very young as
asparagus, spinach, cauliflower and green peas. Vegetables to be
dried require partial cooking before they undergo the drying
process. This precooking should be done in steam rather than
water, to preserve food value.

' Corn
Corn is delicious when dried. Gather only young, fresh, tender

corn. Prepare immediately. Precook 8 to 12 minutes in boiling
water or steam. Cut from the cob in whole grains. Sun drying
is especially good for corn. Stir frequently so that it will dry
evenly and quickly.
Green Beans

Select pods when beans are just beginning to form. Wash,
stern and tip. Cut into pieces 1%; to 1 inch long. Steam 6 to 8
minutes. Dry between 2 cloths. Place on the dryer. These are best
not stored too long.
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DR Y/NG SCREEN TRAYS— FIGURE 1.
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Greens

Trim, remove heavy stems. Wash, steam and spread thin to
dry.

\Peas
Shell the green, fresh peas. Steam eight minutes. Spread to V3

inch on trays. Begin drying at 115 degrees F. and continue to
140 degrees F. Stir frequently. Certain varieties are better for
drying than others.

Tomato Paste
Slice the tomatoes; cook at simmering temperature until

broken down. Sieve the pulp and cook slowly as long as possible
without burning. Place in pans one inch deep; place pans in
evaporator and heat to 150 degrees F. Stir frequently. Combine
pans as the drying reduces the volume. Total time for drying to
a thick paste is 6 to 8 hours. When dried to this consistency,
bring to a boil and immediately place in half-pint sterilized glass
jars. Seal immediately.

Apple and other fruit pastes may be made the same way.

TIME REQUIRED FOR DRYING
The time required for drying fruits and vegetables will depend

on climatic conditions and the method of drying. Often part of
the product dries before the rest. In this case, remove only the
thoroughly dried products and allow the remainder to continue
drying.

STORAGE AND CARE OF DRIED PRODUCTS
Foods taken from drying trays are conditioned by placing the

product into deep containers and stirring each day for eight to
ten days. If the product is too moist to store after this process,
return to the dryer.

Products may be stored in glass jars, cellophane bags, tin con-
tainers, or sacks coated with wax. It is advisable to store in small
quantities so that the food will be used within a short time after
opening. ,

Store in a cool dry place. During long spells of wet weather,
dried foods should be returned to the dryer for a short time.
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Source of Material
1. Drying Foods at Home, Extension Service, Agr. and Mech.

College of Texas, College Station, Texas.
. How to Dry Fruits and Vegetables, G. W. Carver, Tuskegee

Institute.
. Drying Fruits and Vegetables, Extension Circular 350, South
Dakota State College, Brookings, South Dakota.
Drying Fruits and Vegetables in the Home, Ext. Bulletin
No. 188, State College, Washington.

. Farm and Home Drying of Fruits and Vegetables, U.S.D.A.,
Farmers’ Bulletin No. 984.
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HOME STORAGE OF VEGETABLES.
By JAMES H. errm, senior horticulturist, DivisiOn of Fruit and VegetableCrops and Diseases, Bureau of Plant Industry.

CONTENTS.
Page. Page.Reasons for storing vegetables............... 3 Storage of various vegetables—Continued.Types of storage............................. 4 Late celery.............................. 19A storage room in the basement of the Onions .................................. 21dwelling ............................... 4 Parsnips................................ 21Outdoor storage cellars __________________ 7 Potatoes, Irish.......................... 21Storage in banks or plts------_------_-_-‘_ 14 Potatoes, sweet......................... 21Storage of various vegetables................. 16 Pumpkins and squashes ................ 22Beans and peas.......................... 16 Salefy.................................. 23Late beets............................... 16 , Late turnips............................ 28Late cabbages........................... 17 Storage of apples............................ 23Carrots.................................. 18

REASONS FOR STORING VEGETABLES.
FOR THOSE PERSONS who are fortunate enough to controlland for the growing of vegetables in sufficient quantity for theneeds of the family, storage will prove an economy. Likewise, itwill often.- prove an economy to grow late vegetables to store.Home storage is of importance at all times, but especially so if vege-tables are scarce an rices are high. Crops of suitablemiatmature at a season when they can be preserved by storing should bekept in their natural condition instead of being canned ordried. Notonly is it possible to reduce the cost of the menu materially by grow-ing and storing vegetables for home use, but the satisfaction anddietary advantage of having a supply of fresh vegetables near athand, so that regardless of markets and winter temperatures the listmay be varied, cannot be measured in dollars and cents.A half-acre garden, if cared for properly, will produce far morevegetables than the average family can consume during the maturingperiod of the crops. Only a small portion of the garden should bedevoted to those vegetables which must be used as soon as they reachmaturity. Beets, late cabbage, carrots, celery, onions, parsnips,

3
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potatoes, sweet potatoes, salsify, and turnips may be stored in their
natural condition, and should be grown to the extent of the family
needs for storage for winter use. Beans of various kinds, including
the limas, may be stored dry. The successful storage of vegetables
is not at all difficult; in fact, good storage facilities already exist in
most homes, it being only necessary to make use of the cellar, the
attic, a large closet, or other parts of the dwelling, depending upon
the character of the product to be stored, and to take reasonable care
to discard all individual vegetables showing any decay or mechanical
injury before putting them into storage.

Different vegetables require different storage conditions; as a rule
vegetables dry out or wilt or wither rather quickly unless the atmos-
phere of their storage place is kept damp. and the temperature as low

as possible without
actual freezing.
Certain vegetables,
however, furnish ex-
ceptions to this rule,
as will be noted
later.
S o m e attention

vegetamz~fgnse Room will necessarily have
to be given to venti-
lation. Ventilation
is needed in a stor-
age space not only
to change the air to
carry off odors but
also to help obtain

”0me a desirable storage
FIG. 1.—Floor plan of a storage roam in a corner of a base- temperature and 1111'

ment. The arrangement of the shelving and blue may be midity. Advantage
changed to suit conditions. While the construction of
the wall may be varied, it must be tight. should a1 w a y s be

taken of the cool air
at nigh t and at other times when the outside temperature is
near but not below freezing and the air is not too dry.

Barrels, bone, chumps 5c! in Hue spa.“

TYPES OF STORAGE.
A STORAGE ROOM IN THE BASEMENT OF THE DWELLING.

A cool, well-ventilated cellar under the dwelling offers good con-
ditions for the storage of vegetables. Many cellars are not well
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suited for storing vegetables because of poor insulation or lack ofventilation. Cellars containing a furnace for heating the dwellingusually are too warm and too dry for the storage of root crops. Itis often possible, however, to partition off a room either in one corneror at one end of the cellar where the temperature may be con-trolled by means of outside windows. At least one window is neces-sary, and two or more are desirable for admitting light and forventilation. If the cellar is square or rectangular, a. room similarto the one illustrated in figure 1 can be arranged. If, as is often

,I

winshelvesforcannedgoods:..

.‘ ._~.:. . _ , _ _, .. ,._. .it. .~ ‘... 'v.‘ “3...... K‘ .-,.,..-~ a: ... ..-
Wnll shave.- canned goods

Barrels, Boxes. etc. may 'set in this space

Vegetable Storage Room
Io’x I 2 '

[ F/osfor:n]

psosempFIG. 2.—Floor plan, showing the possibility of constructing a storage room by partition.ing on? the portion of the cellar under the wing of the house.
the case, however, the cellar is built in the shape of an ell, the roomshould be made by partitioning off the offset, as shown in figure 2.In some cases it is possible to cut off one end of the cellar with onestraight wall.

CONSTRUCTION 03“ TH. STORAGE ROOM.
The size of the storage room should be determined by the spaceavailable and the amount of material to be stored. Natural earthmakes a better floor than concrete or brick, as a certain amount of
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moisture is desirable. The walls of the storage room should be
parallel to the walls of the cellar. Lay 2 by 4 inch scantling flat on
the floor and secure them with pegs driven into the floor or by nail-
ing them to the top of short posts set in the ground. Set 2 by 4 inch
studding from this sill to the ceiling, spacing them 16 inches apart
from center to center. Locate the door to the storage room at the
most convenient point, making it large enough to admit barrels,
boxes, etc., a good size being 21/2 feet wide by 61/2 feet high. Set the
studs on either side of the door 32 inches apart, which will allow for
the door and the frame. Put a header over the door, allowing 1 inch

for the frame and
seven-eighths of an
inch for the sill at the
bottom. Set the studs
against the walls
where the cellar walls
and storage-room
walls meet. Care ex-
ercised in making the
frame square and
plumb will enable the
builder to get the
structure tight with a
minimum of labor. A
good room is made by

PaoaaaHP covering the studding
Fm. 3.—Wall of a storage room in a basement, showing . .

the details of construction. This type of construction on the OUtSIde Wlth
is good, but a satisfactory room can be made by omit- tongue _ and _ groove
ting the lathe and plaster. Many rooms with stud- .
ding frame and tongue-and-groove siding give excel- material, but a bet-
lent “5“"8‘ ter way is to sheathe

the outside with plain lumber, tack building paper on this, and side
with tongue-and-groove material. This construction in connection
with lath and plaster or wall board on the inside makes an excellent
room. The construction of such a wall is illustrated in figure 3.

Ventilation may be secured by opening one or more windows. An
air duct constructed of wood, metal, or terra cotta and fitted in one
of the windows, as illustrated in figure 4, is desirable, as it permits
the cool air to enter at the bottom of the room. Two or more joints
of 6-inch stovepipe, one with a damper, and an elbow may be used.
A piece of board with a hole the size of the pipe is fitted in the
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window in place of one of the panes of glass. Another pane of
glass may be removed from the sash and a small hinged door fitted
in its place, which when open allows the heated air to escape. In
cold weather both the hinged door and the damper in the stovepipe
must be closed. The windows in the storage room should be dark-
ened in order to protect the vegetables from the light.

Barrels, crates, boxes, or bins may be used as Containers for the
various vegetables, but movable containers are preferable to built-in

f.......................................

44444

.......

Ventilating GM!

Air damper
”Floor Level

House

P603MHP
FIG. 4.—Details of construction for the ventilation of a storage room in a basement.The air duct may be made of wood, terra cotta, or metal and installed in place of a paneof glass, thus avoiding cutting through the cellar wall. A hinged door the size of amother pane of glass may serve as an outlet for the warm air.
bins, as it is possible to remove them for cleaning. It is advisable
to construct shelves or a slat floor to keep the crates, boxes, baskets,
and other containers off the ground. This is highly desirable to in-
sure a free circulation of air and to prevent the containers from
harboring mice, rats, and other vermin. The shelves for canned
goods along one side of the room need not be more than 6 inches
wide. A suggested arrangement for the bins, shelves, etc., in the
storage room is shown in figures 1 and 2.

OUTDOOR STORAGE CELLARS.
Outdoor. storage cellars or caves are excellent for the storage of

many vegetables. They are particularly desirable on the farm, as
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they afford convenient and inexpensive storage facilities for surplus
vegetable crops that otherwise might be lost. They possess all the ad-
vantages of the storage room in the basement and are superior in
many respects. The outdoor storage cellar can be maintained at
a uniform temperature over a long period. It is possible to keep
the cellar cool and quickly to reduce the temperature of the stored
product to the desired point for safe storage by opening the door
during the night and closing it in the morning before the air be-
comes warm. All ventilators should likewise be kept tightly closed
until the outside air is again cooler than that within the cellar, when
they should be opened, unless the outside temperature is so low as
to be dangerous. This safeguards the product and adds to the ef-
ficiency of the storage chamber. Vegetables can be more conven-
iently placed in such a cellar than in the storage room in the base-
ment of a dwelling.
When the chief use of the outdoor storage cellar is for storing

turnips, beets, carrots, and other root crops commonly used as stock
food, it should be located near the stable, where the material will
be convenient for winter feeding. When it is to be used for vege-
tables for the table the cellar should be accessible from the kitchen
at all times. If apples or other fruits are to be stored in an out-
door storage cellar it is desirable to have a two-compartment cellar,

‘ one for vegetables and one for apples, with a ventilating apparatus
in each compartment. '

CONSTRUCTION OF THE OUTDOOR STORAGE CELLAR.
As the root cellar must be weatherproof, that is, capable of being

kept free from moisture and free from frost, its type and construc-
tion vary with the geographical location. In the southern portion
of the country the structure is usually entirely above ground and
protected by only a few inches of sod and with straw, leaves, etc.
In northern sections outdoor storage cellars are made almost entirely
below ground and covered with a foot or two of earth.

STORAGE IN REGIONS 0F MILD WINTERS.
An aboveground storage cellar suited to conditions in southern

sections of the United States may be built on a well-drained site
at slight expense. A row of posts may be set 5 or 6 feet apart,
extending 7 or 8 feet above the surface of the ground, with a ridge-
pole placed on top of them. Against each side of the ridgepole
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PIOSOIHPFIG. 5.—An outdoor storage cellar, typical of those used in the South for storing sweetpotatoes and other root crops. It consists of a pole and plank frame covered withsod and straw.
a row of planks or puncheons is placed, with their opposite ends
resting in a shallow trench 4 or 5 feet from the line of posts. The
ends are boarded up, a door being provided in one end of the struc-
ture, and the roof covered with sod to a depth of 5 or 6 inches. A
good type of outdoor storage cellar built along these lines is shown
in figure 5.

STORAGE IN REGIONS 0F SEVERE FREEZE.
In sections where low temperatures prevail it is necessary to in-

sulate the storage house so that the vegetables will not freeze. An
aboveground type of storage house much used in many sections of
the North has thick walls filled with insulating material, such as
sawdust or shavings. The construction is of frame and the walls
are usually 10 to 12 inches thickf Both the inside and the outside
walls are sheathed with matched lumber so as to make them air-
tight. The rafters are ceiled on the under side with the same ma-
terial and the space between the rafters filled with dry insulating
material. The use of building paper in the roof and walls of the
storage house is of great assistance in insulating it. Ventilation is
provided in the same manner as in the outdoor storage cellar built
of concrete described on page 11.
A type of storage cellar much used in northern sections of thecountry is built partly under ground. The walls are of masonry and
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extend to a point just above the surface of the ground. On these
walls plates are set and a roof of frame construction erected. The
roof structure is ceiled on the under side of the rafters and some
suitable insulating material, such as dry sawdust or shavings, packed
in the space between the rafters, and then the sheathing, paper, and
roofing material are applied as in the case of the aboveground type of
storage cellar described in the previous paragraph. This type of
structure (fig. 6) is preferable in many respects to the aboveground
type, as it is easier to maintain the temperature at the proper point
and its insulation is a comparatively easy matter.

Protection from freezing may be secured with a simpler type of
structure (figs. 7 and 8) by making it entirely under ground. In
order to avoid steps down to the level of the floor, with the consequent
extra labor in storing and removing the vegetables, a sidehill location
is desirable.
The excavation in the hill should be of the approximate size of the

cellar, using the dirt for covering the roof and for banking the sides
of the structure. A frame is erected by setting two rows of posts of
uniform height in the bottom of the pit near the dirt walls and a
third line of posts about 5 feet higher through the center of the pit.
These posts serve as supports for the planks or puncheons forming
the roof of the structure, as with the aboveground type of storage
cellar already described. The door is placed at one end and a venti-
lator put in the roof. The whole structure with the exception of the

P692?! P
FIG. 6.——A storage cellar typical of those much used in the northern sections of the

country, consisting of masonry walls and a well-insulated wooden roof.
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portion occupied by the door is covered with dirt and sod. The thick--
ness of the covering must be determined by the location; the colder
the climate the thicker the covering. The dirt covering may be sup-
plemented in winter by a layer of manure, straw, corn fodder, etc.
Outdoor storage cellars usually are left with dirt floors, as a certain
degree of moisture is desirable. These cellars may also be made of
concrete, brick, hollow tile, stone, or other material. ’

OUTDOOR STORAGE CELLARS BUILT 0F CONCRETE.
The type of outdoor storage cellar described above, while low in

first cost, is short lived, as the conditions in the cellar are favorable
to the decay of wood.
The concrete storage

\ D-rt Covering cellar, a 1 t h 0 u g h
\\ mag- p... rather high in firsti ‘4‘; .\‘
ix cost, as compared

‘— i a \m. with wood, is a per-
manent structure.
Concrete possesses
several advantages
over brick, stone, or

y. 7 \ other decay-resisting
‘ ‘ -\ materials. In the

' construction of a
small structure suit-
able for the home it
is possible to makeP50385HPFIG. 7.—End view of an outdoor storage cellar, showing .the rOOf self-support-

the frame of posts covered with planks or puncheons and 111g and to employwith dirt. Additional protection may be given by plac- -ing manure, straw, or corn fodder on top or the dirt. unSklued labor, thus

sl”J\
\(<7

\\.\\\. fl////

lessening the cost. It
is a simple matter to waterproof concrete, a feature highly desirable
in a storage cellar.

For detailed information in reference to the mixing and handling
of concrete, the reader is referred to Farmers’ Bulletin 1772, entitled
“ Use of Concrete on the Farm.”
The site for the concrete storage cellar should be selected with the

same considerations in mind as for the wood-frame cellar, namely, a,
well-drained, convenient location, preferably a sidehill, into which it
may be built, as shown in figures 9 and 10. The excavation should be
just large enough for the dirt walls to serve as the outside form for
the concrete. For that portion of the wall which is above the surface
of theground a board form must be used. The inside form usually
is made of boards held in place by scantling spaced about 18 inches
apart. Temporary supports should be placed across the top to carry
the form, so that it will be of the size and shape desired. The side
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P6030“!P
FIG. 8.-—Side View of an outdoor storage cellar. showing the details of construction.It the cellar is more than 12 feet long. two ventilating flues should be used. If builton a sidehill, no steps will be needed, making it easier to store and remove the vege-tables.
walls and roof should be so constructed that there will be no joints to
weaken the structure. The form for the ceiling may be slightly
arched by setting a temporary line of posts through the middle of
the excavation. A plate placed on these posts a few inches higher
than the height of the side walls will allow the form boards to be
laid crosswise of the cellar, springing the ends down and securing

l u’II} g.---.§-----

3:""—-—’2 ,‘=“3 ~:3 fiaéfih '-s
s

/
ongsoHP

Fm. 9.-—Cross section of a concrete storage cellar, showing the arrangement of ventilaotors, slat floors, and bins, with provision for the circulation of air under and aroundthe slat floors and bins. This cellar is 10 feet wide and 8 feet high, insidemeasurement.
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them to the forms for the inside of the walls. An arch a few inches
high makes a strong roof and helps in ventilating the cellar.
The whole structure, with the exception of the portion occupied

by the door, is covered with earth to prevent freezing, the thickness
of the earth covering depending upon the geographical location. In
the colder sections of the country 2 or 3 feet is not too much, and
additional protection may be given by using a supplementary cover-
ing of straw, fodder, or manure.. In severely cold weather both the
top and bottom air ducts must be closed. It is well to cover the
outside ends of the air inlets by woven wire in order to prevent small
animals from entering the storage cellar.
The cellar illustrated in figures 9, 10, and 11 is 10 feet wide, 12

feet long, and 8 feet high and will contain the products of an acre
garden. The walls
are of 6-inch concrete
reinforced by five-
eighthsinch iron rods.
The floor is earth, as
this permits good

, moisture conditions
i“, .-w;:. for the storage of

vegetables. The
structure is provided
with a ventilating
flue in the roof and
an air inlet in the
floor for the admis-P2068IHP . .

Fm. 10.—Longitudinal section of an outdoor storage cellar Slon 0f COOI 1111‘.12 feet long, built of concrete. The structure may be The storage capaC-lengthened to increase the storage capacity, but it this it ma be increis done additional ventilators must be provided. y y. agedby mak1ng the struc-
ture longer, but when this is done additional ventilators must be pro-
vided. If the width is increased, either middle piers should be used
to assist in carrying the roof or the roof should be arched. A cellar 6
feet wide, 8 feet long, and 7 feet high will provide the necessary
storage space for the products of a small home garden and may be
built in the same manner as the one illustrated in figures 9, 10, and 11.

‘--—--§--{DRAW All DuelK F

THE STORAGE CELLAR UNDER AN OUTBUILDING.

Sometimes it is possible to build a storage cellar as the lower story
of and foundation for an outbuilding. \Vhen this is done it is de-
sirable to have the cellar almost entirely under ground and well in-
sulated by banking the outside walls with dirt. The ceiling of the
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cellar may be made frostproof by constructing a double wall to be
filled with dry sawdust, shavings, or other insulating material. Con-
crete is a good material of which to construct the side walls of the
cellar, although brick, stone, tile, etc., may be used. The entrance may
be through the floor of the room above or through an outside door
placed in one end of the cellar, reached by steps or a grade entrance.
.Ventilation may be secured. by placing a shaft from the ceiling of
the cellar through the room above to the roof, or by placing the
ventilators in the side walls near the ceiling. The inlet ducts should
be put in the floor as in other outdoor concrete cellars and their outer
ends covered with
Wire screen. iii-.333“?59593553535‘i5“5- F). -. 'l.‘ ,_J_. ‘.“-'.'.’"'.‘.'.-, , . ,. ,. __,,..«. -._-». -' _. ,.. .17: '3‘." .-‘. ;‘-‘-. Emu-=2- ::. «r .

STORAGE IN BANKS 0RPITS.
Outdoor banks or SPACE row

pits are used very 36$ 3 l u N s(’11 0
generally for keep' {16- MAY a: use roa Manna, Bongltc.
ing vegetables. The
conical pit .is used

7’ ' “‘ "--_]I..:1]

Bin

commonly for such
vegetables as pota-
toes, carrots, beets,
turnips, salsify, pars-
nips, and heads of
cabbage and is con-
structed as follows:
A well-drained loca-
tion should be chosen
and the product piled
on the surface 0f the F10. 11.——Floor plan of a simple concrete storage cellarground; 01‘ ‘1 Shallow which may be used for potatoes, beets, carrots, turnips,excavation may be rutabagas, cabbage, celery, and apples. The floor is of. . dirt, but the barrels, crates, etc., used as containers formade 0f SUltable $129 the vegetables, are set on a slat floor. Bins decay soand 6 or 8 inches quickly that barrels, boxes. etc., are usually preferable.
deep, which may be lined with straw, leaves, or similar material and
the vegetables placed on the litter in a conical pile. The vege-
tables should then be covered with straw or similar material and
finally with earth to a depth of 2 or 3 inches. As winter approaches,
the dirt covering should be increased until it is several inches thick.
The depth of the earth covering is determined by the severity of
the Winters in the particular locality. It is well to cover the pits with
straw, corn fodder, or manure during severely cold weather.

v. anu- . ... .- .- .—.-.’-.‘ .}_,--,.-..,.....-- ”4%!Ft '.'.‘.~;‘4.~‘.‘,“$:-.-..‘ .- . -...6' concur; wou-
P20082HP
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The amount of ventilation necessary will depend upon the size
of the pit. Small pits containing but a few bushels of vegetables
will receive sufficient ventilation if the straw between the vegetables
and dirt is allowed to extend through the dirt at the apex of the pile.
This should be covered with a board or piece of tin held in place by
a. stone to protect it from rain. In larger pits ventilation may be
secured by placing two or three pieces of rough boards or stakes up
through the center of the pile of vegetables so that a flue is formed.
This flue is capped by a trough formed of two pieces of board nailed
together at right angles, as illustrated in figure 12.

Vegetables keep very well in such pits, but it is difficult to get
them out in cold weather, so that when a pit is opened it is desirable

PI3IIHP
FIG. 12.—Banks or pits ventilated by a flue formed of twa or three pieces of board or

poles capped with a trough made by nailing two pieces of board together at right
angles. Banks of this kind are used for the storage of potatoes, carrots, beets. tur-
nips, salsify, parsnips, and cabbage.

to remove its entire contents at once. For this reason it is advisable
to construct several small pits rather than one large one, and instead
of storing each crop in a pit by itself it is better to place a small
quantity of several kinds of vegetables in the same pit, so that it will
be necessary to open only one bank to get a supply of all of them.
In storing several crops in the same bank it is a good plan to sepa-
rate them with straw, leaves, or other material. The vegetables
from the small pit may be placed temporarily1n the storage room in
the basement, where they will be easily accessible as needed for the
table.
The construction 0f the storage bank or pit is illustrated in figures

13 and 14, figure 13 showing the cross section of a storage pit con-
taining Irish potatoes and figure 14 one containing sweet potatoes.
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STORAGE OF VARIOUS VEGETABLES.

BEANS AND PEAS.
Beans may be kept for winter use by picking the pods as soon as

they are mature and spreading them in a warm, dry place, such as an
attic floor, until the
beans are thoroughly
dry. Then shell and
store in bags hung in
a dry, well-ventilated
place until needed.
Do not store beans in
the cellar as cellars ”Damp
are likely to be too FIG. 13.—Cross section of a storage pit containing Irish' potatoes. During severely cold weather the dirt cover-damp' AllOW navy lug may be supplemented by manure, straw, etc.
and other bush beans
to mature on the vines until a maximum number of pods are ripe;
then pull the Whole plant and cure it like hay. After thorough
drying, thrash the beans and store as suggested above.
Peas may be treated like bush beans and stored in the same manner.

LATE BEETS.
Storage for beets may be of any of the types described. The beets

should be pulled and the tops cut off when the soil is dry. If they

PI308HP
Fla. 14,—A bank of sweet potatoes being covered with dry cane taps. Ccrn fodder,

straw. leaves, or simllar material might have been used.
are to be held in the storage room in the basement or in an outdoor
storage cellar, they should be placed in ventilated barrels, loose
boxes, or, better still, in crates. If sufficient space is available in
the cellar, it is a good plan simply to place them in small piles along
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the wall. Storage in large piles should be avoided, as it is liable to
cause heating and decay. Beets dry out and wilt very rapidly if
kept too dry.
For storage in banks or pits prepare the beets as for storage in

the room in the basement or in the outdoor cellar. Select a well-
drained location, make a shallow excavation, about (3 inches deep,
line it with straw, hay, leaves, or similar material, and place the
beets in a conical pile on the lining. Make the bottom of the pile
about the same size. as but not larger than the bottom of the excava-
tion. Cover the beets with the same material as that used for lining
the bottom of the pit, and carry it up several inches above the apex
of the pile of vegetables, having it extend through the dirt covering.
This serves as a ventilating flue, and it should be covered with a
piece of tin or a short board as a protection from rain. The dirt
covering should be 2 or 3 inches thick when the vegetables are stored,
and it should be increased as severely cold weather approaches until
it is a foot or more in thickness. In finishing the pit the dirt should

be firmed with the
back of the shovel
in order to make it
as nearly waterproof
as possible.
The shallow trench.

Fro. 15.—Cabbages stored in long banks. Good drainage is around the base 0f
essential, but the dirt covering need not be as thick as the pit should have
for vegetables that are easily injured by frost. an outlet for carry_

ing off the water. Supplement the dirt covering with manure, straw,
corn fodder, or other protecting material. Use several small pits
instead of one large one, as vegetables keep better in small pits and
the entire contents may be removed when the pit is opened.

LATE CABBAGES.
Heads of late cabbage may be cut and stored in conical pits in

the same manner as beets. Another common and very satisfactory
method is to pull the plants, roots and all, and place them in a long
pit with the heads down, as illustrated in figure 15. A few heads
may be removed from time to time without disturbing the remainder
of the pit. As slight freezing does not injure the cabbage, the cover-
ing of the pit need not be as thick as for other vegetables.
Another good method of storing cabbage is illustrated in figure

16. The plants are pulled, roots and all, and set side by side with
the roots down in a shallow trench, the length of which corre-
sponds to the Width of the bed. The bed may be any width up to
8 or 10 feet and as long as necessary to hold the number of cabbages
to be stored. Cover the roots with earth. Around the bed erect a
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frame of rails, boards, or poles, or by driving a row of stakes into
the ground so that an inclosure about 2 feet in height is formed.
Bank the outside of this frame with dirt and place poles across the
top, covering them with straw, hay, or corn fodder. Make provision
for removing portions ' '
of the stored product
from one end of the
pit. This type of stor- /a’ i /
age is inexpensive and nmwm.
gives good results. mi \\\\\\\\\\\
\Vhen the heads are /
cut, leave the roots in 4/?
position, and in the
spring these roots will mm”?
sprout and supply the F10. 16.—Cross section of a cabbage storage pen made
family With an abun of stakes and poles and covered with straw. Thist C - is a good way to store cabbage.dance of greens.
Heads of cabbage may be laid in rows on shelves in an outdoor

storage cellar, as shown in figure 17, but not in a storage room in
the basement of a
dwelling, as the odor
is likely to penetrate
through the house.
For information on

the storage of cab-
bage on a large scale,
see Circular 252,
Commercial Cabbage
Culture.

CARROTS.
Carrots may be

, stored in a storage
mama room in the base-

Fm. 17.—Heads of cabbage stored on shelves in an outdoor ment, in outdoor Stor,
cellar. The storagc room in the basement of a dwelling 11 .
should not be used, as the odor of the cabbage will pene- age 09 31's, 01' 111-
irate through the house. banks or pits, and

are handled in the same way as beets. It is advisable to place a
small quantity in the storage room in the basement or in the storage
cellar and the remainder in banks or pits. They are not injured by
slight freezing; hence they need not be covered as deeply as potatoes.
Carrots, like beets, dry out and wilt very rapidly if kept too dry.
The atmosphere of the storage space should be kept damp, with a.
relative humidity of 90 to 95 percent.
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LATE CELERY.

Celery may be stored for a time in the position where grown by
placing enough earth around the base of the plants to hold them in
good form. Allow them to remain in this condition until just before
severe freezing occurs; then bank the earth up to the very tops of
the plants, almost covering them, and as the weather becomes colder
cover the ridge with coarse manure, straw, or corn fodder held in
place by means of stakes or boards. The celery may be removed as
needed, but this method is open to the objection that it is hard to
get the celery out when the ground is frozen.
Another method of storing celery, illustrated in figure 18, is to

excavate a pit 10 to 12 inches wide to a depth of about 24 inches
and of any desired length; thoroughly loosen the soil in the bot-
tom or shovel in loose topsoil to form a bed in which to set the roots
of the celery, and pack this trench with fully grown plants, placing
the roots close together with considerable soil adhering to them.
\Vater the celery as it is placed in the trench and allow the trench
to remain open long enough for the tops to become dry. Unless the
soil is very dry at the time of storing or extended warm weather
should follow, it will not be necessary to'apply more water. Place
a 12-inch board on edge along one side of the trench and bank it with
the surplus earth; cover the trench with a roof of boards, straw on
poles, or cornstalks from which the tops have been removed, placing

PISMHP
Fm. 18.—Celery stored in trenches. A 12-inch board is placed on edge along one side

of the trench and cornstalks across it, so that one end of the cornstalks rests on
the board and the other on the ground.
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P502QIHP
Fm. 19.—-Cross section of hotbed pit used for the storage of celery on a small scale.

the stalks across the pit with one end resting on the board and the
other on the ground; spread over this a light covering of straw or
other material which will pack closely, and as the weather becomes
colder increase the covering to keep out the frost. Celery stored in
this manner will keep until late in the winter. This method, be-
cause of its simplicity, is recommended for the farmer and small
grower.
The unused pit of a permanent hotbed may be utilized as a storage

place for celery by removing the surplus earth and substituting a
covering of boards for the sash. Store the celery.in the same man-
ner as in the trench, and cover the bed with any material which will
keep out frost. Figure 19 shows a hotbed used for this purpose.

Celery may be stored on the floor of a storage room in the base-
ment of a dwelling or in an outdoor storage cellar. Take up the
plants just before freezing occurs, with considerable earth adhering,
and set them on the floor with the roots packed together as closely
as possible. If moderately moist, the celery will keep well under the
conditions found in most storage cellars. Celery should not be stored
in the same cellar as turnips or cabbage, as it will absorb the odor of
these vegetables, ruining its flavor.
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ONIONS.

To keep well, onions must be mature and thoroughly dry. Put
them in ventilated barrels, baskets, crates, or loosely woven bags,
as good ventilation is essential to the keeping of onions. A dry, well-
ventilated place, such as an attic, furnishes a good storage space for
onions, as slight freezing does not injure them, provided they are
not handled while frozen.
For further information regarding the storage of onions, see Farm-

ers’ Bulletin 354, entitled “ Onion Culture.”
PARSNIPS.

Parsnips may be allowed to remain in the ground and dug as
needed, as freezing does not injure them. However, as it is a diffi-
cult matter to dig them when the ground is frozen, it is advisable
to store a small quantity in the storage room in the basement of the
dwelling or in the outdoor storage cellar for use during the periods
when the ground is frozen. Parsnips may be stored in the same
manner as beets and carrots.

POTATOES. IRISH.
The Irish potato is the most important vegetable in the northern

portions of the United States and is stored in large quantities for
winter use. It may be kept in the storage room in the basement, in
outdoor storage cellars, and in banks or pits. When stored in cel-
lars, the potatoes may be put into barrels, boxes, baskets, crates, bins,
or on the floor, but must be protected from the light. \Vhen stored
in banks or pits they are handled in the same way as beets, carrots,
etc. Potatoes must be protected from freezing, and in cold climates
before winter sets in the pit must be covered with manure, straw, or
other material in addition to several inches of earth. It is a good
plan to place the major portion of the crop in banks or pits and a
small quantity in the storage room in the basement or in the outdoor
storage cellar for immediate use. A good type of storage cellar
especially designed for potatoes is shown in figure 20.
For more detailed information on the storage of potatoes, read

Farmers’ Bulletin 847, entitled “Potato Storageand Storage Houses.”
POTATOES. SWEET.

Sweet potatoes should be mature when dug and should be left
exposed for a few hours to dry off the surface moisture before being
placed in storage. They should be handled carefully at all times,
as they are bruised easily. This crop may be kept in pits or banks
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or in outdoor storage cellars of the type shown in figure 5, but a
warm, dry place is preferable. When stored in pits or banks sweet
potatoes are handled in much the same way as beets or other root
crops. When kept in a specially constructed storage house, either
in bulk or in crates, the potatoes should be cured for about 10 days
or two weeks at a temperature of 80° to 85° F. After the curing
period the temperature should be reduced gradually to about 53° F.
and maintained at that point or as near it as practicable for the
remainder of the storage period. When well matured before digging,

P3946HPFIG. 20,—A small storage cellar, suitable for holding the products of a home vege-table garden. It is of concrete, is built partly under ground to make it frost proof.and has a small frame entrance.
carefully handled, well cured, and held at a uniform temperature of
about 53° F., sweet potatoes may be kept throughout the winter
and spring. When only a few bushels of sweet potatoes are to be
stored, they may be placed in the basement near the furnace, on a
shelf near the kitchen stove, near the chimney on the second floor, or
even in a warm attic.
For more detailed information on the storage of sweet potatoes,

read Farmers’ Bulletin 1442, entitled “Storage of Sweet Potatoes.”
PUMPKINS AND SQUASHES.

Pumpkins and squashes may be kept for winter use in the storage
room in the basement or in dry, well-ventilated cellars, but a dry,
above-ground, frostproof place is best. Put them in rows on shelves
so that they are not in contact with each other. If the temperature
is maintained at about 50° F., late-maturing varieties of these vege-
tables will keep until late in the winter. The keeping qualities of
squashes, especially those of the Hubbard type, are greatly improved
by giving them a curing process similar to that recommended for
sweet potatoes.
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SALSIFY.

Salsify may be stored in the same way as beets, carrots, and
parsnips.

LATE TURNIPS.

Turnips will withstand hard frost, but alternate freezing and
thawing injures them. Gather, top, and store the roots in banks or
pits, or in an outdoor storage cellar. Do not place them in the storage
room in the basement of the dwelling, as they give off odors that
penetrate throughout the house.

STORAGE OF APPLES.

Apples may be kept in the storage room in the basement of the
dwelling, in outdoor storage cellars, and in banks or pits. Condi-
tions suitable for the keeping of potatoes answer fairly well for
apples. Under some conditions it will be an advantage to store part
of the crop in the cellar and the late-keeping varieties suitable for
spring use in outdoor banks or pits. Do not store apples with pota-
toes or most other root vegetables, as the apples will absorb an
unpleasant flavor.
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FOREWORD
In “Simplified Methods For Home and

Community Canning” the hot-water canner
is recommended, as directions are given onl‘ '
for products that can be safely canned a
boiling temperature, 212 degrees, F. This
list includes only tomatoes, fruits, freshly-
gathered, young, tender string beans, and a
pre-cooked soup mixture containing a large
proportion of tomatoes.

In communities where there are pressure
canners, North Carolina Extension Circular
No. 223 should be used, as this bulletin in-
cludes directions for canning non-acid vege-
tables such as corn, peas, beans, spinach,
squash, okra, etc.
Requests for Circular No. 223 should be

sent to the Agricultural Extension Service,
State College, Raleigh, N. C.

CORNELIA C. Moams
Extension Economist in Food Conservationand Marketzng.

HOT-WATER CANNERS
Several convenient types of canners are on themarket. The simplest hot-water outfit is one to be

placed on the kitchen stove. Another, more complete,has a fire box attached and is used out-of-doors.
These outfits also include blanching trays, tongs forhandling hot jars, and a false bottom.
The type of canner should be chosen with referenceto the kind and amount of canning to be done. Thesmall hot-water canner is the least expensive of the

commercial outfits for home canning. For inexperi-~
enced people it is also more easily handled. Th'i.
type of canner is preferable for canning fruits anq,tomatoes. They are canned safely at boiling tem-_perature, and the texture, flavor, and color of thefinished products are good.
A wash boiler, lard tin or any vessel that has atight cover and is large enough to hold the requirednumber of cans or jars will make a satisfactory can- g

ner, provided that it is fitted with a wooden rack or i
a piece of wire mesh to prevent jars from breaking i
by touching the bottom of the canner.

SOME THINGS TO BE OBSERVED WHEN
CANNING

1. If hot-water canner is used, be sure the canneris partly filled with water before fire is built.
2. Keep the water at a jumping boil and do notallow fire to die down for an instant while cans are .in the canner.3. Keep cover on canner every moment of the boil-

ing time. Steam plays a large part in cooking thecontents of a can.



4. If possible, use two canners, one for blanchingfruit and the other for canning. A large pot setover a fire will serve for blanching.
5. The quality or grade of the pack depends on thenumber of whole fruits or uniform pieces of fruit inthe can, the color of the fruit, the weight, and the

avor.
6. The flavor is often injured by letting peeledfruit stand too long before cooking. Prepare at anyone time as many cans only as can be processedimmediately.
7. Let “Straight From Vine to Can” be the motto.
8. Mark every tin can as it is filled with the nameof its contents. A pencil may be ,used, as the writingwill not boil off. This prevents confusion whenlabeling.
Use No Artificial Preservatives. Artificial pre-servatives in the form of “Acids,” “PreservingPowders,” and “Formulas” of various kinds shouldnot be used. Some of these are injurious to healthand are forbidden by the pure food laws.The cheapest, surest, and only absolutely safe wayto sterilize is by means of heat. The small amountof sugar and salt used in canning fruits and vege-tables does not act as a preservative. It is addedfor flavor.

MEANING OF TERMS USED
Sterilizing—Boiling to destroy bacteria.
Blanching—Placing vegetables or fruits in a cot-ton bag or wire basket and plunging into boiling

water before packing jars or cans to be processed.This improves flavor and softens product, so thatmore can be placed in a can.
Processing—Boiling fruits or vegetables in the jaror can.
Exhausting—Heating filled can before sealing todrive off air.

(JANNING IN GLASS
Glass Jars.—There are a number of different types

.)f jars on the market. Those most commonly used
are the Mason screw top and the glass top with
metal springs. Both of these are fitted with rubber
rings.Another type has a lacquered metal top with a
sealing composition flowed on and does not require
a rubber ring. The top is held in place by a metal
band which is screwed on during processing.Do not use metal tops with waxed paper inset for
canning, as these are designed for honey, syrup and
other products which do not require processing.
Jar Rubbers.Use good new rubbers, as the success of canningdepends largely on the quality of the rubber rings
used. Do not use rubbers the second time.
Sterilizing the Jars.To sterilize glass jars, place them upside down on
a rack in the canner in warm water. Do not fill the
canner with more than three inches of water. Place
cover on the canner. Bring the water to a boil and
boil jars 8 minutes.Rubbers should be dipped into boiling water andplaced on the jar wet.



Packing and Processing the Jars.
Remove the jars from the canner, prepare thefruits or vegetables, and pack them right into theneck of the jars, filling with water, brine, or syrup,as the packing proceeds. Wipe clean the rim of thejar and place the rubber on. Seal lightly and placejar in the canner holding warm water. Never placi.a cold jar in boiling water, as there is danger obreakage.
When the water begins to boil, count time. Consult

the recipe noting the exact number of minutes, andnever cut this time short. Have a clock handy anddo not guess at time.
Leave the jars lightly sealed during the wholeprocessing, and when the time is up, remove one ata time from the canner, and seal tightly. Do not turnjars upside down. After screw top jars cool, do nottighten tops again as the seal will be broken and

contents will spoil.
CHECKING Ul’ RESULTS

Examine jars and cans for signs of leakage. Hold
canned products for a week or ten days, where they
can be examined at least once a day to be sure that
they are keeping. If the contents of any jars or cans
show signs of spoilage, they should be destroyed.
Do not taste spoiled food.

CANNING IN TIN
'l‘in Cans.
The No. 3 can is popular for tomatoes, peaches,

etc., and holds a quart. No. 2 can is used generally
for peas, corn, soup mixture, etc.
Wash and sterilize all cans which are to be used.

Place them in a canner where water is boiling. Let
them remain ten minutes. Remove and turn upside
down on clean surface until used.
_ After fruit or vegetables are blanched, pack them
m sterilized cans until the can is filled to about one-half inch of the top. Begin to pack firmly with spoon.
whenfirst bit of fruit or vegetable is put into a can,
pressmg down gently until the can is filled. Add hot
brine or syrup as packing proceeds. Tomatoes must
have no water added. There will be sufficient juice
to cover them.

Products in tin should be exhausted in boiling
water from three to five minutes before sealing to
insure a good vacuum.

If directions call for precooking of products and
they are packed while boiling hot, exhausting is not
necessary.
Food in glass jars is exhausted during the proces-

sing as the jars are not fully sealed.
After the can has been sealed, it is ready for the

processing. Place cans for processing in trays and
lower into the boiling water. The temperature of the
water will then be reduced. Wait until boiling begins
again before processing time is counted. Keep the
water boiling every minute of the time during
processing and remove cans promptlv when time is
up. Have a clock or watch at hand. Do not guess.

4



CANNING FRUITS AND BERRIES IN
GLASS AND TIN

Dewberries, Blackberries and Raspberries.
To can dewberries, blackberries and raspberries,he following method will prove satisfactory: Gather)erries when ripe but firm. Place in muslin sackand plunge into boiling water one minute. This willslightly soften the berries and allow the packing ofalmost twice as many in a can or jar. It will alsoprevent the condition where berries rise to the topof the jar.
Pack tin cans to within one-quarter inch of thetop with berries. Fill glass jars quite full. Fill thespaces and cover the berries with a syrup made ofone gallon of water and one pint of sugar.
The flavor of all canned berries is finer when syrupor sugar is added.
Process the filled No. 3 tin cans 8 minutes.
Process the filled quart glass jars 13 minutes, per-mitting jars to remain lightly sealed while proces-smg. Lift jars from the canner and seal tightly im-mediately.
Canned strawberries do not make an attractiveproduct. They shrink badly and lose their color.If they are canned, the recipe for blackberries maybe followed.
Huckleberries.—Huckleberries should be cannedjust as blackberries. Care should be taken that theyare Well stemmed and perfectly clean beforeblanching.
Huckleberries should he canned in glass jars as theacid will eat through the seams of a plain tin can.
l’eaches.—Peaches should be selected when theyare fully ripe and of a uniform SIZC and color. Neverpack fruit of varying colors In the same jar.
l'eeling Peaches—When semi-cling peaches, suchas the Elberta, or a soft peach is canned, they maye peeled by first plunging into boiling water and101] into cold water. It is difficult to peel ripe soft)eaches without dipping them in boiling water.
After peeling, cut peaches into halves and removethe pit. Have ready a boiling syrup of 2 pounds ofsugar and 1 gallon of water. Drop peaches intoboiling syrup one-fourth at a time, allowing themto cook for 1 minute, or until tender but not soft.. Place in jars in overlapping layers with the pitside down and the stem end towards the center ofthe jar. Add syrup bit by bit when packing.
Process a quart jar 25 minutes.
Process No. 3 can 20 minutes.
(Tanned Apples—Late fall and winter apples whichare slightly acid are best for canning. Peel, cut, anddrop into a brine made of 21/2 ounces of salt and 1gallon of water. Cook in syrup made of 2 pounds ofsugar and one gallon of water.
Process No. 3 cans 8 minutes.
When canning apples in glass, process quart jars15 mmutes.



It is advisable to make mellow summer apples into
apple sauce. Pour sauce hot into quart jars andprocess 15 minutes.
Canned Pears.—The Bartlett pear is best for can-ning. Select ripe, sound, medium-sized fruit (cut inhalves, or if large in quarters). Remove all the hardportions around the seed and dip in brine similar t.

that used for apples to prevent discoloration.
Plunge the halves or quarters into boiling syrupand allow them to cook until they can be piercedwith a straw, remove and pack closely in a No. 3can or quart jar. Cover with a boiling syrup madeof 3 pounds and 9 ounces of sugar and 1 gallon of

water.
Process No. 3 can 20 minutes.
Process quart jar 25 minutes.
Canned Cherries.———Cherries are usually cannedwithout the seed, and should be put in glass jars.Large wax cherries are often, canned whole. They

should be blanched for 1 minute.
Pack seeded or whole cherries in jar to within one-quarter inch of top, fill jar with syrup made of 3pounds and 9 ounces sugar and 1 gallon of water.
Process quart jars 30 minutes.
Process pint jars 20 minutes.
Fruit may be successfully canned without the useof sugar; and when there is a scarcity, it is some-times necessary. Sugar is not used to preserve thefruit, but to bring out the flavor and improve thetaste. Even a small amount of sugar will greatlyimprove flavor.
CANNING VEGETABLES IN GLASS AND TIN
.Canned Tomatoes.—Select ripe tomatoes for can-mng.
Blanch for one minute. The skin may then be re-moved easily. Do not peel any more than may beimmediately canned, as tomatoes ferment quickly.Be careful to remove hard part of tomato withsharp knife at stem end.Pack into cans as many whole tomatoes as possiblecutting them only when they are too large to slip i.Fill can to within one-quarter inch of top, presgently and shake down fruit to fill crevices. Exhaustfrom 3 to 5 minutes.A level teaspoonful of sugar and a level teaspoon-ful of salt added to a No. 3 can or a quart jar oftomatoes will improve the flavor of the product.Use no water with tomatoes. If the can is properlyfilled the juice will be sufficient.Process No. 3 tin cans 35 minutes.When canning tomatoes in glass jars, fill quite fulland process quart jars 40 minutes.String Beans.—To can string beans, select thosethat are young and tender and which have fewstrings. The Green Pod Stringless is a good variety.If the beans are gathered when young and tender,and the strings removed, a good product results.Snap the beans at both ends, string, and place in athin cotton bag, and dip in boiling water from 3 to 5minutes. This improves the flavor of the beans andallows more to be packed in a can. Pack closely towithin one-quarter inch of the top, and fill with hotwater. Add 1 level teaspoonful of salt.
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String beans are a non-acid vegetable and shouldbe processed with steam under pressure. If no pres-sure cooker is available, the young tender beans canbe processed for 1 hour and 30 minutes in a hot watercanner. If the beans are older and small beans haveformed, process for 3 hours. Do not can mature.beans. Do not use canning powders.
Soup Mixture.—Corn, butterbeans, and okra aredifficult to can in a hot-water canner without spoilingunless they are combined with tomatoes, as the acidin tomatoes helps to destroy the bacteria. Therefore,it is recommended that these products be made intosoup mixture unless a pressure cooker is available.
Five quarts tomatoes, 2 quarts corn, 2 quarts okraor lima beans, 2 tablespoonfuls sugar (level), 2 table-spoonfuls salt (level). Scald and peel tomatoes,cutting out green or hard spots. Chop and measure.Cut young and tender field or sugar corn from cob.Slice okra in rings one-half inch thick. Place all inopen agate kettle and boil until thick. Pour intoNo. 2 cans while hot, seal, and process 1 hour and 15minutes. Process No. 3 can 1% hours.
Use an asbestos mat under the kettle when boilingsoup mixture and stir constantly. It is very easilyscorched.
When canning soup mixture in glass jars, processquart jars 1% hours. Process pint jars 1 hour and 15minutes. £33m“.- mu...“
Sauerkraut—For making sauerkraut in the home,4, or 6-gallon stone jars are considered the best con-tainers unless large quantities are desired, in whichcase kegs or barrels may be used.
Select only mature, sound heads of cabbage. Afterremoving all decayed or dirty leaves, quarter theheads and slice off the core portion. For shredding,one of the hand-shredding machines which can beobtained on the market is much the best, althoughan ordinary slaw cutter or a large knife will do.
In making sauerkraut the fermentation is carriedout in a brine made from the juice of the cabbagewhich is drawn out by the salt. One pond of salt,for every 40 pounds of cabbage makes the proper.strength of brine to produce the best results. Thesalt may be distributed as the cabbage is packed inthe jar or it may be mixed with the shredded cabbagebefore being packed. The distribution of 2 ouncesof salt with every 5 pounds of cabbage probably isthe best way to get an even distribution.
Pack the cabbage firmly, but not too tightly, inthe jar or keg. When full, cover with a clean clothand a board or plate. 0n the cover place a weightheavy enough to cause the brine to come up to thecover. ‘
If the jar is kept at a temperature of about 86 de-grees F., fermentation will start promptly. A scumsoon forms on the surface of the brine. As thisscum tends to destroy the acidity and may affect thecabbage, it should be skimmed off from time to time.
If kept at 86 degrees F., the fermentation shouldbe completed within 10 days.
After fermentation is completed, set the sauer-kraut in a cool place. If the cabbage is fermentedlate in the fall, or if it can be stored in a very coolplace, it may not be necessary to do more than keep
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the surface skimmed and protected from insects, etc.,otherwise it will be necessary to resort to one of thefollowing measures to prevent spoilage.
(1) Pour a layer of hot paraffin over the surface,or as much of it as is exposed around the cover.Properly applied to a clean surface, this effectuallyseals the jar and protects the contents from cotamination.
(2) After the fermentation is complete, pack thesauerkraut in glass jars, adding enough of the“kraut” brine, or a weak brine made by adding anounce of salt to a quart of water, to completely fillthe jars.
The second method is much to be preferred to thefirst. If it is heated before sealing in a water bathuntil the temperature of the center of the jar isabout 160 dgrees F., and then stored in a cool place,sauerkraut packed in this way will keep in good con-dition for a year or longer.In the commercial canning of sauerkraut, whereconditions and length of storage can not be con-trolled, heat must always be used.

SPECIAL DIRECTIONS TO BE FOLLOWED IN
THE MOUNTAIN SECTION OF NORTH

CAROLINA
When cannin in a hot-water canner the tempera-ture of water oes not go beyond the boiling point(212 degrees F.) at sea level. The boiling point ofwater depends upon the atmospheric pressure whichchanges with altitude. Water boils at approximatelytwo degrees lower for every 1000 feet above sealevel, therefore, it is necessary to cook productslonger in high altitudes, as the lower temperatureswill not sterilize as readily as the sea level boilingpoint. As an example: In Madison and Avery Coun-ties at an altitude of 3,000 feet above sea level, waterwill boil at 206 degrees F., which is six degrees lowerthan boiling point at sea level.If the altitude is more than 1,000 feet above sealevel, use the following time table for canning:Tomatoes: No. 3 tin can—Process 40 minutes.Tomatoes: Quart glass jar—Process 45 minutes..String Beans: No. 3 tin can—Process 1 hour and38 minutes. Process older beans 3 hours and 15minutes.String Beans: Quart glass jar—Process 1 hour and50 minutes. Process older beans 3 hours and 20minutes.Soup Mixture: No. 2 tin can—Process 1 hour and30 minutes.Soup Mixture: No. 3 tin can—Process 1 hour and50 minutes.Soup Mixture: Quart glass jar—Process 1 hourand 50 minutes.Berries: No. 3 tin can—Process 10 minutes.Berries: Quart glass jar—Process 16 minutes.Peaches: No. 3 tin can—Process 25 minutes.Peaches: Quart glass jar—Process 30 minutes.Apples: No. 3 tin can—Process 10 minutes.Apples: Quart glass jar—Process 16 minutes.Pears: No. 3 tin can—Process 25 minutes.Pears: Quart glass jar—Process 80 minutes.Cherries: Quart glass jar—Process 35 minutes.Cherries: Pint glass jar—Process 25 minutes.
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FOODS and NUTRITION BUREAU of HOMEDIVISION ECONOMICS

HOME CANNING OF FRUITS, VEGETABLES,
AND MEATS

by

LOUISE STANLEY, Chief, MABEL STIENBARGER,l associate specialist
and DOROTHY SHANK, specialist in home economics

CANNING, ECONOMICAL WAY TO PRESERVE FOOD
CANNING is a method of using heat and airtight containers to

preserve food as nearly as possible in the condition in which it is
served when freshly cooked. It is a desirable and economical method
of preserving many foods so that their use can be distributed over
seasons and to places where they are not available fresh. Canned
foods thus make possible a better-balanced and more-varied diet
throughout the year.
The method of canning foods affects the vitamin content to some

extent. With the possible exception of vitamin C there may be no
serious loss during the canning process, though of course when foods
are removed from the cans and reheated before serving, there may be
additional loss of vitamins. In order to preserve all the vitamins
possible in canned products, emphasis is placed throughout this
bulletin on canning foods very soon after they are gathered and on
carrying every step of the process through rapidly. Precooking
foods for a short time, packing them hot, and processing them in the
containers help to preserve the vitamin value.
None of the minerals in foods need be lost in canning, providing the

liquid in which they are precooked is used to fill up the containers and
provided the entire contents of the can is served.
A canning budget prepared at the beginning of the season will

indicate what quantities of different canned foods are needed by the
family. In making such a budget, consider the number of persons in
the family, the length of time that fresh foods are out of season, and
what foods are available for canning, as well as the cost of equipment
and containers, and the value of the time of the persons doing the
work. Assistance in planning a canning budget suitable to the locality

‘ Deceased.
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and adapted to the nutritional requirements of the family may be ob-tained from the State college of agriculture.

Correct Processing for Canning Success
Successful canning is based on an understanding of the important

causes for the rapid spoilage of fresh foods and on a knowledge of the
methods by which this spoilage may be prevented. The two agents
that cause food spoilage are enzymes and micro-organisms, including
bacteria, yeasts, and molds.

All fresh fruits, vegetables, and meats contain
“Two hours substances called enzymes. Up to a certain point
from garden these enzymes bring about desirable changes into can” foods. They cause fruits and vegetables to ripen

normally and the tissues of meats to become more
tender as they are held in storage; but if allowed to go on unchecked,
enzymes hasten the decay of foods. The low temperatures of cold
storage retard the action of enzymes, and the heat of cooking or can-
ning destroys them entirely.
To prevent undesirable changes due to enzymes, fruits and vege-

tables should be canned as soon as possible after they are gathered.
“Two hours from garden to can” is a good rule. If they must be held
they should be kept in small lots in a cool, well-ventilated place.
Meats should be refrigerated at 30° to 32° F. if they are to be held
for several days.

The second and more important cause of food
Trouble- spoilage is the action of three groups of minute
making organisms that are present in the air, soil, water, and,

organisms in fact, on everything. They are yeasts, molds, and
bacteria.

If all micro-organisms in food are killed and it is sealed steaming
hot in sterile airtight containers, it is said to be sterilized. The
application of heat to foods during canning in order to kill micro-
organisms is called processing. Food spoils when it comes in contact
with unheated air because of the bacteria, yeasts, and molds the air
contains. For successful canning, it is not enough just to destroy
the micro-organisms. After being processed, the food must be pro-
tected from the air by a hermetic seal.

Yeasts and molds are easily destroyed by heat in canning. Tem-
peratures below the boiling point of water (from about 150° to 180°
F. for varying periods of time) are effective in destroying them.
Yeasts rarely cause spoilage in canned foods, and molds never do
unless the container holding the food is faulty and permits the organ-isms to gain entrance from the air.
In killing bacteria by heat, both the degree of temperature and the
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lengthtof time it is to be applied must be considered. A very high
temperature may produce a sterile canned product that will keep
well, but this may be at too great a sacrifice of flavor and texture.
Therefore the temperature applied should ordinarily be the lowest
and the period of time the shortest necessary to accomplish the
desired result. This may not in every case actually sterilize the food,
but it does give “effective sterilization,” by destroying the organisms
that are likely to grow and cause spoilage when the food is stored
under average conditions.

While bacteria are growing actively they are easily destroyed at
the temperature of boiling water (212° F.). But some kinds of
bacteria go through a dormant or spore form in the course of their
life cycle and in that stage are very resistant to heat. It may take 6
hours or more at boiling temperature (212°) to kill these spores, but at
240°, the temperature obtained in the steam pressure canner, they
may be destroyed in 30 minutes.
Whether foods are acid or nonacid also makes a difference in the

rate at which bacteria may be killed. When the foods are definitely
acid, as, for example, fruits and tomatoes, all forms of bacteria are
killed within a reasonable time at the temperature of boiling water.
With the nonacid foods, such as meats and corn, peas, beans, and
practically all vegetables except tomatoes, these heat-resistant
bacteria can be killed with speed and surety only at the high tem-
peratures obtainable in the steam pressure canner.
The types of bacteria vary with different foods, also with the year,

the locality, and the conditions of production. For example, some
of the most heat-resistant forms of bacteria are in the soil. Con-
sequently a low-growing vegetable like spinach may be heavily con-
taminated and the fuzzy coating on snap beans may shelter such
bacteria and make them difficult to remove.

‘ Bacteria may cause the following types of spoilage
Dangerous in canned foods.
bacteria Fermentation is one type of spoilage caused by

bacteria. During fermentation, acid and gas are
produced, causing the food to become sour or “cheesy.” Tin cans
may bulge or seals on jars may be broken by accumulated gas.

Flat-sour spoilage is caused by bacteria that produce acid without
gas. They grow best at temperatures about 130° to 140° F. and some-
times cause spoilage in canned foods not properly cooled after process-
ing or held at too-high storage temperatures. Corn, peas, and snap
beans are subject to flat-sour spoilage.
Another type of bacteria causes putrefaction in canned food. The

growth of putrefactive bacteria is marked by gas production, a bad
odor, and the softening and darkening of canned food. Putrefaction
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usually occurs in foods low in acidity, such as meats, peas, and corn.
When the spores of botulinus bacteria are not de-

Botulinus stroyed in the canning process they may grow later
spoilage and produce a toxin in the food. Since a number

of cases of botulinus poisoning have been traced to
inadequately processed foods, the botulinus bacteria have been
studied in order to find the temperature and conditions necessary for
destroying them. They will not grow in salt solutions when more
than 9 percent of salt is present. They are destroyed by processing
at 212° F. if the solution is sufficiently acid. With beans, corn, peas,
and other nonacid vegetables and meats they may not be killed at
the temperature of boiling water (212° F.) unless the food is heated
for 6 to 10 hours or even longer, but the time may be decreased very
much if the higher temperature of the steam pressure canner is used.

Since various agents, such as birds and Winds blowing dust, may
carry bacteria from one area to another, it cannot be assumed that
any particular locality is free from botulinus bacteria. The directions
in this bulletin for handling the various fruits, vegetables, and meats
have been prepared as a safeguard against spoilage due to this dan-
gerous type of bacteria.

Is Food Acid or Nonacid?
For purposes of canning, foods are considered in two groups accord

ing to the quantity of free acid they contain. The acid foods are
fruits, tomatoes, pickled beets, ripe pimientos, and rhubarb. The
nonacid foods include all other vegetables, such as asparagus, peas,
beans, and corn, and also meats and poultry.
The acid foods are processed at or near the temperature of boiling

water (212° F.) in a boiling-water bath, or in a steamer without
pressure, or in an oven. The acid products may also be canned from
the open kettle.
Nonacid foods must be processed in a steam pressure canner at

temperatures of 240° to 250° F. obtained by applying 10 to 15 pounds
of steam pressure.
The addition of small quantities of an acid, such as vinegar or

lemon juice to a nonacid vegetable or meat does not change the acidity
of the food enough to permit processing in the boiling-water bath.
This can be done only if enough acid is added to pickle the food.
For example, beets are a nonacid vegetable and need to be processed
under steam pressure, but when they are pickled in vinegar they
may be handled as an acid product in the boiling-water bath.
The use of chemical preservatives, such as salicylic acid, sodium

benzoate, and “canning powders,” should be avoided in home can-
ning any kind of food. These chemicals vary in their effects on
the human body, some being more harmful than others. Therefore

,_ __..~- ..-.. . -”.. .._-.. . -- . . ._-._.—‘.;.-,.._. ,
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the safe way for the home canner is to process foods adequately with
heat and not to use chemical preservatives.

CANNING EQUIPMENT AND METHODS
Prepare for the canning season by checking over in advance the

equipment and materials that will be needed. This may prevent
delays when the food is ready to can.

Boiling-Wafer Bath—for Acid Foods
For processing acid foods, the water bath is the most generally

satisfactory method in the home. If water is boiled in an open vessel
or in one on which the top is not clamped down tightly, the tem-
perature reached is never higher than the boiling point of water.
All additional heat applied goes to changing the water to steam,
and the water boils away. Therefore the temperature of the food in
the cans surrounded by the boiling water does not go higher than
that of the water.

Moreover, the boiling point of water is not always
Time varies the same. It depends upon atmospheric pressure,
with altitude which changes with the altitude. At sea level, the

boiling point of water is 212° F., and it decreases as
the altitude increases. Allowance should be made for this in home
canning. In this bulletin the directions for processing in boiling
water are based on the boiling point at altitudes of 1,000 feet or less.
For altitudes above 1,000 feet the length o'f‘processing should be
increased 20 percent for each additional 1,000 feet.

Temperature of Temperature ofAltitude boiling water Altitude boiling water(feet) ° F. ° C. (feet) ° F. ° CSea. level_____________ 212 100 5,225 ________________ 202 94
1,025________________ 210 99 6,304______________-_ 200 93
2,063________________ 208 98 7,381 ________________ 198 92
3,115________________ 206 97 8,481 ________________ 196 91
4,169________________ 204 95 9,031 ________________ 195 90

A water-bath canner may be made from a wash
Using the boiler, a bucket, or any vessel that has a tight cover
water-bath and is large enough to hold a convenient number of
canner cans of food and to permit covering them with 1 to

2 inches of water. It should be fitted with a rack
to hold the jars. A wire basket for this purpose can be made by a
tinner at small cost or at home from wire-mesh fencing, or it may be
purchased.

In processing fruits and other acid foods in the water bath, be sure
that the jars or cans are far enough apart and that the rack on which

‘g‘A‘L‘'
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they are supported is so arranged that the water can circulate freely
under and around them.
Have the water in the canner boiling before putting in the cans of

food. In order to keep the glass jars from breaking they must be
preheated in water or filled with hot food.
When all the containers are in the canner, see that the water comes

over the tops at least 1 or 2 inches. Add more boiling water as needed
to keep this level.
Count time as soon as the water begins to boil vigorously. - Keep

the bath boiling constantly during all of the processing period.
As Seen as the processing time is up, remove the glass jars from

the water one at a time. Jars should be tightly sealed at this time if
necessary. Methods used for sealing the different kinds of jars are
described on pages 11. and 12. Tin cans are sealed before they are
placed in the water bath and need no further adjustment.

Steam Pressure Conner—for Nonacid Foods
A steam pressure canner is required for processing meats, practi-

cally all vegetables except tomatOes, and other nonacid foods. It
is not safe to can such foods at home unless a pressure canner is
available.

Since pressure canners are made of materials much
Share the needed in the war effort, not enough of these can-
canners ners are now being manufactured to supply the

demand. It will help in meeting this situation, for
owners of pressure canners to share their equipment in a neighbor-
hood. It is worth while to find out whether community canning
centers are set up within the community. At these centers resources
are pooled, and homemakers with less experience in canning may
have helpful guidance.

If no pressure cooker is available, nonacid foods should be preserved
in other safe ways. Ways of preserving vegetables and fruits are dry-
ing, pickling, quick freezing, storing. Meats may be cured or frozen.
The pressure canner is especially designed to heat foods to higher

temperatures than can be reached in a boiling-water bath or an ordi-
nary steamer. Foods cannot be heated beyond the boiling point of
water at a particular altitude unless the vessel has a tight-fitting cover
clamped down so the steam is held in under pressure. It is desirable
to have a thermometer set into the top so that pressure can be checked
against temperature. Pressure canners of usual household sizes are
not manufactured with thermometers, but on canners of larger size,
as 40-quart or more capacity, a reliable thermometer can be inserted
for a few dollars’ additional cost.

If nonacid foods are being canned for sale the pressure canners
should be equipped with thermometers to make certain that the

Agr—‘L
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processing will be adequate. Pressure gages may become inaccurate
after a period of use. Those that have the indicator soldered or other
wise attached permanently to the stem will remain in good condition
longer than gages in which the indicator is held in place by friction
only.
The size of the pressure canner should be suitable to the kind of con-

tainers and the probable number to be handled at one time. For
home use, pressure canners of from 18- to 21-quart capacity have been
found most satisfactory. While larger canners are available on the
market, they are too heavy and too awkward for the homemaker to
handle. The smaller steam pressure outfits, of 10— to 12-quart
capacity, are intended for cooking rather than canning. They hold
only a few cans at a time, and it is almost impossible to operate them
so that the pressure does not fluctuate during the processing period.
If home canning is to be done regularly, therefore, it pays to have a
good-sized pressure canner in perfect working order (table 1).
TABLE 1.—Approximate capacity of steam pressure canners of various

sizes
Capacity

Neth. . t _Size of canner (quarts) 0:23:11“ No. 2 tin No. 3 tin Pint Quart
cans cans glass glassJars Jars

Pounds Number Number Number Number
18___________________________ 18 14 8 8 5
25___________________________ 27 16 10 18 7
30___________________________ 85 19 12 20 8
40___________________________ 50 25 16 24 16

Since the temperature obtained in the steam pres-
Pressure varies sure canner, as well as in the boiling water bath, is
with altitude affected by altitude, allowance for this must be made

in home canning. In this bulletin processing periods
are based on the pressure-temperature figures at sea level. At alti-
tudes over 2,000 feet, add 1 pound pressure for each additional 2,000
feet (table 2).
TABLE 2.-——Corresponding pressure and temperature figures, under

standard conditions at sea level

Steaggggzgure Temperature Steaaggggure Temperature

° F. ° 0’. ° F. ° C.
5----__-___---____- 228 109 20______-_-_____-__ 259 126
{(5)................. 3:0 :2? 25____-___-_-_---_- 267 131

_--__-__---_---_- 0
467454°-—42—2
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In operating and caring for a pressure canner
Using the pres- follow the directions of the manufacturer. Certain
sure canner points need special attention.

Pour boiling water into the canner to a depth of
about 1 inch or until the level is just below the rack that holds the
containers. Add more water up to this level after processing each
load, so that the canner will not boil dry and be damaged.

Allow space between the containers for the circulation of steam.
Tin cans may be arranged in several tiers by using a wire rack or
metal strips to keep the cans apart and permit the circulation of steam.

After the canner is loaded, adjust the cover and fasten it securely.
If there are several clamps fasten moderately tight those opposite
each other, a pair at a time; then go back over the whole set and
tighten each pair.

See that no steam escapes anywhere except at the pet cock.
Allow the pet cock to remain open until the steam escapes from it

in a steady stream for 4 to 7 minutes, indicating that no air remains
inside. Otherwise the pressure will be partly due to air, and the
temperature will fall short of the required degree. Then close the
pet cock and allow the pressure to rise until the gage registers the
desired point.
Count time from the moment the desired pressure is reached.

Keep close watch on the canner while in use. Regulate the heat
carefully so as to maintain a uniform pressure during the processing
period, and do not allow drafts to blow on the canner. Fluctuations
in pressure, as from 10 pounds to 15 pounds and down again, should
always be avoided. This may cause loss of liquid from glass jars.
It is especially important to keep the pressure from going so high that
the safety valve releases the steam suddenly, nor should the steam
be allowed to escape suddenly by opening the pet cock.
At the end of the processing period remove the canner from the fire.

When using glass jars or No. 3 or larger tin cans, allow the canner to
cool until the gage registers zero before opening the pet cock, and then
open gradually. Remove glass jars one at a time and seal rubber ring
jars tightly at once. Self—sealing types of jars should have no further
adjustment. Tightening at this time may break the seal. Adjust-
ments vary with the types of jar (p. 12). If liquid has been lost, do not
open the jars to add more.
Do not hasten the cooling of a pressure canner by applying cold

water or wet cloths, or by placing it on a cold surface. To do so may
crack the canner.

If tin cans smaller than No. 3 are used, open the pet cock gradually
at the end of processing and allow the steam to escape slowly.
When opening the pressure canner, tilt the cover so that the steam

emerges away from the operator.
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Wash the pressure canner after it has been used.

Care of the Keep the surfaces that form the closure between pot
canner and cover clean. This will reduce the tendency of

the cover to stick. Take care not to dent or roughen
these surfaces. Do not use an abrasive on them. New pressure
canners sometimes leak steam slightly at this junction, but after being
heated several times the surfaces should adjust to each other to make
the closure tight.
Keep the safety valve in good working condition. If it is a valve

of the ball and socket type, wash it each day after using. A safety
valve that fails to operate properly may cause an accident.
Use a toothpick to keep the opening of the pressure gage clean.

Do not immerse the pressure gage in water.
Since the pressure gage is the only guide to the temperature reached

inside most home canners, it is essential that pressure gages register
accurately. They sometimes get out of order, hence should be checked
at the beginning of the canning season or more often if the canner is in
constant use. Simple ways to do this are with a master pressure gage,
or with a maximum thermometer of suitable range 100° to 300° F.
To make the test with a master pressure gage, first unscrew the pet

cock or safety valve from the lid of the pressure canner and replace
it with the master gage. Next pour water into the canner and heat
(p. 8) running the pressure up gradually. Compare the two gages.
If the difference is 2 pounds or less, tag the canner with the number
of pounds its gage must register when processing food in order to
correspond to 5, 10, or 15 pounds on the master gage. If the differ-
ence is more than 2 pounds get a new gage. After the test is over,
reset the pet cook or safety valve with a steamtight closure by apply-
ing a paste of litharge and glycerin, such as plumbers use, to the
threads of the stem before screwing it into the lid.

Details of testing pressure gages with a maximum thermometer
can be obtained on request.
Manufacturers will check the gages if they are removed and re-

turned to the factory where they were made. It is also possible in
some States to get the State agricultural college to check gages.

Steamers and Ovens
In canning acid foods, heat may also be applied in a steamer or

an oven.
In the steamer, where the steam circulates but is

For acid foods not held under pressure, the temperature surround-
only ing the cans of food may be the same as in the

boiling-water bath. It is necessary, however, to
maintain a good circulation of steam if this method is to be efficient
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in processing. In actual practice the steamer is often used without
good circulation of steam and for that reason is unsatisfactory. When
the steamer is properly operated, the processing periods for acid foods
are the same as in the water bath.
Oven canning refers to the processing of food in glass jars in an

oven. The temperatures generally used for the oven are from 250°
to 275° F. Even with the oven at these or higher temperatures the
food being processed inside the jars is little if any hotter than boiling
water. For as steam forms in the jars it forces its way out, and the
temperature remains near 212° F. Glass jars using rubber rings can
be only partially sealed for oven processing. Otherwise, the accumu-
lated steam would break the seals or the jars themselves. When
caps of the vacuum or self-sealing types are used, screw the bands on
tightly before processing. Tin cans cannot be used in oven canning,
because of the danger of spreading or bursting the seams.

Since the temperature of the food in oven canning is only about
212° F., this method is not safe for nonacid foods. Oven canning is
used successfully for some acid products such as the small fruits.
Peaches, pears, and apricots, especially when packed without pre-
cooking, are likely to develop a brownish discoloration after oven
canning. Another disadvantage of oven canning is that some of the
liquid bubbles out of the jars and is lost.

Processing periods in the oven are about half as long again as in
the boiling-water bath because the air in the oven is not so good a
conductor of heat as is water. However, if the food is precooked and
packed hot into the jars, the processing period in the oven may be
shortened somewhat. Even so, it is still longer than that in the boil-
ing-water bath. For example, peaches packed hot require 15 minutes
processing in the water bath, but in the oven, 25 minutes.

The Open Kettle
In the so-ealled open-kettle method fruits or tomatoes are cooked

directly in an open vessel to kill the bacteria. This cooking takes the
place of both precooking and processing in the other methods.
Water or sirup is added if required, and the food is boiled for several

minutes or until tender. It is then quickly filled into sterilized jars
and each one is sealed immediately. The jars should be filled to the
top to drive out the air.

In this open-kettle method though the food heats through evenly
and quickly the temperature does not go above the boiling point of
water, except as it may be slightly raised by added sugar or soluble
materials in the juices. Therefore this method can be used only for
fruits and tomatoes canned in glass. Disadvantages of the open-
kettle method are the necessity for sterilizing jars and caps before
using (p. 12) and the' chance of contaminating them again during
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filling. Furthermore, there is always danger that air containing micro-
organisms will be incorporated when jars are filled in this way. If
they are sealed while boiling hot, however, this danger is in part
avoided. Tin cans should not be used for open-kettle canning of
fruits and tomatoes because the lids cannot be sterilized before being
sealed on the can (p. 16). This method cannot be used safely for
canning nonacid foods.

Glass Jars and Bottles
Glass jars for home canning are being made in

Wartime types quart and larger sizes only, as a wartime economy
measure. By discontinuing small jars it is possible

to reduce the amount of rubber and metal used in home canning.
Mason jars have several kinds of tops: (1) A one-piece cap lined

with porcelain; equipped with a rubber gasket between cap and
shoulder of the jar. This is called a shoulder rubber. (2) A glass
cap with rubber ring that fits between the glass cap and the jar top,
both of which are held in place with a metal screw band. This ring
is called a top rubber. (3) A metal disk with a flowed-on gasket, the
disk is held on the jar by a metal screw band. Types 2 and 3 are
sometimes called vacuum or self-sealing types.
Another type of jar known as lightning-type has an all-glass top.

This uses a shoulder rubber ring, and the top is held in place with a
Wire clamp. Some lightning-type jars may still be bought, but
manufacture of this type is being discontinued for the duration.

Home canning jars may be used repeatedly by
To use jars providing new rubbers, and in some cases new caps.

. on hand If pint or quart jars that held mayonnaise, peanut
butter, or other commerical products are to be used

in home canning, be sure that the jar mouth is so threaded that it
will take one of the standard tops which will seal air tight.

Jars in which fruits and vegetables are packed now by commercial
methods cannot be reused for home canning because the closures
require special machinery not available in the home.
A word of warning: Check the types of jars on hand and see that any

new lids or rubber rings purchased will fit. See that the rubber ring is
right for the particular type of top, and that the screw band is exactly
the right depth to fit jar and lid.

Rubber rings are highly important to keep food
Rubber rings from spoiling. Rings should be of good quality to

Withstand the heat of processing. The simplest
test is: Double the ring together and press the fold with the fingers.
The rubber should not crack when this is done. A good rubber ring
should also stretch to twice its length and return without changing
shape. ~
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Rubbers of especially good quality may occasionally be reused with
safety. They should meet the tests described in the preceding para—
graph. Also, each rubber considered for reuse should be examined
closely and used only if it shows no impressions from contact with jar
and top.

Since it is important to use metals economically,
Screw bands buy only as many screw bands as are needed. If

canning is done on more than one day, screw bands
on a set of finished jars may be removed and used in canning another
set. Do not, however, remove screw bands from any jar of canned food
until the jar has completely cooled. Do not put away any canned food
with screw band in place.

Examine glass jars and caps carefully before
Getting jars using, to make certain that they are in good condi-
ready to use tion. Discard any jars or caps that have cracks,

chips, or dents. Anything that prevents an air-
tight seal may cause food to spoil. Jar rims should be smooth with
no cracks or chipping. If lightning-type jars are used, they may need
some tightening of wire clamps. A wire clamp that has loosened in
use may be tightened by removing the top Wire, bending it down in
the middle, and then bending the sides inward, if necessary, to fit the
jar.
Wash the jars and tops in hot soapy water and rinse. Place them

in a pan of warm water with a rack or cloth in the bottom to prevent
bumping. Bring to the boiling point and keep hot until required.
Jars and tops for open-kettle canning should be sterilized by 15 to
20 minutes’ boiling. When jars are packed with food and then
processed they do not need to be sterilized first, but they should be
clean and hot when filled. Prepare jar caps that have a sealing compo-
sition by pouring boiling water over them. Allow them to stand
until used. Dip rubber rings into boiling water and place on the jars
before filling them.

When food is processed in glass jars a head space
Head space is left at the top to permit expansion of the food.

Head space is measured from a straight edge laid
across the top of the jar. Allow one-half inch of head space in all
jars except those containing starchy foods (corn, peas, and lima
beans); they require 1 inch because of greater expansion. The solid
material in jars should be covered by liquid—water, sirup, or broth,
as the case may be. -

All types of glass jars can be adjusted to allow
Exhausting the exhausting, or passing out, of air from the food
and cooling during processing.

With the mason jar, the cap is screwed on until it
is tight and then turned back one-fourth inch. After processing, the

{
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cap is screwed down as tightly as possible on the jar. With the
lightning type of jar, the top clamp is snapped into place and the side
clamp is left up. After processing, the side clamp is pushed down.
In both of these jars the actual seal is formed by the pull of the
partial vacuum in the jar during cooling. Hence, it is better if these
jars are cooled in an upright position.
With the vacuum- or self-sealing jars no special adjustment is used

for exhausting the air. The screw bands are put on tight or the clamps
adjusted. During the processing period the top is held in place by
the band or clamp, which allows the air to escape but holds the top
to the jar. When the jar starts to cool after processing, the steam
condenses, and a partial vacuum is formed within. Greater pressure
outside the jar than inside presses the top down firmly and the seal is
formed between top, gasket, and jar. The sealing material hardens
as the jar cools, making the seal complete. If the screw band is
loose after processing, hold the lid in place so it will not turn, and
screw the band tight. Jars of this type must be left to cool in an
upright position. When the jars have cooled, remove the screw
bands and clamps and save them to use again.

Cool all glass jars in air, out of drafts. Special care should be
taken to protect jars that have just been taken from a pressure canner,
as the temperature of the food is still above the boiling point. This
places the glass under considerable strain, and breakage may occur
if a draft strikes the jars. Leaving the jars in the canner for 3 or 4
minutes after the canner has been opened will reduce the danger of
breakage. Use a jar lifter or tongs to remove the jars from the
pressure canner.
Do not cover the jars with cloths or blankets while cooling as this

prolongs the cooking of the food. The processing period is adequate
to make the food keep, and cooling should follow at once.

After processing and cooling, all types of glass jars using rubber
rings should be inverted and observed for leakage. Tap with a spoon
the top of jars sealed with lacquered metal tops. A clear ringing
sound denotes a seal. If the sound is dull, a seal has not been formed.
First examine to see if the gasket is defective. Process the food a
second time, and replace the gasket if necessary.

When glass jars are processed in the steam pres-
Loss of liquid sure canner there is frequently a loss of liquid.

While this may occur to some extent with all types
of jars, it is generally less with those of the vacuum-sealing type,
which have a separate rubber ring or sealing composition in addition
to the glass or metal cap and screw band. Mason and lightning-type
jars are partially sealed before they are put in the canner, and the
seals are. completed as soon as they are taken out. Tight sealing of
these jars will not prevent the loss of liquid during pressure processing
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and may cause the rubbers to push out, thus making a tight seal
difficult to obtain. For adjustments of the different types of jars
see page 12. Steps can be taken to reduce the loss of liquid by
properly regulating the pressure canner (p. 8).
Never open the jars after processing to add more liquid.

To remove caps from the self- or vacuum-sealing
Opening jars jars, puncture the caps to release the vacuum and

lift up. For other types of jars pull out the rubber
ring with the fingers or with pliers. If this is difficult, invert the jar
in warm water covering the cap and allow the jar to remain for several
minutes. This will soften the rubber ring and make it easier to
remove. -

Bottles are convenient to use for canning liquids.
Bottles 'Use the crown caps and a capping device, which may

be obtained at small cost. Bottles should be boiled
to sterilize them, but the caps are only dipped in boiling water just
before being fixed on the bottles. Boiling the caps may prevent the
formation of tight seals.
When liquids are processed in bottles it is necessary to leave about

2 inches of head space to permit expansion.

Tin Cans—ll and When Available
Tin-can supplies for home canning are likely to be uncertain during

the war, because of the need of conserving metals. Sealing machines,
required for open-top cans, are scarce.
The following paragraphs give general information on canning in

tin for the benefit of homemakers who may have access to the materials
needed. '

Canning in tin has some advantages; canning in glass has others.
Tin cans are easy to handle because there is no danger of breakage.
Also there is no loss of liquid from tin cans because they are always
tightly sealed before they are processed.

Plain tin cans are made of thin sheet steel plated
Plain and with tin. These cans are satisfactory for most vege-
enameled tables, fruits, and meats. Some foods, however,

change color when canned in plain tin because of
chemical reactions due to the metals. These changes do not affect
the wholesomeness of the food, but they do afl'ect appearance. Red-
colored fruits and vegetables, including most berries, cherries, cur-
rants, plums, and beets, which owe their color to anthocyanin pig-
ments, fade when they are heated in contact with plain tin. Corn
becomes darkened in color when canned in plain tin. The high tem-
peratures necessary in processing corn cause hydrogen sulfide gas to
be liberated, and this reacts with the metals of the can and forms
dark-colored metallic sulfides that are deposited on the corn and on
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the can. Succotash and lima beans behave in a similar manner, but
to a lesser extent. With peas, some meats, and other foods the metal-
lic sulfides may merely cause the can to mettle or darken.

Enamel-lined cans have come into use to preserve the appearance
of foods that discolor in plain tin or to prevent excessive darkening or
corrosion of the cans. Sanitary, fruit, or R enamel, of a deep-gold
color with a bright finish, is used to keep red-colored fruits and beets
from fading, and pumpkin and squash from corroding the can. C or
corn enamel, of light-gold color with dull finish, is used to prevent
corn, succotash, and some other products from discoloring. C en-
amel should not be used with acid foods or with chicken or meats
that contain much fat. The acid or fat may cause this enamel to
peel off and make the food unsightly, although harmless.
The following list gives the kind of enameled can recommended for

different foods; other foods may be satisfactorily canned in plain tin:
C enamel Sanitary enamel

Beans, lima (C enamel preferred; Beets (sanitary enamel preferred; C
plain tin also used). enamel also used. For pickled

Beans, red kidney (0 enamel pre- beets, use glass only).
ferred; plain tin also used). Berries, all kinds.

Corn. Cherries.
Succotash. Cranberry sauce.

Pimientos.
Plums.
Pumpkin.
Squash.

Under the rim of the can lid is a gasket of paper
Gaskets or rubber composition, which helps to make the seal

airtight. The sealing machine folds this into a
double seam between the can and lid. Whether a paper or rubber
composition gasket is preferable depends on the machine and the care
with which it is Operated (p. 17). The paper gasket is generally rec-
ommended in home canning because it is a little more bulky and more
completely fills the seam made by hand—sealing machines. When the
bettergrade of hand-sealing machines and power machines are used by
experienced operators, the rubber gasket is preferred. Paper gaskets
also make a better seal when reflanged cans are used. Some dis-
advantages of the paper gaskets are that they must be kept dry; they
sometimes drop out of the cover; and they may wrinkle if wet or
imperfectly adjusted, and thus cause a faulty seal.

The usual sizes of cans for home use are No. 2,
Can sizes No. 2%, and No. 3. The larger sizes, No. 5 (half,-

gallon) and No. 10 (gallon), are generally for hotel
and institution use. When No. 5 and No. 10 cans are processed under
pressure special precautions must be taken to prevent the cans from

467454°—42——3
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buckling. Various practical points about the use of different-sized
cans are given in table 3.

TABLE 3.—Capacity and use of standard sizes of tin cans

Con- Vol-
. . . tents, ume of Products adapted to difl'erent-Can size Dimensmns avzréatge con- sized cans

weight tents

Inches Ounces Cups
No. 1, tall..._ 31/15 by 49/15." 16 2 Concentrated soups, meatproducts.
No. 2________ 3%; by 4916--- 20 2%» Corn._ peas. snap beans,fruits. meats.
No. 21A_______ 4%; by 41%5--- 28 3% Fruits. vegetables, meats.
No. 3________ 4%.; by 41910--- 33 4 Fruits. pumpkin, tomatoes.

Wash tin cans with soap and water, rinse in clear
Packing tin water, and drain. Lids may be wiped with a damp

cans cloth, but gaskets, especially paper gaskets, should be
kept dry to avoid difficulties in sealing.

Fill cans to obtain a reasonably tight pack of solid food Without
cramming and add liquid to cover—water, sirup, or broth. The de-
sirable proportion of liquid to solids varies with different products.
Uniformity of pack may be obtained by weighing the solids and adding
enough liquid to cover, or by weighing both solids and liquid. Pack-
ing by weight may be desirable for large-quantity canning, as in a
community center or for products intended for sale.
The liquid in the can serves two important purposes. It helps to

drive out air from the can, and also to conduct heat into the solid
material during processing. Foods packed without liquid require
longer processing because of the slower penetration of the heat into
the food.

Head space is needed to prevent the cans from
Head space bulging, because of the expansion of the food during

processing and storage. If a can is filled too full,
it does not have sufficient head space and cannot be properly sealed;
whereas too slack a fill, or excessive head space, leaves too much air
in the can. Head space is measured from a straight edge across the top
of the can. Since the cover goes one-eighth inch into the can, the ac—
tual head space is less after the cover is sealed on. For most foods
canned at home or in community centers the following allowances are
recommended, although head space varies somewhat for different
'products. Head space(inch)No. 1 cans........................................................ V4
No. 2 cans........................................................ M
No. 3 cans________________________________________________________ 1/2
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When tins are used, unless most of the air in food is
Exhausting removed by some means before the cans are sealed,

both food and can discolor, and the food loses flavor.
It has been usual practice to pack fruits, tomatoes, asparagus, and

meats raw. To save jar space, preheating fruits and tomatoes is
recommended. When food is packed raw, the air is exhausted in the
following ways: Place the packed cans in a bath of boiling water
deep enough to come within about 2 inches of the top of the cans.
Keep the water boiling without bubbling into the food and cover
the bath to hold in the steam. Start counting time When the space
above the cans is filled with steam, and continue to heat for the time
given for the various foods. Seal the cans as rapidly as possible
after the exhaust, while the food is still steaming and process at
once. This method is not suitable for glass jars because of the
slower penetration of heat.
The nonacid vegetables, such as beans, peas, corn, and pumpkin,

are precooked to drive the air out of the tissues. They are then
packed boiling hot, and the tin cans are sealed at once and processed.
Fruits and tomatoes may also be precooked. '

The food must be hot when the cans are sealed in
Sealing order to insure a satisfactory vacuum. It is good

practice to measure this sealing temperature at the
center of the can with a thermometer. For tomatoes, fruits, and other
foods that heat penetrates easily, the sealing temperature should be
about 125° to 150° F. But for other products, such as cream—style corn,
pumpkin, and squash, through which heat penetrates slowly, sealing
temperatures should be 180° to 190° F. For meats, about 170° F. is
recommended.
A machine is necessary for sealing open-top cans. Sealing ma-

chines must be strongly built to be durable and efficient. It is poor
economy to purchase a machine too light in construction to do its
work well; such a machine is likely to break and to be difficult to
keep in proper adjustment for sealing the cans tightly. For home
canning a hand-operated machine is satisfactory, but for continual
use, as in a community canning center, power operation may be
desired.

Different makes of sealing machines vary in design, and the manu-
facturer’s instructions regarding the care and operation of the machine
should be followed. With all types, however, the actual seaming
process of the cans is the same. The filled can with cover is set on
the base plate and is raised by a lever until the chuck of the machine
fits closely into a countersink about one-eighth inch deep in the top
of the can lid. The can is rotated while the first seaming roll of the
machine folds the flange of the cover over the flange of the can.
The second seaming roll of the machine then presses the folded layers
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together into a tight seam which is made airtight by the gasket of the
lid. The seaming rolls should be observed frequently to see that
they are in proper adjustment. Some machines are furnished with a
wire or other means of testing the adjustment of the seaming rolls.
The finished seam between lid and can should be smooth and even.

A way to try out the adjustment of the sealer is to test the tightness
of the seam on a can. Place a few tablespoons of water in a can, seal
it, then submerge it in boiling water for a few minutes. If air bubbles
come up from the can, the seam is not tight.

After processing tin cans of up to and including
Cooling the No. 2% size, open the pet cock on the pressure

canner to let the steam escape gradually, as the
pressure drops to zero. With No. 3 cans and larger sizes, allow the
pressure gage to come to zero; then open the pet cock gradually.
Cool tin cans at once in cold water, preferably running water, until

they are lukewarm, or about 100° to 105° F. If the cans have paper
gaskets, use only water suitable for drinking. When the cans are
cool, wipe off any remaining moisture and examine for leaky seals.

Tin cans are sometimes reflanged for use a second
Refianging time by means of special attachments on the sealing

machine both for opening the cans and for re-
flanging. Cans that are corroded or very much discolored should
never be used a second time. Also, unless the reflanging is properly
done and the sealing machine is adjusted to handle reflanged cans,
it is impossible to obtain a tight closure. The use of reflanged cans,
therefore, is not generally recommended.

Other Utensils and Supplies
Most of the utensils needed for home canning are in common use

in the kitchen. In addition to the containers and processing equip-
ment and a worktable and sink, the following utensils are generally
needed:

Shallow pans. Jar tongs.
Preserving kettles. Long-handled spoons.
Colander. Stainless-steel paring knives.Wire basket or cheesecloth. Cutting knife.
Jar funnel. Scissors.
Quart measure. . Household scales.
Standard measuring cup. Vegetable brush.
Ladle or dipper. Thermometer.

Special devices may be provided if desired for paring apples and
peaches; coring apples, pears, and tomatoes; pitting peaches and cher-
ries; shelling peas; and slicing, cubing, grinding, and sieving food
materials.
The thermometer should be of the type that can be immersed in
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liquids, and should register at least to 220° F. A candy or dairy
thermometer may be used, and can usually be obtained through local
dealers for about a dollar.
When fruits are being canned for sale a sugar tester or saccharometer

is very useful to measure the concentration of sugar in the sirups. The
Brix and Balling saccharometers or hydrometers indicate directly
the percentage of sugar in the solution. The Baumé saccharometer
differs in the scale and does not indicate the percentage of sugar di-
rectly. The approximate percentage is obtained by multiplying the
reading by 2. A saccharometer costs about 75 cents.

Utensils for cooking foods for canning may be of aluminum or a
good grade of enamelware or stainless steel. Do not use galva-
nized-iron utensils for cooking any food or for holding acid foods
with cut surfaces, as the foods will take up zinc and become poisonous.
Copper or copper-lined utensils may be used for cooking fruits and
vegetables, provided the utensils are kept bright and shiny so that
no copper salts accumulate and provided the food is removed from the
utensils at once after cooking.

The water used for various purposes in canning,
Water such as washing food and utensils, cooking, making

sirups, and cooling cans, should be suitable for
drinking. Very hard water may toughen vegetable tissues or make
fruit sirups cloudy. Such water can be partially softened by boiling
and straining through several thicknesses of muslin. Or the boiled
water may be allowed to stand until the fine precipitate settles and the
clear water then poured off for use.

STEPS IN CANNING

Safe canning requires careful attention to every step in the proc-
ess—from the selection of the raw food to the final check-up of the
canned products during storage. The following list gives the steps
in order.
0 Select good materials—The quality of canned products can be no
higher than the quality of the raw food that goes into the can. Use
only clean, fresh, sound foods in prime condition, and be sure that
the containers in which they are handled are clean. Any unneces-
sary infection of the raw food increases the difficulty of processing
and the liability of the canned products to spoilage.
With fruits and vegetables, grade for size and the same degree of .

ripeness if a uniform product is desired. Wash thoroughly until
every trace of soil is removed. The most dangerous bacteria and
those most difficult to kill are in the soil. A wire basket is a help in
washing but should not be loaded too heavily. Always lift the fruit
and vegetables out of the water rather than pour the water off.
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For special precautions about meats, see page 37.

0 Prepare jars or cans—Follow the directions for glass jars on page
12 and those for tin cans on page 16.
O Sirup.———Make the sirup for fruits in advance so there will be no
delay when it is required (p. 22).
O Precooking.——Some foods are precooked for a short time before
they are packed into the containers. This precooking helps to remove
air from the tissues, shrinks them, facilitates packing, and speeds up
the processing because the foods are already hot when they are placed
in the canner.
O Packing—When using glass jars, remove one jar at a time from
the hot-water bath where it has been held. Keeping the jars hot
helps to prevent breakage during packing and processing. If needed,
place a new wet rubber ring in position, resting flat on the sealing
shoulder of the jar.
Pack the containers quickly so that the precooked food remains

hot. Use a sufficient proportion of liquid to solids to prevent too
dense a pack, and work out the air bubbles with a knife blade or
spatula.
Leave the proper head space in the containers (pp. 12 and 16).

O Exhausting and adjusting covers—Food in glass jars is exhausted,
or the air partially removed during processing, because the jars are
not fully sealed. As each glass jar is packed, carefully wipe the
rubber ring and sealing edge of the jar to remove any particles of
food, and adjust the cap to seal the jar partially and permit exhaust-
ing (p. 12). Place the jars as finished in the canner or Where they
will keep hot until processing begins.
Tin cans packed with precooked food should be sealed at once,

while the food is steaming hot, and placed in the canner. If the food
has not been precooked before packing, it should be exhausted
(p. 17). Seal the cans at once after exhausting.
O Processing—Process at the temperature and for the time indi-
cated in the tables on pages 30—31, 34-35, 45.
O Cooling—Cool glass jars in air but protect them from drafts.
After they are cool, invert rubber-ring jars and observe for leakage.
Test lacquered metal-top jars by tapping (p. 13). Do not attempt
to tighten screw caps or screw bands after jars have cooled. Cool tin
cans in cold water, using running water if possible.
0 Reprocessing—If a container leaks, determine the cause. Process
the food again, using another container, top, or ring, as needed.
0 Labeling—Wipe the containers clean and label with the name, the
date, and the lot number, if more than one lot was canned on that
day. Glass jars may be labeled with a pencil that writes on glass or
with gummed labels. Use rubber cement to fix paper labels on tin,
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or if the labels are long enough, put glue along one end, wrap smoothly
around the can, and lap the glued end over the other. Or tin cans
may be marked with a glass pencil, rubber stamp, or canners’ ink.
0 Checking up results—Hold canned products at room temperature
for a week or 10 days where they can be examined from time to time
to be sure that they are keeping. If any show signs of spoilage,
examine all of that lot carefully.
O Storage—Store canned foods in a cool, dry place, and protect
glass jars from the light so that the food will not fade in color. The
quality is generally better if they are used within the first year after
canning.

CANNING FRUITS, TOMATOES, AND OTHER
ACID FOODS

Fruits, tomatoes, and other acid foods are best processed at 212° F.,
the temperature of boiling water at sea level. Read carefully the
sections under Canning Equipment and Methods that relate to the
handling of acid foods. The boiling-water bath is the most successful
way of applying heat for processing foods of this type in the home.
The higher temperatures reached in a pressure canner are not only

unnecessary for these foods, but acid foods become overcooked when
processed under steam pressure.

Figures in' table 4 are a rough guide to quantities of raw fruit re-
quired in canning.

TABLE 4.—-Amount of raw fruit needed for 1 quart or 1 No. 3 can of
canned fruit

Quantity raw
Fruit

Pounds Units

Apples_________________________________ 2% 7 to 8 apples.
Berries________________________________ 11/4 to 1V; 5 cups
Cherries_____________________ J ......... 11/4 to 1 6 cups.
Peaches________________________________ 2 to 21 8 to 10 peaches.
Pears__________________________________ 2 to 2 /2 5 to 6 pears.
Plums_________________________________ 11/2 to 2 24 to 82 plums.
Tomatoes.............................. 2 /2 to 3% 8 to 10 tomatoes.

The following figures based on extensive canning work in Texas
give the approximate number of pounds of raw fruit to a bushel:
Apples, 50; blackberries, 60 (a 24-quart crate of blackberries is 36
pounds); peaches (standard), 50; pears, 58; plums, 56; tomatoes, 56.
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Fruits With or Without Sugar
Cane and beet sugar are equally good in sweetening fruit for home

canning. Brown sugar is not recommended for this purpose, as it
may contain spoilage bacteria or other impurities.

Fruits naturally contain a great deal of water, and the most eco-
nomical way to use sugar when it is limited is to add a small amount
directly to the fruit. This is preferable to covering the fruit with a
thin sugar-and-water sirup, which means canning extra water. This
canning in juice makes the most of natural fruit flavor. Canned
fruits thus prepared may not look so attractive as products Which
homemakers are accustomed to pack but have more fruit flavor and
food value.
Why pack hot?—Packing fruits hot into containers offers several

advantages. The precooking draws out juice for covering fruit When
packed in jars. Precooking shrinks the fruits, so that more generous
amounts may be packed in containers. Precooking cuts down the
time that packed fruits need to be processed in the water bath.

To draw juice out of the more juicy fruits, such as
Fruits in their berries, cherries, plums, ripe peaches and pears,

own juice sweeten the fruits to taste and bring to the boiling
point slowly. To avoid scorching, stir from time to

time, or set the pan in hot water, or cover the pan and place in a
moderate oven. If juicy fruits are cut or sliced, they will probably
form enough juice in this process for canning liquid.

If juicy fruits are to be canned Whole or in halves, some added
liquid may be needed. Fruit juice may be used for this instead of the
usual sirup. To provide juice, set aside the riper fruits at the start.
Crush and heat these to boiling point and extract juice. Sweeten
juice as necessary. Heat the firmer fruits in this juice, and pack the
fruit quickly into jars or cans, cover with the boiling hot juice, and
process.
For shortcakes, frozen desserts, and pies, crush or make a sauce of

some fruit. Sweeten as desired and heat before packing into jars.
Apples and some kinds of peaches and pears may not yield enough

juice for canning liquid. To get the most possible juice, slice or out
these fruits and add sugar before heating, as for juicy fruits. Add a
little water, if necessary, to prevent sticking. Fill into jars and cover
With the hot juice and process.

If fruits are to be canned in a sirup made with
In sirup water, prepare the sirup in advance, to be ready _

when needed. Standard proportions are shown in
table 5. The present sugar canning ration of 1 pound of sugar for
every 4 quarts of finished fruit can be used to make thin or moder-
ately thin sirup, allowing from 91 to 1 cup of sirup to each jar.

D
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TABLE 5.—Proportions of sugar and water for thin, medium, and
moderately heavy sirups

{ Degrees. : Bailing orSirup Sugar to 1 gallon of water I percent of
' sugar
r

. Cups Quarls Pounds Ounces
Thin_______________________ 5 1% 2 2 20
Moderately thin _____________ 8 2 3 10 30
Medium____________________ 121/2 31/3 5 9 4O
Moderately heavy____________ 19 4% 8 6 50

Boil the sugar and water for approximately 5 minutes to make a
sirup. Remove any scum that has formed. A heavy sirup may be
prepared and diluted with water to yield thinner sirups as required.
Honey may be used to replace up to one-half the sugar called for in

canning, and corn sirup up to one-third.
. Fruits for pie making or for use in diabetic dietsWlthout . . .are commonly canned Without sugar. Juicy fruits,sugar . . .such as berries, cherries, cur rants, and plums, should

be canned in their own juices when sugar is omitted. Water is not
required. Extract the juice from the riper fruit-s by crushing, heating,
and straining. Pack the remaining fruits closely into containers
without preheating, and add boiling hot juice to cover. Adjust caps
on glass jars; or exhaust tin cans and seal; then process. Or give the
fruits a short precooking, as 2 to 4 minutes simmering, pour into
containers at once, seal, and process.
The less juicy fruits, such as apples, peaches, and pears, when

canned without sugar require the addition of water. To preserve the
natural fruit flavor use only the smallest quantity of water necessary.
Follow the directions for canning given on pages 23 to 29, substituting
water in place of the sirup.

Packing and Processing
Apples

Pare the apples and cut into pieces of desired size. To prevent
darkening of pieces exposed to air, place them in a mild salt and
vinegar solution (2 tablespoons salt and 2 tablespoons vinegar to a
gallon of water). Precook by boiling 5 minutes, adding a little sugar
to draw out juice. Fill hot into jars or cans, covering with boiling
hot juice, or with sirup if there is not enough juice. If apples are
being canned for use in pies, pack the containers solidly, using as little
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juice as possible. Allow head space (for jars see page 12, for cans
see page 16).

Windfall or green apples may be made into sauce. Pack boiling
hot.

Process apples as directed in table 6.
Apricots
Same as peaches.

Beets, pickled
Select beets of uniform size, cut off the tops, but allow at least 1

inch of the stems to remain so that the beets will not bleed and lose
color and, sweetness. Wash and cook until tender in enough water to
cover. For young beets this will require about )é hour. When
tender, plunge into cold water and remove the skins, and when cool,
dice or cut into thin slices. Pack into jars and to each pint add lé tea-
spoon of salt. Fill with a boiling hot vinegar and sugar sirup of
desired sweetness. Make sirup by proportions in table 5, substituting
vinegar for water. Very strong vinegar may be diluted by using one—
fourth water. Process immediately as directed in table 6.
Berries

Blackberries, blueberries, dewberries, huckleberrics, Logan black-
berries, raspberries—gather them in shallow vessels so as to prevent
crushing, and plan to can them as soon as possible. Wash carefully
and remove caps and stems. Sort out smaller and less perfect berries
to make a juice and sugar sirup of desired sweetness, use juice instead
of water (for proportions see table 5), and heat together to dissolve the
sugar. For the most economical pack, precook berries in this juice.
Fill carefully into the container and cover with the hot juice.
For use in pies where the appearance of the whole fruit is not impor-

tant, precook the berries with sugar added to sweeten lightly. Stir
gently and let the fruit boil 3 to 4 minutes. Pack boiling hot. Rasp-
berries and other berries of soft texture keep their shape better for
dessert purposes if packed raw, although they tend to rise to the top
of the container after processing. Cover them with the hot juice and
sugar sirup made from the softer berries; or cover with a hot sugar and
water sirup made by proportions in table 5.

If tin cans are used, exhaust them for 3 to 5 minutes before sealing.
Process berries as directed in table 6.

Cherries
Cherries may be canned pitted or unpitted, depending upon the way

in which they are to be served.
If the fruit is pitted, save all juice. Cook the cherries 5 minutes over

low heat in this juice to shrink them. Add sugar to taste. Pack hot,
covering the cherries with boiling hot juice.
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If cherries are unpitted, pack the raw fruit in hot containers andcover with hot juice obtained by heating other cherries with sugar; orcover with hot sirup made by proportions in table 5.
If tin cans are used, exhaust for 3 to 5 minutes before sealing.Process cherries as directed in table 6.

Currants
Same as berries.

Gooseberries
Precook in sirup to shrink. Fill into containers and cover with hotsirup. If tin cans are used, exhaust for 3 to 5 minutes before sealing.Or, add a small quantity of water to the gooseberries after they haVebeen sorted and washed and boil until they are cooked to a pulp. Toeach quart of this pulp add sugar to sweeten lightly or up to }écup perquart if needed. Heat until the sugar is dissolved and pack boilinghot into containers. If packed raw, use the method suggested forberries.
Process as directed in table 6.

Peaches
To prepare peaches for canning, immerse them in boiling water forabout one-half minute or until the skins will slip easily, plunge at onceinto cold water for a few seconds, remove the skins, cut the peachesinto halves, and discard the pits.
If a bushel or more of peaches or apricots is to be canned at onetime, the skins may be removed in a lye bath. This method is notjustified with a small quantity, unless the peaches are so firm thathot water will not loosen the skins. Be careful in using lye, especiallyif children are around, for it is a powerful caustic, and serious accidentshave happened.
To peel peaches or apricots with lye, prepare in an agateware oriron kettle (never aluminum) a solution of one-fourth pound (4 ounces,or about 4 level tablespoons) of granulated lye of a standard brandin 2 gallons of water. Heat to boiling, and while the solution isactively boiling, immerse the peaches or apricots in it in a wire basketuntil the skin is loosened and partially dissolved. This will usuallyrequire 30 to 60 seconds. Remove the fruit, wash it at once in run-ning water, if possible, until skin and lye are removed, and thenthoroughly rinse the fruit. If the lye is not thoroughly rinsed off,the peaches may turn brown as a result. A 2-minute dip in a bathwith 2 tablespoons each of salt and vinegar to each gallon of wateralso helps to prevent the fruit from browning. Lye-peeled fruitshould be canned immediately.
If a thermometer is available it is better to use a stronger lyesolution at a lower temperature. An 8- to 10-percent solution con-
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taining 1 pound of lye to 1% gallons of water heated to 135° to 140°
F. (not higher) is recommended.

Peaches may be packed raw but a better pack is obtained if they are
precooked for a few minutes. Precooking brings out juice which is
usually sufficient to cover the fruit. Juice is extracted more readily
from sliced peaches than from halves. If peaches are juicy, heat
slowly to boiling point and add sugar to help draw out juice. Be
careful not to cook peaches until they are soft. If peaches are of less
juicy varieties, a sirup may be prepared according to proportions in
table 5, and the peaches precooked like juicy peaches, but in the sirup.
Pack precooked peaches quickly. Sliced fruit takes up less jar space.

If the fruit is cut in halves, place them pit side down in overlapping
layers. Cover the peaches with boiling hot juice or sirup in which
they were precooked. If necessary, add a little boiling hot water,
since fruit must be covered by liquid.

If peaches are packed raw in tin cans, cover with hot sirup and ex-
haust the cans for 5 minutes before sealing.

Process peaches as directed in table 6.
Pears

Peel pears, cut them in halves, and core. Slice if desired. To
prevent discoloration place the pared fruit in a solution made in the
proportion of 2 tablespoons each of salt and vinegar to a gallon of
water. Cook in boiling water or sirup (for sirup proportions see
table 5) for 4 to 8 minutes, according to the size and firmness of the
fruit. When pears are very juicy heat slowly, without adding sirup,
to draw out juice for covering. Pack pears hot into containers and
fill with boiling hot liquid. If packed raw in tin cans, cover pears
with hot sirup and exhaust for 5 minutes before sealing.

Process pears immediately as directed in table 6.
If Kieffer pears are to be canned, quality is improved by holding

the fruit for 2 weeks after harvest at a temperature of 60° to 65° F.
before canning.
Pimienfos, ripe

Select ripe, thick-fleshed pimientos, free from bruises. To remove
the skin, immerse the whole peppers in hot cooking oil (290° F.) for
2 or 3 minutes, or place them in a hot oven (450°) for 6 to 8 minutes;
then dip quickly into cold water. Slip the skins off, remove stems
and seed cores. The peppers are then soft and pliable. Fold and
pack them into the containers, and add one-half teaspoonful of salt
to each pint. Add no liquid because the processing brings out almost
enough thick liquor to cover them. If tin cans are used, exhaust
them for 5 minutes before sealing. Process immediately as directed
in table 6.
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Pineapples .
Peel, core, and remove “eyes.” Slice or cut in pieces; add sugar

to taste. Heat slowly for 10 to 15 minutes to draw out juice. Pack
into containers and cover with the hot juice. Process immediately
as directed in table 6.
Plums
Plums are ordinarily canned whole and should be gathered just as

they are beginning to ripen. Wash; prick each plum to prevent the
skin from bursting. Precook in small amount of sirup (see propor-
tions in table 5). Pack plums into containers and cover with boiling
hot sirup. Exhaust tin cans for 5 minutes before sealing.

If preferred, prepare sauce by straining out pits and skins and
cooking pulp with enough sugar to sweeten lightly. Fill into con-
tainers boiling hot.

Process plums as directed in table 6.
Rhubarb

Select young, tender stalks; trim, wash, and cut into half-inch
lengths. Boil until soft with enough sugar to sweeten. Since rhubarb
corrodes tin cans, it is better for home use to pack it in glass. Pack
boiling hot into jars and process immediately as directed in table 6.
Sauerkraut

Sauerkraut should be well fermented before it is canned. Heat the
sauerkraut to simmering (about 180° F.), but avoid boiling. Fill hot
into the containers and pack closely. Cover With the hot sauerkraut
juice, leaving %- to Vi-inch head space. Process immediately as
directed in table 6.
Strawberries

Strawberries are usually more palatable preserved than canned.
In canning, this method gives best results: To washed and stemmed
berries add sugar to taste. Bring slowly to the boiling point and
let stand overnight in the kettle. In the morning bring quickly
to boiling and fill into the containers.

Or, place capped berries in shallow pans in a single layer. Sweeteu
the berries to taste. Place in an oven that can be held at 250° F.
and leave for an hour. Pack hot in sterilized jars, covering with the
hot juice.

Process strawberries as directed in table 6.
Tomatoes

Select firm, ripe tomatoes of medium size and uniform shape, free
from spots and decay. Put into trays or shallow layers in wire bas-
kets and dip in boiling water for about a minute, according to ripeness.
Then plunge quickly into cold water, drain, peel, and core promptly.
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Pack into the containers as closely as possible. Fill with tomato
juice and add 1 teaspoon of salt per quart. If using tin cans, exhaust
them 5 to 6 minutes before sealing.
Or cut the tomatoes in quarters, heat until boiling hot, and pack

hot. Process immediately as directed in table 6.
Tomato juice
To preserve the natural flavor and color in canned tomato juice,

use knives of stainless steel and avoid utensils of copper, brass, and
iron. Use only fully ripe, firm tomatoes, preferably of bright-red
color, as freshly picked from the vines as possible. Discard any with
green, moldy, or decayed portions. Wash well, remove cores, and
cut into small pieces. The skins may or may not be removed. Handle
the tomatoes in quantities of 1 to 2 gallons and avoid delay at any
stage of the procedure. Precook the tomatoes at about 170° F. to
180° F., or if a thermometer is not available, simmer until softened.
Avoid boiling. Put the softened, hot tomatoes at once through a
fine sieve, preferably a bowl- or cone-shaped sieve because it allows
the least air to be incorporated in the pulp. If the tomato juice is
for infant or invalid use, omit salt; otherwise add one-half to 1 tea—
spoon salt to each quart. Spices tend to darken the color of tomato
juice and change the flavor undesirably; hence it is better to add them
at the time of serving.

Reheat the juice at once after putting through the sieve. If using
glass containers, heat the juice to 190° F. (or just to boiling), pour into
the sterilized containers, and seal. No processing is necessary.
Invert the bottles While cooling. If tin cans are used, heat the juice to
180° to 190° (or to simmering if no thermometer is available), pour
into cans, seal, and process the cans as directed in table 6. Do not
leave head space in either glass or tin containers.
Fruit juices

Fruit juices for beverages may be extracted from berries, cherries,
currants, grapes, and plums. Use only sound, well-ripened fruit in
such quantities that the process can be carried through promptly. To
avoid overcooking and to preserve as much as possible of the original
flavor and color, check the temperature with a thermometer as the
fruit is pre-cooked and the juice is pasteurized. Sugar also helps to
preserve color and flavor, but it may be omitted.
Wash the fruit, drain, and crush. Remove the seeds from cherries

before crushing as seeds change the flavor of juice. Add water, if
desired, to thin the juice, about one-half cup to each pound of fruit,
except to berries which require no water. Heat to 170° to 180° F.,
and hold for several minutes, or until the juice can be separated from
the pulp. Extract the juice with a fruit press or strain through
several layers of cheesecloth. If a press is used avoid crushing the
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seeds of berries. Crushed seeds spoil the flavor. A second straining
without pressure makes the juice clearer. Add sugar if desired, about
}5 to 1 cup of sugar to a gallon of juice. Heat the juice to 160° to 170°
F. and fill into hot, sterilized glass jars or bottles to Within one-eighth
inch of the top. Seal at once, and lay bottles on their sides in the
water bath. Process immediately as directed in table 6.
Fruit purees
For purees of almost any soft fruit put the cooked fruit through a

fine sieve; otherwise proceed as for fruit juice. Process as directed
in table 6.



TABLE 6.——Timetable for processing-fruits, tomatoes, and other acid foods
The times given here for processing in the boiling-water bath apply only to places with altitudes of 1,000 feet or less.above 1.000 feet, the time should be increased 20 percent for each additional 1,000 feet.When half-gallon glass jars are used, add 5 minutes to times given for pint and quart glass jars.Process the containers immediately after packing;0001 the food in tin cans in cold water immediately after processing.

For all altitudes

Processing period in boiling water212° F.
Product Style of pack TYPG 01' tin can

Pint and quart No. 2 and No.glass jars 8 tin cans

Minutes Minutes . _. Boil, pack in hot juice or sirup______________ 15_____________ 10___________ Plain tin.Apples................. Same as above but dry-pack ________________ 20............. 15........... D0.Applesauce, pack hot_-____-__-_____________ 5______________ 5____________ Do.
. {Precook and pack hot______________________ 15_____________ 15___________ Do.

Apricots""""""""" Pack raw; cover with hot sirup______________ 25............. {g3' 31 55:11:} D0-
Beets, pickled___________ Pack hot__________________________________ 30...........................
Berries:Blackberries........Blueberries_________ _Dewberries__________ Precook and pack hot______________________ 5______________ 5____________ Sanitary enamel.Huckleberries....... Pack raw; cover with hot juice or sirup_______ 20_____________ 15 ........... Do.Logan blackberries- _Raspberries_________ P k d k h 5 5 D- recoo an pac ot________________________________________________ o.Cherries""""""""" {Pack raw; cover with hot juice or sirup_______ 25............. 20 ........... D0-

Currants-_ __-_ ,7 , ,. . . -. Precook and pack hot......................... 5 ______________ 5____________ Do.. Precook and pack hot________________________ 5 ______________ 5 ____________Gooseberries"""""" {Pack raw; cover with hot juice or sirup____- ., A 20 ______________ 15___________ } Do.
‘ Precook and pack hot______________________ 15_____________ 15 ___________ Plain tin.

“”1183"""""""" Pack raw; cover with hot sirup-----_- - _ _ _ _ _. {gogg'2356::::: :ffg,2gé:::: } Do.
P {Precook and pack hot______________________ 20 _____________ 20 ___________ Do.ears___________________ , - . . . No 2, 20_____Pack raw, cover wrth hot juice, water. or sirup_ ________________ {No 3’ 25 _____ } Do.
Pimientos, ripe_-__ _ - _ _ _ _ Pack hot__________________________________ Pint. 40_________ {11:3 9: :3: : : :: }Sanitary enamel.
Pineapples______________ Pack hot_________________________________ 25 _____________ No. 3, 30_____ Plain tin.
Plums fPrecook and pack hot______________________ 5______________ 5____________ Sanitary enamel."""""""""" " [Pack rawgcover with hot sirup_______-__---- 20____-____-__. 15______-____ Do.
Rhubarb_-____ _ _ - - _ _ _ - __ Precook and pack hot________________________ 5______________ 5____________ Do.
Sauerkraut------_ ___ _- _ - Precook and pack hot______________________ {3Ln:;t?53b'_':_‘::: fig: 3: 3331:: }Plain tin.
Strawberries............ Precook and pack hot______________________ 5.............. 5 ............ Sanitary enamel.

Precook and pack hot______________________ 5______________ 5............ Plain tin (preferred); orTomatoes“--- ‘ ' ‘ ‘ ‘ ' ' ‘ ‘ ' {Pack raw_________________________________ 45 ............. 35 ___________ } sanitary enamel.
Tomato juice---_-_---_ - . Pack hot__________________________________ No processing--- 5 ____________ Do.
Fruit juices:Berries-_~___ _ _ - , _ - ,,Cherries-----_ _ . _ - , _ Pack at 160° to 170° F. and process in water 20___________________________Currants-_-__-_-___, bath at 180°.Plums-__-____----._

Pack at 160° to 170° F. and process at 212°-- “20...........................Fruit j purses_____________
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CANNING NONACID VEGETABLES
Nonacid vegetables require processing in the steam pressure canner

at temperatures of 240° and 250° F. If a pressure canner is not
available, then drying, brining, or some method of preservation other
than canning should be used for these vegetables.

In estimating the approximate yield of canned products from raw
vegetables the figures in table 7 are a guide.

TABLE 7.—Approximate yield of canned products from raw vegetables

Vegetable Quantity raw Yield as cannedproduct

Asparagus. whole___________Beans, shelled, lima______--_
Beans, snap................

2 pounds__________________ do-_-_-____--____31¢: pounds___________
11/4 pints or No. 2 can.1 quabrt or No. 3 can.0.

Beets, baby, without tops-___ to 3 pounds_______ Do.
Corn_______________________ 4 to 6 ears............ 11/4 pints or No. 2 can.
Greens_____________________ 1 pound______________ Do.
Peas. green:In pods................ 21/2 to 3 pounds....... Do.

Shelled________________ 1 pound.............. Do.
Pumpkin................... 4 pounds............. 1 quart or No. 3 can.
Sweetpotatoes.............. 21/3 to 3 pounds....... Do.

Packing and Processmg
Asparagus

Select fresh and tender stalks, sort according to size, and wash
thoroughly. Tie in uniform bundles, stand upright with tough por-
tion in boiling water, cover tightly, and boil for 2 to 3 minutes. Or
cut in half-inch lengths, add enough water to cover, and boil for 2
minutes in an uncovered vessel. Pack boiling hot into containers,
cover with the water in which boiled, and add 1 teaspoon of salt to
each quart. Or pack raw in No. 2 tin cans, cover with boiling water,
and exhaust for 4 to 5 minutes before sealing. Process immediately
as directed in table 8.
Beans, fresh lima
Only young and tender lima beans should be canned; older ones

may be dried. Shell, wash, and bring to a boil in water to cover.
Pack hot into the containers, cover with hot water, and add 1 teaspoon
of salt to each quart. Process immediately as directed in table 8.
Beam, snap
Wash throughly and cut into pieces of desired size. Add boiling

water to cover and simmer uncovered for about 5 minutes, or until
the beans are wilted and will bend without breaking. Pack hot into
the containers, cover with hot water, and add 1 teaspoon of salt to

Process immediately as directed in table 8.each quart.
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Beans, dried kidney or pinto

Pick over the beans, wash, and soak overnight in a cool place.
Drain. Blanch in boiling water for 3 to 4 minutes and drain. Fill
at once into containers to about seven-eighths capacity. Cover with
boiling water containing 2 ounces each of salt and sugar to the gallon.
The sugar may be omitted or replaced by molasses if desired. Small
pieces of salt pork may be added. Process immediately as directed in
table 8.
Soybeans .

Either green or dried soybeans of varieties suitable for table use
may be canned. The green soybeans make a better product, how-
ever, in both flavor and color. Follow the directions given above for
kidney beans, except with green beans omit the overnight soaking
and do not add sugar. Salt pork may be added if desired.
Beets, baby

Select young, tender beets preferably of the turnip-shaped varieties.
Trim off the tops, but leave on at least 1 inch of the stems and all of
the roots to prevent bleeding. Wash thoroughly and scald in boiling
water or steam for about 15 minutes until the skins slip easily. After
the beets are skinned and trimmed, pack into the containers, add 1
teaspoon of salt to each quart, and fill with hot water. Process
immediately as directed in table 8. Pickled beets may be processed
in the boiling-water bath (p. 24).
Carrots
Young tender carrots may be canned in the same way as baby beets.

Corn
Use only tender, freshly gathered sweet corn, shuck, silk, and clean

carefully. '
Sweet corn is canned in two styles—whole grain and cream style.

Whole-grain corn is cut from the cob without scraping, while for cream
style the corn is given a more shallow cut and the cobs are scraped.
Corn for the whole-grain pack should be gathered 3 or 4 days earlier
than for cream-style corn. The whole—grain product retains the
appearance and flavor of fresh corn more nearly than the cream style
because it can be given a lighter processing and therefore is not so
likely to be overcooked. When cream-style corn, which is thick and
viscous, is canned in glass jars, it sometimes becomes brownish in
color because of the caramelization of the sugar by the heavy processing
required. Whole-grain corn has less tendency to discolor when packed
in plain tin cans than does cream-style corn, though the C enamel cans
give better results for both.
For the whole-grain style, cut the corn from the cob deeply enough



TABLE 8.~—Timetable for processing nonacid vegetables in the steam pressure canner
.The processes given here apply to places with altitudes of 2,000 feet or less.

each additional 2,000 feet.processing.
At altitudes over 2,000 feet, add 1 pound pressure for

Follow the directions on pages 8, 13. and 18 for operation of canner and removal of jars and cans after
0001 tin cans in cold water immediately after processing.

Pint glass jars

250° F.,

Quart glass jars

Product 2400 Fr; 240° F.,or 10 or 15 or 10pounds pounds poundspressure pressure pressure

Alinutes Minutes Alz'nutcsAsparagus_______________ __ _ _ _ _ _
Beans:Fresh lima___________ 50 _________ 55Snap-__-__-__--___-- 30 _________ 35Dried kidney or pinto- SO _________ 90Soybeans___-______.__ 30 __________ 90Beets. baby_-_____,______ 30 __________ 35Carrots____-____v.._-_..____ 30 1-- __- 35Corn:Whole-grain__________ 60 _________ 70Cream-style_____________________ 75 _ _ _ _ _ - _Greens_________________ _ _________ 60 ..........Mushrooms--__-_“___..-- 25 _________ 35Okra_-_-_.._---___-_.._-__ 35 _________ 40Okra and tomatoes _______ 25 _________ 35
Peas:Green___-_-_.._-v__-_ 45 - _ _ _________Black-ey ed....... m _ 50 _ _ - s _ _ 55
Pumpkin__________________________ 60 r _ _ __ A
Squash-_-_---._..-..-----_ _________ 60 _________
Sweetpotatoes ____________ 95 _________ 120
Vegetable-soup mixtures__ 60 ......... 70

250° F.,or 15poundspressure

Minutes

No. 2 tin cans

240° F.,or 10poundspressure

Minutes

250° F.,or 15poundspressure

[Minutes

No. 3 tin cans

240015" 250° F., or Type of tin can
pggnds 15 poundspressure pressure

Illinutes Minutes_________ _. _____ r Plaintin.
50 ____________ C enamel or plain tin.
30 ___________ Plain tin.
85 __________ C enamel or plain tin.
85 _ __________ Do.30 __________ Sanitary enamel.30 __________ Plain tin.
65 __________ C enamel.____________________ Do.

_________ No. 2%, 60 Plain tin.25 __________ Do.30 __________ Do.30 __________ Do.
___________________ o.50 __________ Plain tin or C enamel.
......... 70 Sanitary enamel.......... 70 Do.115 __________ Do.

65 .......... Plain tin.

00.4;
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to remove most of the kernels without objectionable hulls. Do not
scrape the cobs. Add 1 teaspoon of salt to each quart of corn and half
as much boiling water as corn by weight. Heat to boiling and pack
into containers at once. Process immediately as directed in table 8.
For the cream style, with a sharp knife lightly cut off the tops of the

kernels, and with the back of the knife scrape out the pulp. This gives
a thick, pasty mass with the minimum of hulls. Add 1 teaspoon of
salt to each quart, and half as much boiling water as corn by weight.
Heat to boiling, and fill into containers at once. Process immediately
as directed in table 8.
Greens

Pick over the greens, discarding any imperfect leaves and tough
fibrous stems. Wash carefully in running water or through a number
of waters, lifting the greens out each time. To precook, cover the
greens with water heated to simmering, not boiling, and cook in an
uncovered vessel for 5 minutes, or until the greens are wilted. Pack
hot into the containers, taking care not to make too solid a pack and
to have sufficient hot liquid to cover the greens. Add 1 teaspoon of
salt to each quart. Process immediately as directed in table 8.
Greens should not be canned in No. 3 tin cans, because of the difficulty
of heat penetration.
Mushrooms
Wash thoroughly, peel mature mushrooms, and drop into water

containing 1 tablespoon of vinegar per quart. Precook, place in a
wire sieve or colander, cover with a lid to hold the mushrooms under
water, and immerse for 3 to 4 minutes in boiling water that contains
1 tablespoon of vinegar and 1 teaspoon of salt per quart. Fill into
containers at once and cover with freshly boiling water. Add 1
teaspoon of salt to each quart. Process immediately as directed in
table 8.
Okra
Only young, tender pods should be canned; older pods should be

dried. After the okra is washed, cover with water, bring to a boil,
and pack hot into the containers._ Add 1 teaspoon of salt to each
quart. Process immediately as directed in table 8.
Okra and tomatoes
Use only young, tender okra and sound, ripe tomatoes. Wash the

okra and slice crosswise. Wash the tomatoes, remove the skins and
cores, and cut into sections. Combine the okra and tomatoes and
heat to the boiling point. Pack While hot, and add 1 teaspoon salt to
each quart. Process immediately as directed in table 8.
Peas, green
Use only young, tender peas. Shell, wash, add hot water to cover,

and simmer for about 5 minutes. Pack hot in pint iars or No. 2 tin

.v—rwwn.-- ~-— uWVV—‘v _ _-~’......--w- ~ .—--\...,-‘..-WA.‘ U ...___ —,_. .e _ .. . .7; are
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cans, cover With hot water, and add one-half teaspoon of salt to each
pint. If tender peas are packed in quart jars or No. 3 cans they be-
come overcooked and mushy. Process immediately as directed in
table 8.
Peas, black-eyed
Same as lima beans.

Pumpkin -
Wash, peel, and cut the pumpkin into 1- to 1}é—inch cubes. Add a

small quantity of water and simmer until heated through, stirring
occasionally. Pack hot into containers, add 1 teaspoon of salt to each
quart, and cover with the water in which cooked. Process imme-
diately as directed in table 8.
Squash
Same as pumpkin.

Sweetpotdtoes
Where sweetpotatoes can be stored successfully, only enough should

be canned to take care of the season during which the stored potatoes
are not available. Or if in harvesting more are cut with the plow than
can be used immediately, they may be canned in order to save them.
In that case, precook them slowly in order to develop the sugar.
Wash the sweetpotatoes thoroughly and boil or steam them until

the skins slip off readily. Peel quickly, cut into medium-sized sections,
and pack hot into containers. Add 1 teaspoon of salt to each quart
and enough boiling water to cover. Process at once as directed in
table 8.
Vegetable-soup mixtures
The combinations of vegetables for soups may include two or more

of the following: Tomato pulp, corn, lima beans, peas, okra, carrots,
turnips, celery, onion, pimientos, and sweet and red peppers. Wash
and trim the vegetables and cut into small pieces or cubes. Keep
the diced carrots and turnips covered with water or weak brine to
prevent darkening. Seasonings should be light, and may include
sugar, salt, White pepper, dashes of cayenne and garlic, parsley, thyme,
and bay leaf.

Bring the soup mixture to the boiling point, and pack hot, with
sufficient liquid to cover the vegetables and prevent too dense a pack.
Process as directed in table 8.

CANNING MEATS AND CHICKEN
Beef, veal, mutton, lamb, pork, and chicken may be canned

successfully in the home, provided they are processed under steam
pressure. The temperatures required for effective sterilization (240°
to 250° F., corresponding to 10 and 15 pounds steam pressure) can-
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not be obtained inside the can or jar except by the use of the steam
pressure canner. The water bath, the oven, and the steamer without
pressure are inadequate for canning meats and cannot be used safely.
Insufliciently processed meat may keep if stored at a low temperature,
but even when no visible signs of spoilage are observed there is no
certainty that the bacteria which cause food poisoning have not been
active. If a pressure canner is not available, other methods of
preservation should be used for meats.
While a variety of meat and poultry products may be canned, it

is more economical of can or jar space to put up the meat alone and
combine it with the other foods at the time of serving. This also
permits greater variety in the use of the meat, and combinations
with fresh, crisp vegetables as well as a wider choice of seasonings.
Onion, garlic, and spices should be used sparingly, and white pepper
retains a better flavor than black pepper in meat products.

All meats and poultry for canning should be slaughtered and
handled in a strictly sanitary manner. Unless the meat is to be
canned at once, chilling the carcass after slaughtering is necessary;
otherwise decomposition will start within a few hours. There is
little difference in the flavor or tenderness of the canned product
whether the meat is chilled or unchilled. However, raw meat is
easier to handle after chilling and may be held for a few days until
convenient to can.

Frozen meat may be canned, but it does not make a high-quality
product. If meat has become frozen, do not thaw it out before
canning. Cut or saw the frozen meat into uniform strips 1 to 2
inches thick and plunge at once into boiling water. Simmer until
the color of raw meat has almost disappeared; then pack and process.

Utensils and Equipment
Utensils for meat canning are preferably of enamelware, aluminum,

retinned metal, or stainless metal. Copper and iron utensils may
discolor canned meat and should not be used. Also meat must not
be allowed to remain in contact with galvanized iron more than 30
minutes, or it may take up harmful quantities of zinc. Wooden
utensils or surfaces require special care in cleaning to free them from
bacteria. They should be scrubbed with soapy water to remove all
grease and then rinsed with boiling water. If used for several days
at a stretch they should be disinfected with a hypochlorite solution
(calcium, potassium, or sodium hypochlorite) applied after the
scrubbing and scalding.

Plain tin cans and glass jars are used for the home canning of meats
and poultry. When canned in tin, chicken is more likely than other
meats to discolor the cans, and sometimes there is a deposit on the
chicken itself. If the directions given here are followed for packing
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the chicken hot and leavmg proper head space in the containers, this
discoloration will be reduced to a minimum. The C-enamel cans used
for corn and the R- or sanitary-enamel cans for certain fruits are not .
suitable for chicken because the fat may cause the enamel to peel off i
and make the product unattractive although harmless.

In canning meat and poultry the head space is particularly impor-
tant. If the liquid does not cover the meat it will discolor and lose
flavor during storage. » In packing containers allow the following
head space: Glass jars, one-half inch; No. 1 tin cans, one-fourth inch;
No. 2 tin cans, one-fourth inch; No. 3 tin cans, one-half inch.

Pint containers are most suitable for canning meat, and it is sug-
gested that any of these small containers on hand may well be set
aside for meat. Do not can meat in jars or tin cans larger than quart
size. See table 9 fOr processing times.

Precooking
When glass jars are used, meats should be precooked in the oven

or in water before being packed in the container. A better looking
pack results. And since heat penetrates glass slowly the precooking
is necessary to shorten the processing time. When tin cans are used

‘ the meat may be precooked in either of these ways and packed hot,
or it may be packed raw and the cans exhausted before being sealed.
The latter method gives a little better flavored product, and the liquid
is all meat juice, but it takes more time and stove space. Frying is

.1 not recommended as a method of precooking meat for canning, because
it makes the meat hard and dry and gives it adisagreeable flavor.

Cut the meat into uniform pieces weighing about
In the oven 1 pound each, and cook in a moderate oven (350° .

F.) until the red or pink color of the raw meat
almost disappears at the center. This requires about 30 to 40 minutes.
Cut the meat so that there are two or more pieces to each container,
pack at once closely, cover with the pan drippings or with boiling
water, leaving proper head space, and process immediately.

Chicken is handled in this same way except it needs only about 20
to 30 minutes because of the smaller size of the pieces. This is the
best way to precook chicken for canning in glass.

Cut the meat into uniform pieces weighing about
In water 1 pound and place in boiling water. Partly cover

. the kettle and simmer for 12 to 20 minutes, until
‘ the color of the raw meat has almost disappeared from the center of

the pieces. At this stage the meat has lost about one-third of its
original weight because of the juice that has cooked out. At once cut
the meat into smaller pieces, pack into the containers, and press the
meat down closely with a wooden mallet or pestle. Cover with the
broth, leaving proper head space, and process immediately.
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This method, commonly referred to as parboiling, is the quickest

way to precook a large quantity of meat. It is also used with chicken
except that the time is only about 8 to 10 minutes.

Pack two or more pieces of meat into each can,
In tin cans and place the filled but open cans in a bath of boiling

water that comes to within 1% to 2 inches of the
top of the can. Cover the bath to‘hold in steam and heat, being
careful that water from the bath does not bubble into the cans.
Continue heating until the meat in all the cans is steaming hot, or
170° 'F., at the center of the cans, and has practically lost the color
of raw meat. If no thermometer is available, turn out the meat
from a few of the cans to be sure it is heated through. The time
required is about 40 to 50 minutes for No. 2 cans of beef or pork and
somewhat less for chicken. Press the meat down and be sure that it
is covered with broth and that there is proper head space in the cans.
Seal at once and process immediately.

Packing and Processing
Salt is added to cans of meat as follows: One-half teaspoon to a

pint jar, three-fourths teaspoon to a No. 2 can, and 1 teaspoon to a
quart jar or No. 3 can. When tin cans are used, place the salt in the
cans before packing them with meat. If the salt is placed on top of
the meat, the lids sometimes rust.
Beef, fresh

Select cuts of beef commonly used for roasts or steaks—round,
rump, loin, rib, and chuck. Cuts that contain more connective tissue
and bone may be canned as stew meat, hamburger, or other products
utilizing small pieces or used in soups. Wipe the meat with a damp
cloth, remove the bone and gristle, and leave only enough fat to give
flavor. If using glass jars, precook in the oven or in water (pp. 39 and
40), pack into containers, add salt, cover with broth, and process as di-
rected in table 9. If using tin cans, follow the same method, or pack
the meat raw and exhaust the cans (pp. 39 and 40).
Beef, ground (hamburger)

Prepare hamburger by grinding the meat through a plate with
%-inch holes. Add 1 cup of salt for each 25 pounds of meat and mix
well. Pack the cold meat tightly into tin cans and exhaust the cans
until the meat is steaming hot (pp. 39 and 40). If canning in glass
jars, form the meat into cakes, precook in the oven, pack hot, and
cover with broth. Process immediately as directed in table 9.
Beef, hash, and flew meat
One way of utilizing small pieces of meat is to can it for combining

later with potato in hash. Cut or chop the meat into uniformly
small pieces. Add sufficient water to cover, bring to simmering, and
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cook for several minutes. Pack hot and process as directed in table 9.
For use in making stew, cut the meat into 1-inch cubes, cover

with boiling water or broth, and simmer until the meat is shrunken
and heated through. This requires about 8 to 10 minutes. The
color of raw meat will have almost disappeared from the center of the
pieces. Pack the drained meat closely into containers, add salt, and
cover with boiling concentrated broth. Process immediately as
directed in table 9.
Beef, heart and tongue
The tongue and heart are generally used as fresh meat, but they

may be canned as follows: Wash the tongue, drop into boiling water
and simmer for about 45 minutes, or until the skin can be removed.
Skin and cut into pieces that will fit into the containers. Reheat to
simmering in broth, pack into containers; add salt and broth to cover.
Process as directed in table 9.
Wash the hearts, remove the thick connective tissue, and cut into

pieces suitable for packing. Drop into boiling water and simmer for
15 to 20 minutes. Pack at once; add salt and broth to cover. Process
as directed in table 9.
Beef stew with vegetables

Sprinkle the stew meat with salt and white pepper and dredge with
flour. Brown the meat in hot beef fat; then add a small quantity of
chopped onion and brown. Remove from the heat. Prepare a mix-
ture of tomato pulp and equal parts of diced carrots, diced turnips,
and diced potatoes. Add hot water and bring to boiling. Add the
meat mixture and more salt and white pepper if needed. Pack hot
and process as directed in table‘ 9.
Beef, corned
Wash the corned beef, cover with cold water, bring to the boiling

point, and drain. Cover the meat again with cold water, bring to
the boiling point, then lower the heat and simmer until the meat is
thoroughly heated through. Remove the meat from the broth a
piece at a time, and while it is still hot cut into smaller pieces, and pack
into the containers. Season the broth as desired, with bay leaves,
cloves, or nutmeg. Sometimes gelatin softened in a little cold water
is added. Pour boiling broth over the meat to cover. Process as
directed in table 9.
Chicken and other poultry
For canning select plump, 2-year-old hens, preferably when they

are culled from the flock during July and August. Young birds may
be canned, but the texture and flavor of the meat is not so good as
that from mature birds.

Dress the chickens as for cooking, and take particular care not to
break the gall bladder because the meat is then unfit for canning.

9,,
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Also remove the lungs, kidneys, and eggs. Cut the chicken into the
usual sized pieces for serving and separate into three piles—the
meaty pieces (breasts, thighs, legs, and upper-wing joints), the bony
pieces (backs, Wings, necks, and perhaps the feet after they have been
skinned), and the giblets.
The giblets should not be canned with the other meat as they will

flavor and discolor it. Also it is better to can the livers alone, and
the gizzards and hearts together. Remove the chicken skin or not
as desired, and trim off lumps of fat. Too much fat makes chicken
difficult to process.
Make broth with the bony pieces. Cover with lightly salted cold

water, simmer until the meat is tender, and drain off the broth to
use as the liquid in canning the meaty pieces. Strip the meat from
the bones and can as small pieces or use in making sandwich spread.

If desired add 5 tablespoons of granulated gelatin to each quart of
broth. Moisten the gelatin first with a little of the cold liquid and
dissolve in the hot broth.
The meaty pieces of chicken may be canned either with or without

the bone. With the bone the product is better flavored. Precook in
the oven or in water and pack hot as described on pages 39 and 40.
Or exhaust in tin cans until steaming hot (p. 40). Add salt according
to the size of the container (p. 40), and process as directed in table 9.

Precook giblets in water and pack hot, or exhaust in tin cans, and
process as directed in table 9.
Chicken sandwich spread

This is a good way to utilize the small bits of meat stripped from
the bony pieces.
. 4 pounds cooked chicken, lquart chicken broth.chopped or ground. )6 teaspoon curry powder.1% pounds olives, chopped. 1 teaspoon ground mace.

1 pound pimientos, cut in small 1 teaspoon ground mustard.pieces. Salt and white pepper, to taste.
Combine all of the ingredients, stir, and heat gradually to simmer-

ing. Pack hot and process immediately as directed in table 9.
Chicken-liver paste

Chicken livers may be made into a paste for sandwiches. Simmer
the livers for 10 minutes and drain. Mash with a fork and remove
any stringy tissue. Then add a small quantity of finely chopped
olives, mayonnaise, and dashes of tabasco sauce and paprika. Stir
while heating carefully to prevent scorching. Pack hot and process
as directed in table 9.
Chicken-gumbo soup

Prepare chicken-gumbo soup by any tested recipe. Pack hot into
the containers and process according to the directions given in table 9.
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Chile can come
Use 2 pounds of chili beans or some other pink or red variety. Pick

over the beans, wash, and soak overnight in a cool place. Remove .‘
thick connective tissue from 5 pounds of lean beef, or beef and pork L '
mixed, and grind coarsely or chop. Add a little chopped garlic, 3 to 5
tablespoons of chili powder, 3 tablespoons of salt, and one-half cup
of wheat flour, and mix well with the meat. Cook the mixture in 1
cup hot beef fat until the red color of the meat disappears. Add 2
quarts hot water, cover, and simmer for about 10 minutes. Drain
the beans and blanch for 5 minutes in boiling water. Drain. Fill
cans or jars about one-third full of the hot beans. Add the hot meat
mixture to about seven-eighths of capacity, then hot water to fill.
Process immediately as directed in table 9.
Lamb and Mutton

Select the fleshy parts and follow the same method as for beef, page
40. Can the smaller pieces as stew meat (p. 41).
Liver paste

Beef, calf, lamb, or hog liver may be used in this way.
3 pounds liver. 1 medium sized onion, chopped.1% pounds fat fresh pork. 3 eggs.2 tablespoons salt. 6 tablespoons fine dry bread1 teaspoon white pepper. crumbs.% teaspoon ground cloves. }4 cup water.

Wash the liver thoroughly and remove veins and membranes.
Grind the raw liver and pork twice through a plate with x-inch holes,
to make it very smooth. Add the seasonings. Beat the eggs well
and combine with the bread crumbs and water. Stir all ingredients
together until well mixed. Pack into No. 2 cans leaving 1 inch of
head space and exhaust until the paste is heated through to the center. ‘
of the cans. This requires about 40 to 50 minutes (p. 40). Remove-
some of the paste or add a little hot water, if necessary, so that the
cans have the proper head space before sealing. Process as directed
in table 9.
Pork and beans

Pick over white navy beans, wash, and soak in a cool place for about
16 hours, or overnight. Drain. Prepare liquid to cover the beans,
using the proportion of 1 quart of water, 1 tablespoon of salt, and 1
tablespoon of sugar (or molasses) to each pound of dry beans. Or
prepare an equal quantity of tomato sauce, using 3 cups of tomato
pulp to 1 cup of water. Add ground spices, cayenne pepper, and
chopped garlic or onion, as desired. Cook until thick.
Blanch the beans for 2 minutes in boiling water, and drain. Place

small pieces of salt pork in a bean pot or other container for baking.
Add the beans and additional pieces of salt pork, and cover with the
prepared liquid or tomato sauce. Cover the pot and cook the beans
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in a slow oven (about 250° F.) for 1% hours. Remove the lid and
combine all of the ingredients, stir, and heat gradually to simmering.
Pack hot and process immediately as directed in table 9.
Pork, fresh
The cuts of pork usually canned are the following: Loin; meat from

spareribs; head, tongue, and heart in headcheese; loin and lean trim-
mings in sausage; and liver in liver paste. While the ham and shoulder
may be canned, they are generally preserved by curing.
Remove excess fat from the meat to be canned and precook by any

of the methods described on page 39. Pack hot and process as
directed in table 9.
Pork, headcheese

Headcheese may be made from a hog’s head, tongue, and heart,
according to any good recipe but omitting the sage. Pack the head-
cheese hot into containers and process as directed in table 9. It is
better to use tin cans so that the product can be removed in a single
piece.
Pork sausage
Follow any tested formula for preparing the sausage, but omit the

sage for that gives the sausage a bitter flavor after processing. See
that the seasonings and meat are well mixed together.

If using tin cans, pack the raw sausage closely into the No. 2 size
and exhaust the cans until the sausage is steaming hot, as directed on
page 40. This requires 40 to 50 minutes. Process as directed in table
9. Before opening a can heat for a few minutes in boiling water, then
slip the contents of the can out in one piece, slice into rounds, and re—
heat in gravy or in an oven.
. If glass jars are used, mold the sausage into cakes and precook in a

moderate oven (350° F.) for 10 to 15 minutes, or until the cakes are
slightly browned and the color of raw meat has almost disappeared.
Pack into the jars and cover with the drippings or with hot water.
Process as directed in table 9.

r Rabbit, domestic
Precook and process in the same way as chicken (table 9).

Soup stock and broth
Chicken or meat.——Br0th containing small pieces of meat and sedi-

ment from coagulated proteins is commonly called soup stock. Clear
meat broths for canning should be fairly concentrated but avoid
prolonged boiling as it will cause loss of flavor. Also, if meat bones
are cooked for a long time under pressure to make broth or soup
stock, the broth will have a disagreeable gluey flavor. Remove excess
fat from broth or soup stock before canning.

Rice or barley may be added to the broth in the proportion of 1 cup
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TABLE 9.——Timetable for processing meats and chicken in the steam
pressure canner .

At altitudes over 2,000 feet, add 1 pound of pressure for each additional 2,000 ‘feet. Follow the directions given on pages 8, 13, and 18 for operation of cannerand removal of jars and cans after processing. Cool tin cans in cold water.
250° F., OR 15 POUNDS PRESSURE

No. No. - QuartProduct No. 2 can 2% 3 P11113313” glasscan can . J :- jar

Min- Min— Min-Beef: Minutes utes utes Minutes utesFresh _____________________ 85 110 120 85 120Ground (hamburger) ________ 90 115 ______ 90 120Hash______________________ 90 115 ...... 90 120Heart and tongue........... 85 110 120 85 120Stew meat_________________ 85 110 120 85 120Stew with vegetables________ 85 110 120 85 120Corned____________________ 85 110 120 85 120
Chicken and other poultry:With bone................. 55 65 70 65 75Boned_____________________ 85 110 120 85 120Giblets.................... N 1 2g ............ 82 ______d ' h d____________ o. , ............ 1A-pint, 6 ______S“ w” 3pm“ No. 2, :3 ____________ Pint. 90 ______L' t _________________ No. 1, ............ tip-pint 65 ______"e” p“ ° {1%. 2, 90 ____________ Pint, ’ 90 . ......
Lamb and mutton............... 85 no 120 85 ; 120

1 Liver paste..................... 90 ............ 90 i ......
‘ Pork: ‘: Fresh..................... 85 110 120 85 1201; Headcheese................ 90 ............ 90 ______; Sausage................... 90 115 ______ 90 12"

Rabbit domestic................ 85 110 120 85 120‘
Soups:Broth. clear................ 25 30 30 25 30Broth with rice or barley---- 35 40 40 35 40Chicken gumbo_____________ 65 75 80 65 80Soup stock................. 40 45 45 40 45
Veal __________________________ 85 110 120 85 120

240° F., OR 10 POUNDS PRESSURE

Chile con carne................. 120 135 150 120 150
Pork and beans_________________ 70 80 85 80 90
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of the uncooked cereal to each gallon of clear meat broth. Wash the
cereal, boil for 15 minutes in salted water, drain, and rinse with cold
water. Bring the meat broth to the boiling point and add the cereal.
Season as desired. Process as directed in table 9.
Veal
Same as beef, fresh.

BEFORE EATING, INSPECT ALL CANNED FOOD
All foods should be inspected before being prepared for the table.

Canned food is no exception to this rule. If there is any evidence of
spoilage, the food should be discarded and nonacid vegetables and
meats should be burned.

Inspect the can or jar before opening. In tin cans both ends should
be flat and curved slightly inward. Neither end should bulge or snap
back when pressed. All seams should be tight and clean, with no
traces of leaks. In glass jars there should be no bulging of the rubber
and no signs of leakage.
When the container is opened there should not be any sudden

outburst of air or spurting of liquid. The odor should be characteristic
of the product. Any different odor probably indicates spoilage. The ‘
inside of tin cans should be smooth and clean or well-lacquered and
not markedly corroded. Food may be left in a tin can after it is
opened, provided it is covered and kept cold just as any other cooked
food. Acid foods and tomatoes may dissolve minute quantities of
iron from the can and acquire a slightly metallic flavor, but this is
harmless. The purple that develops in red fruits and sometimes in

. peaches and pears canned in tin, is merely a change in the color pig-
.nents and is also harmless.

The broth over canned meats and chicken may or may not be jellied,
depending on the quantity of connective tissue and cartilage in the
meat. If it is liquid, this is no indication of spoilage.
Never taste to discover spoilage. When spoilage has occurred in

nonacid foods there is always a possibility that even a taste may
cause serious illness. For this reason it is good practice to boil all
canned nonacid vegetables before using them. The processes recom-
mended for meats are much longer than those for vegetables and
should destroy all dangerous bacteria.

Freezing does not cause canned foods to spoil unless it breaks the
seal and permits micro-organisms to enter. All frozen canned foods
should therefore be examined for leakage. Sometimes freezing may
bulge tin cans and spread the seams enough to permit bacteria to
enter and yet not cause leakage. Bulged cans of frozen food, there-
fore, should be used as promptly as possible if they cannot be kept
frozen.
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Signs of Spoilage
Foods canned in tin sometimes show the following evidences of .

spoilage.
Cans that have caved in, or collapsed, on the

Buckled cans sides are called buckled cans. This may occur when
No. 3 or larger sized cans are cooled too quickly

after processing. These large cans should be allowed to remain in the
canner until the pressure gage has reached zero to avoid too sudden
change of pressure. Cans of smaller sizes when slack-filled sometimes
buckle on cooling and break the seams. In this case the food should
be put into other cans and reprocessed, or used at once.

Springers are cans with bulged ends. The ends of
Springers cans generally become convex, or outwardly curved,

during processing because of expansion of the food
and the formation of steam. When the cans cool the ends should
snap back to a concave, or inwardly curved position. If a can is too
full, the ends may not snap back into proper position, and the can is
called a springer. Such cans should be marked so they will not be
confused with those that become bulged during storage.

When gas is formed within a can it may cause the
Swelled cans ends of the can to bulge. For example, some fruits,

such as prunes, apples, and some berries, react with
the metals of the can, and hydrogen gas is liberated. When this col-
lects, the can may become a “hydrogen swell.” In this case the food
itself is not affected. However, in several types of food spoilage,
gases are produced that cause swelled cans. For this reason bulged
ends on a can are regarded as an indication of spoilage. When canned
fruits show such a condition, they should be examined for other indi‘
cations of spoilage. When a can of meat or nonacid vegetables has
bulged ends the food in it should be disposed of by burning.

Some of the fruits that react with the metals of
Perforations the can to produce hydrogen swells may also cause

perforations and leaks. These result from the cen-
tering of the chemical reaction on a few points. If the can is dis-
covered soon after leaking starts the food may be used, but if the
leakage is not detected until later, fermentation or other types of
spoilage may have set in.
Canned foods are likely to develop perforations and hydrogen swells

rather quickly if stored in too warm a place; hence cool storage is
especially important for canned fruits that react in this way on the
metal.
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INTENSIVE RESEARCH on home drying is under way.
This bulletin does not attempt to give all the answers.

It brings together the most satisfactory information to date
on methods of drying several fruits and vegetables widely
grown throughout the United States. For advice on how
to dry products limited to certain regions, consult your State
agricultural college, county home demonstration agent, or
local people experienced in home drying.
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FOODS AND NUTRITION DIVISION 0 BUREAU OF HOME ECONOMICS

. DRYING FOODS FOR VICTORY MEALS

VICTORY GARDENS lead directly to victory meals—all the year
round—for those who take thought for the morrow and put by

a store of fruits and vegetables.
Part of the food from orchard and garden will be canned or pickled,

or made into preserves, jam, or jelly. Some foods will go into freezer
lockers. Some—such as potatoes, turnips, carrots, parsnips, and late-
maturing cabbage—can readily be stored in cellars or outdoor pits
and should be taken care of in this way rather than by drying. Other
foods, too perishable for storing, will need to be dried at home with
simple equipment.

IMPORTANT IN WARTIME
Home drying is especially important in wartime because it does

not require sugar—nor the metals, rubber, and other materials used
in more common types of food preservation. Drying is not a diflicult
job. However, it does take time—and constant attention—especially
at the beginning and the end of the process.

Directions for drying several kinds of fruits and vegetables are
given in the section beginning on page 10. Timetables are not given

‘-\ ,1 as drying time varies greatly~depending on the kind of food, the
size of the pieces, the type of drier, and the weather.
For fruits, drying time in a home-made drier varies from about

6 to 24 hours. For vegetables, from about 3 to 15 hours. Sun-
drying takes much longer. Dried products weigh from one-third to
one-twelfth as much as the fresh material.
Whatever the method of drying, by sunshine or controlled heat,

“speed is the word’’—both when preparing the fresh food and when
getting it into the drier. The faster you work, from garden to drier,
the higher will be the vitamin value of the dried food and the better
the flavor and cooking quality. Once started drying should be kept
going until enough water is removed to keep the food from spoiling.

WHAT TO DRY
Fruits are easier to dry than most vegetables. Those commonly

dried at home are apples, apricots, figs, peaches, and pears. Among
other fruits that may be satisfactorily dried are blackberries, dew-
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berries, loganberries, black raspberries, red raspberries, cherries,
nectarines, plums, and prunes.

Vegetables ordinarily dried me sweet 00111, shelled mature beans
and peas, and okia. Other vegetables added to the list during recent
years include beets, leafy green vegetables, g1een peas, snap beans,
pepper,s pimientos, pumpkins, and squash. Sweetpotatoes should be
dried only in those parts of the country where they cannot be stored.
They (11y best in a heated d1ier with a forced d1aft.(See fig. 3, p. 8. )
Such leafy gIeen vegetables as beet tops, dandelion greens, kale,

musta1d greens, and turnip g1eens are at their best when fresh. They
should be dried only111 legions where wintei galdens are not feasible.
He1bs including cele1y leaves and parsley, are easily dried1n the ai1.

PREPARATION FOR DRYING
Dry only fresh, ripe, sound, clean foods—those at the right stage

for table use. Handle carefully to prevent bruising. One decayed
slice of apple or one moldy bean may give a bad flavor to an entire
lot. 1
To prevent discoloration, pare all foods with stainless-steel knives.

Cut food into thin, even slices or uniform pieces, 011 a wooden board.
As soon as fruits and vegetables are cut open and exposed to the

air, certain changes begin to take place111 food value, color, flavor,
and odor To control these changes, foods prepared for drving are
usually given special treatment. They may be dipped111 an acid or
salt solution, sulfuled, or precooked in steam or boiling water. \Vork
fast through this step.

Special Treatment for Fruits
To help hold the color and prevent darkening, most fruits should

be sulfured, steamed, or dipped in salt water. Apples may be treated
in any one of these three ways.

Sulfuring is a good treatment for many fruits. Properly used, it is
not harmful. It protects certain vitamins during drying and preserves
natural fruit color and flavor. It also prevents souring and insect
attacks during drying. Products to be sulfured should be placed on
wooden trays-sulfur fumes will corrode galvanized screen trays.
To sulfur fruit.——Work out of doors. For small amounts of fruit

the sulfuring chamber may be simply a tight packing box or a wooden
frame covered closely with roofing paper or wallboard. It should be
high enough to cover a stack of trays and wide enough to allow abouta foot of extra 100111 f01 the sulfln pan. At the bottom of the sulfur-
ing box allow a small space for air to enter—otherw1se the sulfur may
not burn.



/» / Two blocks of wood laid on the ground will form a support for the
oaded trays. Stack the trays one upon the other, with pieces of light
lath between. The lowest tray should be 6 to 8 inches from the ground.
Measure out 1 level teaspoon of sulfur for each pound of prepared

fruit. (Don’t use too much sulfur.) Wrap the sulfur in a small piece
of paper and place in a shallow tin can. Set the can of sulfur on the
ground in front of the loaded trays. Light the paper, and quickly
place the sulfuring chamber over trays and can. It should cover the
trays completely to prevent loss of sulfur fumes. For length of time
to sulfur each kind of fruit, see detailed directions (pp. 10—12).

If fruit is not sulfured.——Although such fruits as apples, apricots,
and peaches are usually sulfured, they can be dried without sulfur
treatment. If they are not sulfured they should be steamed before
drying. (Apples may be dipped in salt water.) To retain the juices,
pitted fruits should be dried stone side up, on wooden trays.
Special Treatment For Vegetables

Before drying, vegetables should be precooked in steam or boiling
water. Recent experiments indicate that as a rule vegetables pre-
cooked in steam are higher in food value than those precooked in
boiling water. They also keep better, require less soaking before
they are cooked for the table, and have better flavor and appearance.
However, precooking in boiling water is quite satisfactory if direc-

tions are carefully followed. Work with small amounts of food at a
time so that the water will not be cooled more than necessary. To
conserve vitamins and minerals, hold the vegetables in the boiling
water the shortest time necessary to cook them almost tender—and
use the same water for several lots of food.

x r EQUIPMENT FOR STEAMING
A steam-pressure canner is ideal equipment for steaming. Put a

small amount of water in the container and heat to a rapid boil.
Place a thin layer of prepared food in a wire basket or colander, and
set the basket on a rack above the level of the boiling water. Cover
the cooker, leaving the pet cock open, and keep the water boiling
briskly for the time recommended in directions for each product.

Steamers are also excellent equipment for precooking. Put a thin
layer of food in the top compartment and place over rapidly boiling
water.
In Wartime Use What You Have

If you lack special equipment for steaming, use a large kettle or
any other deep container with a tight—fitting cover. An ordinary wash
boiler or large lard can may be fitted with a wire basket for the food
and a rack to hold the basket above the level of the boiling water.
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Start the water heating in plenty of time so that it will be boiling
briskly as soon as the food is ready for steaming.

Place the prepared material in the wire basket. Steam until all
the pieces are heated through to the center. They should be almost
done. (There is more danger of undercooking than of overcooking.)
Stir occasionally, and, when the food is sufficiently steamed, spread
the pieces on trays and place in the drier immediately.

METHODS OF DRYING
Successful drying depends on three things: Dryness of the air,

temperature of the air, and circulation of the air.

Sun-Drying
In regions with clear, dry, practically rainless periods several kinds

of fruit and a few kinds of vegetables may be sun-dried 011 an outdoor
shelf, a roof sloping toward the south, or on racks in sunny windows.
Good fruits for sun-drying are apples, apricots, blackberries, rasp-

berries, cherries, peaches, and plums. Fortunately most of these
ripen at a time of year when the weather is favorable for outdoor
drying.
The most satisfactory vegetable for sun-drying is earlv-maturing

sweet corn. HoweveI, vegetables dried with controlled heat have a
more pleasing flavor than those that are sun-dried—and this applies
even to sweet corn.

Small lots of food may be spread out on clean boalds, canvas,
heavy w1app1ng paper, cheesecloth, or clean flour sacks or feed sacks
held in place by laths. Wire trays, window screens or slat trays
covered with thin cloth me even better, as they allow the air to cir-
culate under as well as over the food. Stir two or three times daily.
Take the food in at night and at the approach of showers.

Trays are desirable for drying large amounts of material. These
should be of unif01m size so they can be easily and quickly stacked.
To keep out insects, cover drying products with cheesecloth, mos-

quito netting, 01 wile window s01eemng

Drying With Controlled Heat
Drying in heated driers with controlled or artificial heat has several

advantages over sun-drying. It goes on continuously even after
sundown—and in rainy as well as sunny weather. It reduces drying
time and extends the drying season into the fall, when late varieties
of certain fruits and vegetables are maturing.

Vegetables should be dried by controlled heat rather than sun-
shine in order to protect food value, color, and flavor. A possible
exception to this rule is sweet corn maturing early in the hottest
weather of the season.



Home-made Heated Driers
Swinging or bird-cage drier.—The simplest of the three heated

. driers illustrated is the swinging, or bird-cage, drier shown in figure 1.
It is convenient for drying small amounts of food and may be used
above an ordinary cook stove. The frame should be covered with
thin cloth, to protect the food from dust.

l j ... , . W/res racked 7‘0’72 ’2 W00” 5’7”} corners of drier

Sfee/ bracker,‘ \l
: sl E
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FIGURE 1. Swinging or bird-cage drier.
Cabinet drier is widely used.—-One of the most widely used home-

\ / made dricrs is the cabinet type, shown in figure 2. To provide an air
channel, the trays are adjusted so that the top tray touches the door
of the cabinet, the second tray the rear wall, the third the door. The
remaining trays alternate in similar fashion. Any number of trays
from one to seven may be used, provided that the top tray and every
alternate tray touch the door.
Heat the drier for 20 to 30 minutes before putting in the trays,

'Place thermometer on bottom tray. Check the temperature at the
end of the first half hour, and if necessary adjust the heat according
to the directions recommended for the particular food being dried.
Shift the trays every hour—moving the bottom tray to the top and
dropping each of the others to the place just below.

Building the cabinet drier.——Construct the drier from inside
measurements, as thickness of posts and boards causes variation in
outside measurements.

SIDEs.—-—Build two frames, preferably of 2- by 2-inch material, 30
inches wide and 62 inches high over all, with one brace of same ma-
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terial flush with top of the 62-inch uprights; one brace of same mate-
rial 36 inches from top and one brace of 1- by 2-inch material, 10
inches from bottom. On these frames nail boards to a depth of 36
inches, preferably using )é-ineh material, any width, or various widths. .

37ll,7a 5
HEAT

SPREADER
I2" x l8"

4. \' T
20"x I4" l
covr-za l3

FOR FRONT or - ' .BASE i

c TRAYI472“ x 24 "OUTSIDE
'/8"'ro 'M"MESH .

FIGURE 2.—Cablnef drier. (Adapted from The Home Evaporator, College of Agri-culture, University of California, Berkeley.) '
TRAY RUNWAYs.—~To the wall thus formed, nail one tray runway

1 by 1 by 30 inches, 6 inches from the top. Place the remaining six
runways 4 inches apart, measuring from the top of one runway to the
top of the next. Place the two sides of the evaporator in a vertical
position and insert two measuring sticks 15 inches long, one on the
upper runway; one on the lower runway between the sides. Measure
the width of the evaporator over all. Cut lumber accordingly for

‘41
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rear wall and top. Nail one 3-inch piece on top at door end. Allow
a 3-inch cpening (ventilator) as shown in figure, for escape of moist
air. Cover the remainder of the top.

MATERIALS NEEDED TO BUILD CABINET DRIER
Lumber for——

Posts and braces:
3 pieces, 2” x 2” x 10’

Door frames and braces:
2 pieces, 1” x 2” x 9’

Sides, tops, back, and door:
6 pieces, %” x 6” x 10’
1 piece, %” x 3” x 2’

Runways:
3% pieces, 1” x 1” x 10’

Tray frames:
12 pieces, %” x 1” x 8’ (or

25 laths)
Chimney:

2 pieces, 15%” x 20” x M”
2 pieces, 18” x 4%” x 14”
plywood

2 pieces, 19%” x 2%" x 1”
lumber

%” quarter-round 63”
Insulating material for— ‘

Door:
1 piece, 28%” x 15%"

Back:
1 piece, 36%” x 19%”

Sides:
2 pieces, 32%” x 26”

Top:
1 piece, 3” x 19%”
1 piece, 24%” x 19%"

Fireproof material for apron——
Back:

1 piece, 14” x 19%”
Front:

1 piece, 14” x 20”
Sides: ‘

2 pieces, 14” x 29%”
Hardware——

Galvanized wire screen for trays:
%” or %” mesh, sufficient to

cut 7 pieces 14%” x 24”
(24”, 30”, and 48” widths
out without waste)

Heat spreader:
1 piece of sheet iron, 12” x18”

1 small hook-style door clasp
2 hinges, 21/4" or 2%” size
Wire:

4 pieces, 8” long (small size
copper or black iron wire, or
broom wire)

Nails:
%-lb. 2-penny nails, for trays
1 lb. additional nails, 3 sizes,

suitable for lumber to be
used

1 medium-size coal-oil heater

\
REAR WALL.-~COVGI‘ rear wall to a depth of 36 inches and nail a

brace of 1- by 2-inch material, 10 inches from bottom (fig. 2).
Doom—Nail 1- by 2-inch brace to frame, even with lower edge of

side wall. Build door to fit evaporator (fig. 2).
INSULATION.——Fit into the sides, top, back, and door around the

actual drying chamber pieces of )é-inch celotex or other insulation of
similar thickness. Fasten them in place with brads or nails. Be
sure the entire inside surface of the door is flush with the front of
the drier.

CHIMNEY.———Attach each of the 1-inch wood pieces at right angles
to one of the large plywood pieces, across the 20-inch side at the
bottom end. Turn so the L’s face outward with the inside walls
parallel and fit the 4%-inch pieces between the L-shaped pieces, tops
even. Nail in place to form an oblong box 20 by 5% by 15% inches,
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open at the top and bottom, and with the narrow ends extending
2% inches below the sides. Nail one strip of lé—inch quarter-round
into each inside corner to make the chimney stable. This chimney
slips on over the vent in the top of the drier. It may be removed
when the drierlS stored.
APRON.—Enclose the space between the lower braces and the

upper insulated walls with one layer of material of the dimensions

FIGURE 3. Tunnel drier.
given, to protect the heater from drafts and direct the heat upward.
This material should be fireproof. Do not nail the front piece in
place; it must be removable in order to allow for placing the heater.
TRAYs.-—Cut seven pieces of galvanized—wire screen mesh 14%

inches wide and 24 inches long. Cut 28 pieces of lumber }«$ by 1 by 23
inches, and 28 pieces of lumber }é by 1 by 13% inches for tray frames.
Place two pieces of each length together to measure 14% by 24 inches
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over all. Place wire screen on these strips and place four similar
strips over the netting in position to make corners of tray firm.
Nail firmly together.
HEAT SPREADER—On each side on the inside of evaporator, 6

inches from corners and 3 inches above the lower edge, insert a screw
eye or small nail from which to suspend, by pieces of wire, the heat
spreader (fig. 2). Adjust the heat spreader over the oil stove, allow-
ing a 2-inch space between the two for circulation of air.

Tunnel drierr—«In a tunnel drier (fig. 3) the drying compartment is
a long rectangular box, raised at the back. The trays—on slides
parallel to the top ‘of' the box—are placed to form a channel in the
front, through which the heated air enters. An opening in the top
surface of the tunnel at the rear allows the air to escape. The heat
flows up at the front, and back over the inclined trays—escaping
from the vented opening in the rear.
Temperature and Thermometers
In general, the best temperatures for drying are between 125° and

160° F., although for some vegetables the temperature should never
exceed 150°. Increase the temperature in the Iniddle stages of drying
and decrease toward the end. If the temperature is too low to begin
with, the food may sour; if it is too high, the water-filled cells of
fruits and vegetables may expand and burst. Or the products may
harden on the surface, thus making it more difficult for moisture to be
removed from the inside of the food.
When the drying products have lost considerable moisture, increase

the temperature. ' Reduce it again toward the end of the process.
Otherwise the food may scorch—or caramelize, if it contains a great
deal of sugar.
A thermometer is a help in regulating the temperature of a heated

drier, but when thermometers are not available old-fashioned rules
of thumb still hold good. Learn to tell by the feel of the material
on the trays whether it is drying satisfactorily. It should be moist
to the touch and cooler than the air flowing over it. If the food is
practically at air temperature and not moist to the touch, it is drying
too fast. '
Test for Dryness

Fruits are ready to remove from the drier when they are tough
and leathery. Vegetables should be rigid and brittle. If in doubt
as to whether material is dry enough, leave it in the drier a little
longer, but reduce the temperature. As long as the temperature is
held low enough, there is not much danger of food becoming too dry.

Proper condition for storing.——Even though they pass the test for
dryness, fruits and vegetables taken from the drying trays are not
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uniformly dry, and pieces that are too moist Inay cause mold to
develop. Sort food carefully, and return to the drier any pieces
that show signs of moisture.
As a final precaution against insects, just before storing return all

foods to the drier and reheat for 10 to 15 minutes at a temperature
from 165° to 180° F.

KEEP DRIED FOODS DRY
Dried fruits and vegetables will keep for a year or longer if sealed

in moistureproof containers and stored in a cool, dark, dry place.
Examine the food occasionally. If there is any sign of moisture
reheat to 165° F. and reseal.

Practical containers include glass jars, tin cans, and tin boxes,
with tight-fitting lids, and stone crocks with covers that can be sealed.
If you have glass jars but no rubber rings, or jars that are not perfect
around the top, they can be sealed with a strip of muslin dipped in
hot paraffin and placed over the opening. Screw-top jars may be
sealed with used rubber rings that have not become hard and brittle.
Use two rings instead of one and screw the top down very tightly.

Other containers that prove satisfactory in a dry storeroom are
heavy paper and cloth bags that have been dipped in melted paraffin.

Store in small amounts.~l<‘ill containers as full as possible. As
dried foods are best if used a short time after opening, it is well to
store them in small amounts. A number of small bags may be filled,
labeled, and placed in a lard can or stone crock. The large container
should of course be sealed.

PREPARATION FOR TABLE USE
Cover dried foods with cold water and soak for hi to 6 hours, add-

ing more water if necessary. Cook until just tender in the same
water in which soaked. Most of the liquid will be absorbed during
cooking.
Dried vegetables have already been precooked and therefore can be

cooked for the table in a very short time. Before cooking, soak just
long enough to plumpen. Dried greens do not require soaking. Cook
until tender in boiling salted water to cover.

HOW TO DRY FRUITS
Apples—Select late varieties of good dessert or cooking quality.

Fruit should be mature but not soft. \Vash, pare, and core. Remove
blemishes. Cut into 34-inch slices or rings, or into quarters or cighths.
Before. drying, fruit should be sulfured, or steamed 5 to 7 minutes, or
held in salt solution 10 minutes (4 teaspoons salt per gallon of water).
To sulfur, spread out fruit on wooden or slat-bottom trays, 1 to
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1% inches deep. (See p. 2.) Apples cut in slices or eighths shouldhe sulfured 20 to 30 minutes; if out in quarters, 45 to 60 minutes.
Place in drier at 130° F. and gradually increase temperature to 165°.
Finish drying at 145° to 150°. For sun-drying, spread fruit in thin
layers not more than two slices deep.

Apricots—Select tree-ripened fruit. Do not peel. Cut in halves
and remove stones. Sulfur 1% to 2 hours, or steam 5 to 7 minutes
(p. 3). Spread on wooden trays in single layers, stone side up.
Start drying at 130° to 145° F. and gradually increase temperature
to 155°.

Berries—blackberries, dewberries, loganberries, black raspberries,
red raspberries—Pick in early morning. Select only ripe but firm
fruit. Spread in thin layers—softer fruit not more than two berries
deep. Use wooden trays or screen trays covered with cloth. The
cloth keeps the berries from sticking.
Get trays into drier as quickly as possible. Start drying at 135°

to 145° F. (Start dewberries, loganberries, and red raspberries at130°.) Gradually increase temperature to 150° and 155° when fruit
is two-thirds to three-fourths dry, decreasing temperature toward end
of drying process. Berries are sufficiently dry when they rattle on
the trays and no longer show moisture when crushed between the
fingers. For sun-drying, spread in single layers.

Cherries—Tartarian, Bing, Lambert, Dikeman, and sour or pie.—Pick in early morning. Select fruit that is just ripe. Wash, removestems and imperfect cherries. Pit the fruit, and drain for about 1 hour.The juice may be bottled. Spread fruit on trays in single layers,
place in drier, and start drying at 120°. The temperature should
never be over 150°.

Figs—Adriatic, Mission, Smyrna, Celeste, Turkey, Magnolia,
Brunswick, Black Ischia.—Hand-pick when well-ripened but firm.
Remove stems. To soften skins, dip figs for 1 minute in steam orboiling water. Cut in halves lengthwise. Spread on trays in single
layers. Place in drier at 115° to 120° F. When fruit is noticeably
shriveled the temperature may be increased to 140° to 145°. Stirat intervals to keep fruit from sticking to trays.

Nectarines.—-Directions same as for apricots.
Peaches—Select any good table variety. The fruit should be ripe

enough for eating but not dead ripe. Wash, and peel by steaming
or by holding in boiling water 1 to 2 minutes.

Peaches for drying may also be lye-peeled, in a solution containing
)é pound (4 ounces, or about 4 level tablespoons) of granulated lye of astandard brand to 2 gallons of water. Use an agateware or iron
kettle, never aluminum. Heat solution to boiling, and while it is
actively boiling immerse the peaches, in a wire basket. until skins
are loosened and partially dissolved. This usually takes 30 to 60
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seconds. Remove the fruit and wash it immediately—in running
water if possible—until skins and lye are removed. Then rinse
thoroughly—~otherwise the peaches may turn brown. A 2-minute
dip in cold water containing 2 tablespoons each of salt and vinegar
per gallon of water helps to prevent browning. If a thermometer is
used, peaches may be peeled in a stronger lye solution at a lower
temperature—1 pound of lye to 1% gallons of water, heated to 135°
to 140° F. (never higher). Freestone peaches are usually lye-peeled
after they are halved and the pits are removed.

For drying, remove pits, and place fruit in single layers on trays, pit
side up. If pea‘ches are very large, cut in quarters or slices. Sulfur
1 to 2 hours, or steam 5 to 7 minutes. Start drying at 125° to 130° F.,
gradually increase to' 175° and lower again to 150° toward end of
drying. ‘ -

Pears—Bartlett, Kiefi'er.—Wash, pare, and core. Remove blem-
ishes. Cut into M-inclr slices or rings, or into quarters or eighths.
Sulfur 3 to 4 hours, or steam 5 to 7 minutes. (If there is any delay
between the preparation of the fruit and the steaming process, hold
prepared fruit in salt solution—4 teaspoons salt per gallon of water.)
Place in drier at 130° F., and gradually increase the temperature to
150°. Dry in single layers.
Plums,— Abundance, Burbank, Clifl‘ord, Hunt—Wash, cut in halves,

and stone. Place on trays in single layers, stone side up. Sulfur 20
to 25 minutes. Place in drier at 130° F. and gradually increase to
165°.
Prunes.—These are varieties of plums often dried with the pit. in.

To soften skins, hold in steam or boiling water 2 minutes. Or cut
the prunes in halves, remove pits, and spread fruit on trays in single
layers, pit side up. Start drying at 130° F. and gradually increase
to 165°.

'How TO DRY VEGETABLES

, Beans—lime and other fresh shell beans—Gather when just ready
for table use. Shell. Steam 8 minutes, or hold in boiling water
5 minutes. Drain. Spread on trays, }-£ to $1 inch deep. Start drying
at 115° to 120° F., allowing temperature to rise to 140°. Stir fre-
quently at beginning of drying process.

Beans, snap—Wash, cut oil ends or remove strings. Leave the
beans whole, or cut in halves or thirds. Steam for 15 minutes (p. 3),
or until almost tender. Spread on thin cloth on drier trays. Dry at
a temperature not exceeding 155° F.

Beets.——Selcct young tender beets. Trim off tops and wash beets
thoroughly. Steam 20 to 30 minutes (p. 3). Cool, peel, (lice or cut
into M-inch slices, and pile loosely on trays. Dry at a temperature not
exceeding 150° F. Stir frequently; otherwise the slices will stick
together.
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Corn—«Any good table corn may be dried. Gather in milk stage,in amounts that can be prepared immediately for drying. Husk,remove any blemishes. Silking is not necessary. Steam for 10minutes or hold in boiling water 8 to 12 minutes, or until the milk is_ set. Drain, cool, cut corn from cob. Spread on trays, )6 to % inchdeep. Dry at 130° to 140° F. Stir during drying to separate grains.Herbs, including celery leaves and parsley—Gather when leavesare fully mature but usually before flowers develop. Leaves shouldbe free from sand and other foreign matter. To preserve flavor andcolor hang stems over a wire and dry quickly in the shade, or tie insmall bundles and hang in a dust-free room with good air circulation.When thoroughly dry, remove all coarse stems and store the leaves inglass jars with screw tops. Label, and keep in a cool, dry place.Leafy green vegetables—beet tops, dandelion greens, kale, mustardgreens, turnip greens—Wash in several waters to remove grit. Trimoff tough stems and discard. Steam the leaves 5 minutes, or untilthe stem is heated through. Pile loosely (not more than 1 inch deep)on thin cloth on trays. Dry at a temperature not exceeding 150° F.0kra.——Select young tender pods. Cut in Ié—inch slices. Steam4 to 8 minutes. Place in thin layers on tray. Start drying at 125° F.and increase temperature to 140°.
Peas—Steam 8 to 10 minutes, or hold in boiling water 3 to 4minutes. Otherwise directions are same as for lima beans.Peppers, paprika.—Paprika peppers dry readily in the air and arenot subject to mold or spoilage. Wash, string with needles and cordand hang in a dry place, or spread on trays in single layers. Dry atroom temperature for several weeks. Or the plants may be suspendedin bunches, root side 11p, where the air can get to them.K, Pimientos.—-Wash, sort, and trim. Spread on trays in singlelayers. Start drying at 165° F. and finish at not above 150°.Pumpkin.-—-Cut in strips 1 to 2 inches wide. Peel, remove seedsand pithy material, and cut in slices }§ inch thick. Steam or hold inboiling water 5 to 8 minutes. Spread on trays in single layers. Placein drier at 175° F. and finish drying at 160°.
Squash.—— Directions same as for pumpkin.
Sweetpotatoes.—Wash thoroughly. Loosen skins by dipping inboiling lye solution composed of 5 ounces of commercial concentratedlye to 2 gallons of water. (Or steam until tender—15 to 45 minutes,depending on the size of the potatoes.) Cool under cold water, andpeel off skins. Slice lengthwise about M inch thick. Dip slices incitric acid solution just long enough to coat surfaces. The solutionis made by dissolving 5 ounces of citric acid crystals in 2 gallons ofwater. Place slices on thin cloth on drier trays. Start drying at 135°to 150° F. The temperature should never exceed 160° to 165°.Sweetpotatoes should not be dried in a cabinet or swinging drier, butin a drier of the tunnel type with a forced draft.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION
Those who wish to learn more about drying fruits and vegetables

at home may get further information from their own State agricul- .
tural experiment stations and extension services. The United States
Departn‘ient of Agriculture also publishes a comprehensive bulletin
on the subject, Farmers’ Bulletin 984, Farm and Home Drying of
Fruits and Vegetables. Other bulletins on preservation of fruits and
vegetables published by the United States Department of Agriculture
are listed below:

Home canning of fruits, vegetables, and meats. Farmers’ Bul. 1762.
Home storage of vegetables. Farmers’ Bul. 879.
Making fermented pickles. Farmers’ Bul. 1438.
Home-made jellies, jams, and preserves. Farmers’ Bul. 1800.
Making vinegar in the home and on the farm. Farmers’ Bul. 1424.
Community food preservation centers. Misc. Pub. 472.
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Victory Canning for Junior 4-H Clubs .
By RUBY SCHOLZ

Extension Economist in Food Conservation and Marketing

Food preservation is important at all times in order that families can be
assured of good healthful food throughout the year. Safe food preservationmethods are especially necessary. The method recommended here is simple,the equipment is inexpensive, so no food need be wasted.
Foods successfully canned in the hot-water canner include only products

that can be safely canned at boiling temperature, 212°F. This list includesonly fruits, fresh y gathered; tomatoes; young, tender string beans; and apre-cooked soup mixture containing a large proportion of tomatoes.
EQUIPMENT AND METHOD

The Hot-Water Canner: The simplest hot-water canner outfit is one to be
placed on the kitchen stove. This outfit may be made from any vessel thathas a tight cover and is large enough to hold a convenient number of jars
of food and to permit covering them with one inch of water. It should befitted with a rack to hold the jars. This rack may be made of coarse meshscreen. Have the water in the canner somewhat hotter than the contents of
the filled jars.
Care of Jars: Jars should be washed thoroughly, then inverted in a panholding 1 or 2 inches of water. Boil 8 to 10 minutes. Let the jars remainin this water until they are filled.

STEPS NECESSARY FOR GOOD RESULTS
The canned food will be no better than the food that goes into the can.For this reason, use only clean, fresh, sound products.

Prepare the jars.Precook or blanch the food to be canned.
Pack quickly into hot, sterilized containers.Use enough liquid when packing to prevent too dense a pack and to pre-
vent air bubbles.Allow one-half inch of head space for all products that are canned in the
hot-water canner. v“
Wipe the rim, adjust the rubber ring and top, and partially seal. Seal .(gher typesof to 3 according to directions. ~- "
lace the‘jar in he canner. In 'order to keep glass jars from breaking,

pack hot sterilized jars quickly with hot products, then lower gently
into the hot-water bath.

8. Count time in the water bath as soon as the water begins to boilvigorously.9. Keep the water boiling constantly during the processing period.
10. When the processing time is up, remove the jars from the water, one at
\ a time and seal tightly at once, except the automatic seal top jars,r which should not be tightened again.11. Cool all jars in air, out of drafts.
12. Never invert jars to cool.1’) 13. Should the jar have a faulty seal, replace the rubber ring or top if

)/ necessary, and process the food a second time for 5 minutes.14. Never use canning powde s’gsJ‘hae‘y wjeflharmful.
PS§\\ KINDS OF T

1

.49’5"99°99!"

‘A’N’fi How'i‘o SEAL THEM
. A one-piece cap lined with porcelain, equipped with a rubber ring1 between cap and shoulder of jar, this is called a shoulderrubber.j.- 2. A glass cap with a rubber ring that fits between the glass cap and the. ‘- ': jar top, both of which are held in place with a metal screw band. This' 3' ring is called a‘to rubber.i 1‘ 3. A metal disk wit "a flowed-on composition, the disk is held on the jar" b t l screw nd. .,. y a me a ‘ J»)

is l ‘



.4. Another type has an allfglaSS‘ tip. This uses a rubber ring and the topis held in place with a” Wire clamp.Types 1, 2, and 4 are partially sealed before placing in the hot-waterbath. After the processing period, they are completely sealed. Type 3 iscompletely sealed before placing in the hot water bath. After the processingperiod, it is not sealed again.
.Remove the screw bands from Type 3 tops one to three days after can-n1ng.-Dry these thoroughly to prevent them from rusting during storage.

THE MEANING OF TERMS USED
Sterilizing: Boiling to destroy bacteria.
Precooking:Boiling or steaming to shrink the product and improve theflavorand texture.
Blanching: Plunging fruit or vegetables into boiling water or steaming fora minute to shrink them before packing the jars. '
Processing: Cooking fruits or vegetables in the jar.

SIRUPS
To make the sirups recommended, boil sugar and water together in pro-portions given below:

Sirup - Sugar Water
Thin $6 cup 1 quart
Medium 1 cup 1 quart
Moderately Heavy. . 1% cups 1 quart

Quantity of Sirup:
Each quart of fruit will require 1% to 2 cups sirup.

CANNING YIELDS ,1
Amount required for 1 Allow" : . "Fruit ' l bushel will yieldPounds I Units It

Apples 2% 7 to 34.13916. 20 quart
Peaches 2 -21A ' 8 to 10 peaches 20 quarts
Pears 2 -2% 5 to 6 pear: 25 quarts
Tomatoes 2%-3% 8 to 10 tomatoes 18 quarts
Berries 1174-136 6 cups 30 quarts
Beans, snap 1% , 14 quarts

APPLES
Late fall and winter varieties are best for canning. Peel, cut and drop into

a brine made of 1 tablespoon salt and 1 quart water. Drain. Drop apples
into boiling thin sirup. Cook 5 minutes. Fill jars, cover with boiling sirup.
Partly seal. Process quart jars 15 minutes. Remove from hot-water canner
and seal completely. PEACHES

Peaches should be selected when they are fully ripe and of a uniform size
and color. Peaches may be peeled by first plunging into boiling water and
then into cold. After peeling, cut into halves and remove the pit. Drop
peaches into medium sirup which is boiling, allow them to cook for 1 minute,
or until tender but not soft. Pack in jars in overlapping layers with the pit
side down and the stem end towards the center of the jar. Cover with hot
sirup. partly seal. Process the quart jars 25 minutes. Remove jars from the
canner and seal. PEARS

Select rife, sound, medium-sized fruit, peel and cut in halves or quarters.
Remove al hard portions around the seed and dip in brine similar to that



used for apples. Plunge halves into boiling medium sirup and allow them tocook until they can be pierced with a straw. Pack into quart jars. Cover with
hotlsirup, partly seal. Process 25 minutes. Remove jars from the canner andsea .

Dewberries, Blackberries, Raspberries
Choose ripe, but firm berries. Place in a thin muslin sack and plunge intoboiling water one minute. Fill jars quite full. Fill the spaces and cover theberries with a thin sirup. Partly seal. Process quart jars 13 minutes. Liftjars from the canner and seal tightly.

TOMATOES
Choose ripe tomatoes for canning. Blanch for ,.Qne..m.inute. Peel quickly.

Be careful to remove with a sharp knife'the hard part of the tomato at thestem. Pack as many as possible into the jars. Fill jars to within V4 inch ofthe top, press gently and shake down fruit to fill crevices. Add one levelteaspoon of sugar and a‘level teaspoon of salt to each (filart jar. Use nowater with tomatoes. ’iSeal partly. Process 40 minutes. emove from thecanner. Seal at once. \ 3‘ " "' ' “ ‘" ’ ‘~h.‘ v. ’ i 7 SOUP MIXTURE
, . Corn, butterbeans, and okra when combined with a large proportion oftomatoes, can be canned safely in a hot-water canner. The acid in thetomatoes helps to destroy the bacteria."\:':-,/ -.---:-5 cups tomatoes 2 cups okra or lima beans3 4‘2 cups corn sugar I or1 cup okra and 1 cup lima beans‘ 2W6-
Scald and peel tomatoes, cutting out green and hard spots. Chop and measure.’ Cut young tenderggfm from cob. Slice okra in rings one-half inch thick.

ii?
Placeall in‘ope'n'k .(agate) andw until thick. Pour into jars, partially2 seal and process ’ ours; Remove from the canner and seal. Use an
asbestos mat under the kettle to prevent scorching.

String Beans
Select young, tender beans which have few strings. Wash, string, and cutinto uniform pieces. Cover with boiling water and simmer for 5 minutes.Pack hot into containers. Cover with the hot water in which they werecooked and add 1 teaspoon salt for each quart. Partially seal. Process forone hour and 30 minutes in a hot-water canner. .
If the beans are older and small beans have formed, process 3 hours.Remove from canner. Seal at once. Do not can mature beans. Do not usecanning powders.

REQUIREMENTS
Junior 4-H Club members are required to can 8 quarts of fruits andvegetables selected from the following: apples, peaches, pears, tomatoes,berries, soup mixture, and young tender green beans.

Required Fruits and Tomatoes Soup StringProducts Berries Mixture Beans
Total No.of QuartzCanned

North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering of the University of NorthCarolina and U. S. Department of Agriculture. Co-operuting. N. C. Agricultural Extension
Service, I. 0. Schaub. Director, State College Station. Raleigh. Distributed in furtherance of
the Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30. 1914.
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Victory Canning for Junior 4-H Clubs
By RUBY SCHOLZ

Extension Economist in Food Conservation and Marketing

Food preservation is important at all times in order that families can beassured of good healthful food throughout the year. Safe food preservationmethods are especially necessary. The method recommended here is simplethe equipment is inexpensive, so no food need be wasted. ,
Foods successfully canned in the hot-water canner include only productsthat can be safely canned at boiling temperature, 212°F. This list includesonly fruits, freshly gathered; tomatoes; young, tender string beans; and apre-cooked soup mixture containing a large proportion of tomatoes.

EQUIPMENT AND METHOD
The Hot-Water Canner: The simplest hot-water canner outfit is one to beplaced on the kitchen stove. This outfit may be made from any vessel thathas a tight cover and is large enough to hold a convenient number of jarsof food and to permit covering them with one inch of water. It should befitted with a rack to hold the jars. This rack may be made of coarse meshscreen. Have the water in the canner somewhat hotter than the contents ofthe filled jars.
Care of Jars: Jars should be washed thoroughly, then inverted 'holding 1 or 2 inches of water. Boil 8 to 10 minutes. Let the jarsnrzmraai:in this water until they are filled.

STEPS NECESSARY FOR GOOD RESULTS
The canned food will be no better than the food that goes into the can.For this reason, use only clean, fresh, sound products.

Prepare the jars.Precook or blanch the food to be canned.
Pack quickly into hot, sterilized containers.
Use enough liquid when packing to prevent too dense a pack and to pre-vent air bubbles.
Allow one—half inch of head space for all products that are canned in thelest-wager canneia. t th bb d ,,-~

ipe t e rim, a jus e ru er ring an top, and artiall 1, Se
other typesof to s accgrding to directions. p y sea L a1
Place the‘ jar in he canner. In order to keep glass jars from breaking,
pack hot sterilized jars quickly with hot products, then lower gently
into the hot-water bath.

8. Count time in the water bath as soon as the water begins to boilvigorously.
9. Keep the water boiling constantly during the processing period.

10. When the processing time is up, remove the jars from the water, one at

5‘9’F“15599!“

a time and seal tightly at once, except the automatic seal to 'ars,
> which should not be tightened again. p J
11. Cool all jars in air, out of drafts.
12. Never invert jars to cool.
13. Should the jar have a faulty seal, replace the rubber ring or top ifnecessary, and process the food a second time for 5 minutes.
14. Never use canning powdersraga’glfiy may:bglharmfu].
\ KINDS OF TOP ' AND HOW TO SEAL THEM

1. A one-piece cap lined with porcelain, equipped with a rubber ring
between cap and shoulder of. set, this is called a shoulderrubber.2. A glass cap with a rubber ring that fits between the glass c'ap‘and the
jar top, both of which are held in place with a metal screw band. This
ring is called ato rubber.

3. A metal disk wit “a flowed-on composition, the disk is held on the jarby a metal screw band. .



‘4. Another type has an alylfglass‘ tip. This uses a rubber ring and the topis held in place with a’Wire clamp. ' 'Types 1, 2, and 4 are partially sealed before placing in the hot-Waterbath. After the processing period, they are completely sealed. Type 3 iscompletely sealed before placing in the hot water bath. After the processingperiod, it is not sealed again.Remove the screw bands from Type 3 tops one to three days after can-ning.-Dry these thoroughly to prevent them from rusting during storage.
THE MEANING OF TERMS USED

Sterilizing: Boiling to destroy bacteria.
Precooking: Boiling or steaming to shrink the product and improve theflavor‘and texture.
Blanching: Plunging fruit or vegetables into boiling water or steaming fora minute to shrink them before packing the jars. ’ '
Processing: Cooking fruits or vegetables in the jar.

SIRUPS
To make the sirups recommended, boil sugar and water together in pro-portions given below: ‘ '

Six-up Sugar Water
Thin 1,5 cup ' 1 quart
Medium 1 cup 1 quart
Moderately Heavy‘ 1% cups 1 quart

Quantity of Sirup:
Each quart of fruit will require 1% to 2 cups sirup.

CANNING YIELDS flexé
Amount required for l Anetta. ‘ . 'Fruit ’ ' l bushel will yieldPounds g Units f

Apples 2% 7 to Regpld' 20 quarts
Peaches 2 -21;§ 8 to 10 peaches 20 quarts
Pears 2 -2% 5 to 6 pears 25 quarts
Tomatoes 255-3179 8 to 10 tomatoes 18 quarts
Berries 13.44% 5 cups 80 quarts
Beans, snap 1% 14 quarts

APPLES
Late fall and winter varieties are best for canning. Peel, cut and drop into

a brine made of 1 tablespoOn salt and 1 quart water. Drain. Drop apples
into boiling thin sirup. Cook 5 minutes. Fill jars, cover with boiling sirup.
Partly seal. Process quart jars 15 minutes. Remove from hot-water canner
and seal completely. ’ PEACHES

Peaches should be selected when they are fully ripe and of a uniform sizeand color. Peaches may be peeled by first plunging into boiling water and
then into cold. After peeling, cut into halves and remove the pit. Drop
peaches into medium sirup which is boiling, allow them to cook for 1 minute,
or until tender but not soft. Pack in jars in overlapping layers with the pit
side down and the stem end towards the center of the jar. Cover with hot
sirup, partly seal. Process the quart jars 25 minutes. Remove jars from the
canner and seal. ‘PEARS

Select ri e, sound, medium-sized fruit, peel and cut in halves or quarters.
Remove al hard portions around the seed and dip in brine similar to that



used for apples. Plunge halves into boiling medium sirup and allow them tocook until they can be pierced with a straw. Pack into quart jars. Cover withhotlsirup, partly seal. Process 25 minutes. Remove jars from the canner andsea .
Dewberries, Blackberries, Raspberries

Choose ripe, but firm berries. Place in a thin muslin sack and plunge intoboiling water one minute. Fill jars quite full. Fill the spaces and cover theberries with a thin sirup. Partly seal. Process quart jars 13 minutes. Liftjars from the canner and seal tightly.
TOMATOES

Choose ripe tomatoes for canning. Blanch‘fpr Joneflminnte. Peel quickly.Be careful to remove with a sharp knife the hard part of the tomato at thestem. Pack as many as possible into the jars. Fill jars to within 1/, inch ofthe top, press gently and shake down fruit to fill crevices. Add one levelteaspoon of sugar and a-level teaspoon of salt to each (filart jar. Use nowater with tomatoes. ASeal partly. Process .40. minutes. emove from thecanner. Seal at once. “ ” “ ’ ' ” ‘
i " SOUP MIXTURE

. ,‘ Corn, butterbeans, and okra when combined with a large proportion of' ‘, , tomatoes, can be canned safely in a hot-water canner. The acid in the. , ' ' tomatoes helps to destroy the bacteria.~\,:- ‘ , wag./§,‘I,‘\':\ ‘ . 5 cups tomatoes 2 cups okra or lima beans‘ ' ‘ > - J} 2 cups corn 0"l'. \‘B‘mmnI—gugar 1 cup okra and 1 cup lima beans7" 2» tablespoomaalt—
‘ Scald and peel tomatoes, cutting out green and hard spots. Chop and measure.I- Cut young tender urn from cob. Slice okra in rings one-half inch thick.\ r Place all in“0pen‘ ke‘tkl’e, .(ag‘ate) and‘bgjl until thick. Pour into jars, partially‘. seal and process 1%» hours; Remove from the canner and seal. Use anasbestos mat under the kettle to prevent scorching.

String Beans
‘ )7' Select young, tender beans which have few strings. 'Wash, string, and cut‘ into uniform pieces. Cover with boiling water and manner for 5 minutes.Pack hot into containers. Cover with the hot water in which they werecooked and add 1 teaspoon salt for each quart. Partially seal. Process forone hour and 30 minutes in a hot-water canner.If the beans are older and small beans have formed, process 3 hours.Remove from canner. Seal at once. Do not can mature beans. Do not usecanning powders.

REQUIREMENTS
Junior 4-H Club members are required to can 8 quarts of fruits andvegetables selected from the following: apples, peaches, pears, tomatoes,berries, soup mixture, and young tender green beans.

Required Fruits and Tomatoes Soup StringProducts Berries Mixture Beans
Total No.of QuartsCanned

North Carolina State College of Agriculture and Engineering of the University of North
Carolina and U. S. Department of Agriculture, Co-operating. N. C. Agricultural ExtensionService. I. O. Schaub, Director, State College Station. Raleigh. Distributed in furtherance ofthe Acts of Congress of May 8 and June 30. 1914.
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CANNING BUDGET
(6 Non-Productive Months)

The amount of canned foods needed for one person is given below. Multiply 1:,amount by the number in your family. Write this figure in the third column and ywill have the Canning Budget for your family. If all varieties listed below are not avail-able, can more of those that are. Be sure to have at least 32 quarts of vegetables and24 quarts of fruits for each member of the family.
For Western North Carolina where the growing season is limited to three or fourmonths, increase the amount conserved by one-half or more.

No. Qts. No. Qts.Name of Product for One for Family RemarksPerson
les

Beans— ma
Beets

rn
Greens

NGNHHHo—IMHAHHomatoes
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. CANNING FRUITS AND VECISETABLES/

CORNELIA C. MORRIS
Extension Economist in Food Conservation and Marketing

Canning is a method of using heat and air-tight containers to preservefood as nearly as possible in the condition in which it would be servedwhen freshly cooked. It is a desirable and economical method of preservingmany foods, by means of which their use is distributed over seasons and inplaces where they are not available fresh. Canned foods thus add varietyand make possible a better-balanced diet at all seasons of the year.

ACID AND NONACID FOODS
Acid foods such as fruits, tomatoes, ripe pimientos and rhubarb areprocessed at the boiling temperature of water (212 degrees F.) in ahot-water canner.
Nonacid foods include all other vegetables such as peas, corn, beans,asparagus and squash. Nonacid foods must be processed in a steam-pressurecanner at temperatures of 240 degrees to 250 degrees F. obtained by apply-ing 10 to 15 pounds pressure.

TYPES OF CANNERS
The Hot-Water Canner.—There are many excellent types of hot-watercanners. They should have closely fitting tops, as steam plays an importantpart in the sterilization of cans and jars.
The simplest hot-water outfit is one to be placed on the kitchen stove.Another has a fire-box attached and is used out-of-doors. These outfits alsoinclude trays, tongs for handling hot jars, and a false bottom.
The type of canner should be chosen with reference to the kind andamount of canning to be done. The small hot-water canner is the leastexpensive of the commercial outfits for home canning. This type of canneris preferable for processing fruits and tomatoes as they are canned safelyat boiling temperature, and the texture, flavor, and color of the productsprocessed at this temperature are superior to those which have been cannedat higher temperatures.
Steam-Pressure Canner.—The steam-pressure canner is constructed ofstrong material and is provided with a tightly-fitting lid which, whenclamped in place, makes it possible to hold steam under pressure andobtain a correspondingly high temperature. It has a steam gauge attachedto the lid. This attachment registers the temperature and the correspondingnumber of pounds pressure.
The steam-pressure canner only is recommended for nonacid vegetables.Other methods are considered unsafe.
Oven.—0ven canning is not recommended.
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DIRECTIONS FOR USING PRESSURE CANNER
Pour boiling water into the canner until the level is just below the rack

that holds the jars. Be sure that there is enough to prevent boiling dry
during processing. f3 J ; L'. n”-
Keep the safety valve in' good working condition. If it is a valve of the

ball and socket type, wash it each day after using. A safety valve that
fails to operate properly may cause an accident.
Use a toothpick to keep the opening of the pressure gauge clean. Do not

immerse the pressure gauge in water.
When the canner has been filled with jars or cans, adjust the cover and

fasten securely. In case the cover is fastened by several clamps, fasten
moderately tight those opposite each other, one pair at a time; then go
back over the whole set and tighten each pair.

See that no steam escapes anywhere except at the pet-cock.
Allow the pet-cock to remain open until steam escapes from it in a steady

stream for at least 5 to 7 minutes, indicating that no air remains inside,
then close the pet-cock.

Allow the pressure to rise until the gauge registers the pressure that
indicates the desired temperature.

Count time from the moment the desired temperature and pressure are
reached.

Maintain a uniform pressure during the processing period by regulating
carefully the source of heat. Fluctuations in pressure, as from 10 pounds
to 15 pounds and down again, are to be avoided in any case, and when can-
ning in glass may result in loss of liquid. A sudden drop in pressure
through cooling or release of steam may also cause this. It is especially
important to avoid having the pressure go so high that the safety valve
releases the steam suddenly, nor should the steam be allowed to escape
suddenly by opening the pet-cock.
At the end of the processing period remove the canner from the fire and

proceed according to the following directions adapted to jars or cans.
When canning in glass jars, allow the canner to cool until the steam gauge

registers zero before opening the pet-cock, and even then open cautiously.
This is to prevent too sudden a drop in pressure, which would cause the
liquid to blow out of the jars. Remove jars from canner, seal tightly, and
allow them to cool as quickly as possible to room temperature. Do not stack
them while they are still hot.
When canning in tin, open the pet-cock wide at once and allow the steam

to escape rapidly. Remove the cans from the canner and plunge them into
cold running water if possible, or, if this is not available, change the water
as soon as it becomes warm. The more rapidly the cans are cooled the less
danger there is of overcooking the product. Watch carefully for air bubbles
that indicate imperfect sealing.

CHECKING UP RESULTS
Mark all canned products so that those in each batch can be distinguished.

Examine the glass jars for signs of leakage. Hold canned products at room
temperature for a week or ten days, where they can be examined at least
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once a day to be sure that they are keeping. If the contents of any jars or
cans show signs of spoilage, examine all of that lot carefully. After this
observation period, store the canned goods in a cool place. A short storage
at rather high temperatures serves to bring out quickly defects that might
not be noticed if the products were stored at a lower temperature. Results
can thus be checked and methods improved.

EXAMINATION 0F CANNED FOODS BEFORE USE
All canned foods should be inspected before being prepared for the table.

If there is any evidence of spoilage, the food should be discarded and non-
acid vegetables and meats should be burned.

Inspect the can or jar before opening. In tin cans both ends should be
flat and curved slightly inward. Neither end should bulge or snap back
when pressed. All seams should be tight and clean, with no traces of
leaks. In glass jars there should be no bulging of the rubber and no signs
of leakage.
When the container is opened there should not be any sudden outburst

of air or spurting of liquid. The odor should be characteristic of the
product. Any different odor probably indicates spoilage. The inside of tin
cans should be smooth and clean or well lacquered and not markedly
corroded. Food may be left in a tin can after it is opened, provided it is
covered and kept cold just as any other cooked food. Acid foods and
tomatoes may dissolve minute quantities of iron from the can and acquire
a slightly metallic flavor, but this is harmless. The purple that develops in
red fruits and sometimes in peaches and pears canned in tin, is merely a
change in the color pigments and is also harmless.

Never taste to discover spoilage. When spoilage has occurred in non-
acid foods there is always a possibility that even a taste may cause serious
illness. For this reason it is good practice to boil all canned nonacid
vegetables before using them. "

SOME THINGS TO BE OBSERVED IN CANNING
1. If a hot-water canner is used, be sure the canner is partly filled with

water before fire is built.
2. Keep the water boiling and do not allow fire to die down while cans are

in the canner.
3. Keep cover on canner during the processing time.
4. If possible, use two canners, one for blanching fruit and the other for

canning. A large pot set over a fire will serve for blanching.
5. The quality or grade of the pack depends on the number of whole fruits

or uniform pieces of fruit in the can, the color of the fruit, the weight,
and the flavor.

6. The flavor is often injured by letting peeled fruit stand too long before
cooking.
Let “Straight from Vine to Can” be the motto.
Mark every tin can as it is filled with the name of its contents. A pencil
may be used, as the writing will not boil ofl“. This prevents confusion
when labeling.

9. Artificial preservatives in the form of “Acids,” “Preserving Powders,”
and “Formulas” of various kinds are not recommended.

9'39
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LIST OF ARTICLES REQUIRED FOR A CANNING DEMONSTRATION
Canner Three teaspoons Household scales
Hand sealer Three tablespoons Three paring knives
Tin cans Glass jar with tops Four granite-ware pans
Cheese cloth Rubber rings Bag for blanching
Three tables Dish towels Soap
Salt and sugar Pencil Hand towels

Watch or clock

CANNING EQUIPMENT
Tin Cans.—Plain tin cans are used for most vegetables, fruits and

meats.
Enameled tin cans should be used for highly colored products such as

beets, berries and cherries to prevent bleaching of the product and pin-
holing of the can. These cans are the R enamel.
Another type of enameled can is used for sea foods and corn to prevent

discoloration. This type is called C enamel.
The No. 3 can is popular for tomatoes and peaches, and holds a quart.

No. 2 is used generally for peas, corn, soup mixture, etc. No. 1 is the size
used for pimientos.

Glass Jars—There are a number of different types of jars on the
market. Those most commonly used are the Mason screw top and the
glass top with metal springs. Both of these are fitted with rubber rings.
Another type has a lacquered metal top with a sealing composition

flowed on and does not require a rubber ring. The top is held in place by
a metal band which is screwed on during processing.
Do not use metal tops with waxed paper inset for canning, as these are

designed for honey, syrup and other products which do not require
processing.

Rubber Rings—Do not use rubber rings the second time as the first
season’s heating destroys the elasticity of the rubber. Test the rubber rings
for elasticity by stretching and folding.

STEPS TO BE TAKEN WHEN CANNING
1. Washing Cans.——Wash all cans thoroughly, and invert on clean surface

until used.
2. Sterilized Jars.———To sterilize glass jars invert them in the canner

in tepid water. Do not fill the canner with more than three inches of
water. Place cover on the canner. Bring the water to a boil and steam
jars 8 minutes. Pour boiling water over rubber rings before placing
them on the jars.

3. Sorting and Grading Fruit.—Select only fresh, sound, thoroughly ripe
fruit and vegetables, and grade as to size and color. Wash thoroughly
to remove all traces of soil.

4. Blanching.—Blanching is used to loosen the skins of such fruits and
vegetables as apricots, peaches and tomatoes. Berries are blanched
for a moment to shrink them and prevent them from rising to the top
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of the container. To blanch, place vegetables or fruit in a wirebasket or in a thin muslin sack and plunge into boiling water for oneminute.
Precooking.—Precooking by boiling or steaming is recommended formost vegetables and some fruits to shrink them and to improve flavorand texture. Precooking helps to remove air from the tissues andhastens the processing as the foods are already hot when placed in thecanner.
Packing.—After foods are precooked or blanched pack them quicklyinto the containers so that they will remain hot. Use enough liquidto prevent too dense a pack and work out air bubbles with a knifeblade. Fill with water, brine, or syrup, as the packing proceeds.Wipe the rim of the jar, adjust rubber ring and top and place jar inthe canner holding tepid water. Allow the water to cover the jars inthe hot-water canner.
Head Space.—Head space is left in containers to allow for expansionof the food during processing and to prevent tin cans from bulging.Although head space varies for different products, approximately one-third of an inch is allowed for No. 2 cans and one-half of an inch forNo. 3 cans. In glass jars allow one-half inch of head space for allproducts except those containing starch such as corn, peas and limabeans. These should be packed loosely to within one inch of the topof the jar.
Exhausting.—Products in tin should be exhausted in boiling waterfrom three to five minutes before sealing to insure a good vacuum.If directions call for precooking of products and they are packedwhile boiling hot, exhausting is not necessary.Food in glass jars is exhausted during the processing as the jarsare not fully sealed.
Processing.—After the can has been exhausted and sealed, it shouldbe processed immediately. Processing is sterilizing by cooking con-tinuously for a given length of time.When the water begins to boil in hot-water canner or the desiredpressure is reached in the pressure canner, count time. Consult thetime tables. Do not guess at time.
Leave jars lightly sealed during the whole processing, and when thetime is up remove one at a time from the canner, seal tightly, and setaside. See directions for removing jars from pressure canner.Process foods packed in tin and glass at the temperature and forthe time indicated in the time tables.Seal glass jars tightly as they are removed from the canner.
Cooling.—Cool glass jars in air, but not in a draft. Do not invertjars, while cooling. Do not tighten screw caps again after the jarshave cooled. Cool tin cans in cold water.
Labeling.—Clean jars and label with name of product and date.Place label underneath the jar. Mark tin cans with pencil or canner’sink before processing. Do not paste labels on until cans are ready tobe sold.
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12. Storage.—Store canned foods in a cool, dry place, and protect glass
jars from the light so that the food will not fade in color. Canned
foods if properly processed will keep almost indefinitely under the
right conditions. However, the quality is generally better if they are
used within the first year after canning.

The following standards are sent out by the United States Department
of Agriculture:

STANDARDS FOR 4-H BRAND CANNED, VEGETABLES
Tomatoes—Cans to contain not less than 2 pounds 1 ounce tomatoes

in No. 3 and not less than 1 pound 4 ounces tomatoes in No. 2. To be
filled with sound, ripe fruit, carefully peeled and cored; tomatoes to be
whole or in large pieces, firm, uniformly red, and of good flavor.

String Beans.—Net weight in No. 3 can before liquor is added at least
1 pound 8 ounces, brine 8 to 10 ounces. Net weight No. 2, 13 ounces beans
and about 8 ounces liquor. Beans to be tender, green, uniform in size, well
strung, and of good flavor. The net weight which appears on label should be,
for No. 3, 2 pounds, for No. 2, 1 pound 5 ounces.
Peas.—No. 2 cans to have at least 13% ounces net weight of peas and

about 8% ounces liquor; peas to be fairly uniform in size, tender, whole,
and of good flavor; liquor clear. Net weight appearing on label should be
for No. 2 cans 1 pound and 8 ounces.

Baby Beets—To be packed in No. 2 lacquered tins, about 30 baby beets
to each can, maximum size 1% inches in diameter and average size 1 inch
in diameter. No. 2 can to have at least 16 ounces whole beets and 4 ounces
liquid. Net weight which appears on label should be for No. 2 can 1 pound
4 ounces.
0kra.—Net weight of contents in No. 3 can should appear on label, 2

pounds. Only young, tender okra should be packed, and it is best to remove
the cap without cutting into the seed pod, and pack whole. Brine is added
as explained in the table.
Peppers—No. 2 cans to contain between 8 and 10 whole peppers. Flat

No. 1 cans to contain 4 or 5 whole peppers, and net weight of contents
appearing on the label should be for No. 2 cans not less than 1 pound, or
flat No. 1 can not less than 8 ounces.
Soup Mixture.—No. 3 cans contain 34 ounces. Net contents.

STANDARD FOR 4-H BRAND CANNED FRUITS
Figs—Net weight contents No. 2 enamel-lined can of figs should appear

on label not less than 1 pound 6 ounces. Figs should remain whole, and a
No. 2 can contain about 30 whole figs.
Peaches—No. 3 can to have at least 1 pound 5 ounces solids and 11

ounces liquid; to contain between 10 and 12 halves of peaches, and have
net weight of contents appearing on label not less than 2 pounds.
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Pears.—Net weight in No. 3 can should be not less than 2 pounds, hav-
ing 11 ounces liquid, 1 pound 5 ounces solids, and between 12 and 14
halves.

Berries.—No. 3 can, blackberries or raspberries, net weight 2 pounds;
No. 2 cans, net weight 1 pound 6 ounces, whole berries weighing about
one-half of total in each case. Berries to be large, whole, of good color
and flavor. Enameled cans should be used for berries.
Almost all No. 3 cans, no matter what they contain, weigh 38 ounces

gross.
To make the syrups recommended, boil sugar and water together in

proportions given below:
Syrup No. 1, use 14 ounces sugar to 1 gallon water.
Syrup No. 2, use 1 pound 14 ounces sugar to 1 gallon water.
Syrup No. 3, use 3 pounds 9 ounces sugar to 1 gallon water.
Syrup No. 4, use 5 pounds 8 ounces sugar to 1 gallon water.
Syrup No. 5, use 6 pounds 13 ounces sugar to 1 gallon water.
One pint sugar is one pound.

Number of cans per bushel yielded by the following vegetables:
1 bushel of tomatoes yields 24 No. 2 cans.
1 bushel of tomatoes yields 18 No. 3 cans.
1 bushel of beans yields 20 No. 2 cans.
1 bushel of beans yields 14 No. 3 cans.
1 bushel of peas in hull yields 25 No. 2 cans.

100 ears of corn yields 30 No. 2 cans.

SCORE FOR JUDGING THE QUALITY OF CANNED FRUITS
AND VEGETABLES

Score of 100
I. Appearance ......................................... 25

(a) Color.
(b) Clearness.

II. Texture ............................................. 10
III. Flavor .............................................. 20
IV. Uniformity .......................................... 15

(a) Ripeness.
(b) Appropriate size.

V. Pack (arrangement and weight) ...................... 15
VI. Container ........................................... 15

(a) Appropriate package.
(b) Label.
(c) Neatness.

CANNING FRUITS AND BERRIES IN GLASS AND TIN
Read directions for sealing glass jars and exhausting tin cans before pro-

ceeding. Process all filled containers immediately, as directed in time tables.
Apples.—Late fall and winter apples which are slightly acid are best

for canning. Peel, cut, and drop into a brine made of 2 ounces of salt and
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1 gallon of water. Drain. Cook in No. 2 syrup 5 minutes. Processimmediately.

Dewberries, Blackberries, Raspberries, and Huckleberries.—Gather berrieswhen ripe but firm. Place in a muslin sack and plunge into boiling waterone minute. This will slightly soften the berries and allow the packing ofalmost twice as many in a can or jar. It will also prevent the conditionwhere berries rise to the top of the jar.
Pack tin cans to within one-quarter inch of the top with berries. Fillglass jars quite full. Fill the spaces and cover the berries with a syrupmade of 1 gallon of water and 1 pint of sugar. (Use Syrup No. 2, or No. 3if sweeter berries are desired.) Process immediately.
Strawberries.——-Wash berries thoroughly, but quickly. Do not allow themto stand in the water. Remove caps and measure. For every quart ofberries used, add one cup of sugar. Do not add any water. Put berriesand sugar into a shallow enamelware preserving kettle and bring slowlyto the boiling point. Reduce the heat and let the berries simmer gentlyfor ten minutes. Remove from stove. Cover and let stand overnight toabsorb the syrup. The following morning reheat to boiling point and pourimmediately into hot sterilized jars. Add enough hot syrup to cover theberries. Seal and process for five minutes at boiling point. This recipepreserves the color of the berries and they will not rise to the top ofthe jar.
Canned Cherries.—Cherries are usually canned without the seed. Largewax cherries are often canned whole.
Prick whole cherries to prevent shrinkage and save juice to use in makingsyrup. Pack cherries in hot containers and cover with hot syrup No. 3. Useheavier syrup for acid cherries. Process immediately.
Figs.——Peel 6 quarts of figs. Bring 2 quarts of No. 3 syrup to boiling

and add the figs. Cook until saturated with sugar, but not until fiber breaks
down.

Place figs carefully in jars and fill with the syrup. Process immediately.
Peaches.—To prepare peaches for canning, immerse them in boiling

water for one minute or until the skins will slip easily, plunge at once into
cold water for a few seconds, remove the skins, cut the peaches into halves,and discard the pits.
Have ready a boiling syrup made of 1 pound and 14 ounces of sugar and1 gallon of water (Syrup No. 2). For extra fine peaches use Syrup No. 4.Drop peaches into boiling syrup one-fourth at a time, allowing them tocook for 1 minute, or until tender but not soft.
Place in jars in overlapping layers with the pit side down and the stemend toward the center of the jar. Add syrup bit by bit when packing andpaddle to remove all bubbles. Process immediately.
Firm clingstone peaches may be peeled by placing them in a muslin bag

and plunging into a boiling solution made from 4 tablespoonfuls of concen-
trated lye to 2 gallons of water. Allow the fruit to remain from 20 to 30seconds and plunge immediately into plain boiling water for the same
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length of time. Then plunge into a large vessel of cold water, where the
peaches are emptied from the bag and the skin is removed. If peaches
remain too long in the lye, discloration results.

Lye-peeled peaches should be canned immediately. Use an agateware
or an iron kettle in preparing the lye solution. Do not use aluminum.
Pears—The Bartlett pear is best for canning. Select ripe, sound, medium-

sized fruit cut in halves, or if large, in quarters. Remove all the hard
portions around the seed and submerge in brine similar to that used for
apples to prevent discoloration. Remove from brine.
Plunge the halves or quarters into boiling syrup and allow them to cook

until they can be pierced with a straw, remove and pack closely in a No. 3
can or quart jar. Cover with a boiling syrup made of 3 pounds and 9
ounces of sugar and 1 gallon of water. (Syrup No. 3). Process imme-
diately.

Keifi'er pears are not recommended for canning, but a palatable product
may be had if the fruit is allowed to ripen thoroughly and care is taken to
precook until it is tender.

CANNING VEGETABLES IN GLASS AND TIN
Read directions for sealing glass jars and exhausting tin cans before pro-

ceeding. Process all filled containers immediately, as directed in time tables.
Asparagus—Select fresh and tender stalks, sort according to size, and

wash thoroughly. Tie in uniform bundles, stand upright with tough por-
tion in boiling water, cover tightly, and boil for 4 to 5 minutes. 0r cut in
half-inch lengths, add enough water to cover, and boil for 2 minutes in an
uncovered vessel. Pack boiling hot into containers, cover with the water
in which boiled, and add 1 teaspoon of salt to each quart. Or pack raw in
No. 2 tin cans, cover with boiling water, and exhaust for 4 to 5 minutes
before sealing. Process immediately.
f Beets.—When canning beets, use only young and tender ones, not over

11,5 inches in diameter, preferably 1 inch.
Gather beets and allow at least 2 inches of stem and all of the root to

remain. Wash, but do not peel; plunge into boiling water, and cook until
three-fourths done.
Remove peeling, stem and root, grade as to size, and pack symmetrically,

filling with hot water. Do not use cold water with beets.
If large beets are to be used, boil three-fourths done. Slice in quarter-

inch slices, and proceed as with small beets. Process immediately.
String Beans.—To can string beans select those that are young and

tender and which have few strings. The Green Pod Stringless is a good
variety. If the beans are gathered when young and tender, and the strings
removed, a good product results.
Wash thoroughly and cut into uniform pieces. Cover with boiling water

and simmer for 5 minutes. Pack hot into containers. Cover with hot water
and add 1 teaspoonful salt to each quart. Process immediately. Beans should
be canned the day they are gathered.
Lima Beans.—Select young and tender lima or butter beans, grade

them as to size, precook from 2 to 4 minutes, and pack can or jar to within
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one inch of the top. Cover with brine (1 gallon of water and one-third cup
of salt). Process immediately.
Canning Corn.—Sweet corn is canned in two different styles—whole

grain and cream style. Whole grain corn is cut from the cob without
scraping, while for cream style the corn is given a more shallow cut and
the cobs are scraped. The whole grain product retains the appearance
and flavor of fresh corn more nearly than the cream style because it can
be given a lighter processing and therefore is not so much overcooked.
When cream style corn, which is thick and viscous, is canned in glass jars,
it sometimes becomes brownish in color due to caramelization of the sugar
by the heavy processing required. Whole grain corn has less tendency to
discolor when packed in plain tin cans, and for this reason either plain tin
or C enamel cans may be used for it.
Whole Grain Corn.—Use only tender, freshly gathered sweet corn;

shuck, silk, and clean carefully. Place in boiling water and leave 4 to 5
minutes at simmering temperatures to set the starch. Cut from the cob
deeply enough to remove most of the kernels Without objectionable hulls.
Do not scrape the cobs. Add 1 teaspoon of salt, and 2 teaspoons of sugar
to each quart of corn, and half as much boiling water as corn by weight.
Heat to boiling and pack into containers at once. Fully seal tin cans or
partially seal glass jars. Process immediately.
Cream Style Corn.—Gather the sweet corn when tender; shuck, silk,

and clean carefully. Without precooking remove the corn from the cob by
shallow cutting through the grain and scraping. Add 1 teaspoon of salt
and 2 teaspoons of sugar to each quart, and half as much boiling water as
corn by weight. Heat to boiling. Fill into containers at once. Fully seal
tin cans or partially seal glass jars. Process immediately.

Field Peas.—Gather peas when young and tender, shell, plunge in boiling
water and allow to precook for 10 minutes. Remove and pack while hot into
cans. Add 1 teaspoonful of salt, and fill to within one inch of the top with
hot water. Process immediately.
Garden Peas.—-Peas should be freshly gathered, and it is essential that

they be graded. Shaking peas through wire netting of different sizes will
grade them nicely.

After grading, cover small peas with boiling water and precook for 4
minutes. Large or older peas must be precooked longer.
Pack peas in No. 2 can or pint jar, fill with brine, and add 1 teaspoonful

of sugar. Process immediately.
Tomatoes.—Select ripe tomatoes for canning. Blanch for one minute.

The skin then may be removed easily. Be careful to remove with sharp
knim the hard part of tomato at stem. Pack into cans as many whole
tomatoes as possible, cutting them only when they are too large to slip in.
Fill can to within one-half inch of top, press gently and shake down fruit
to fill crevices.
A level teaspoonful of sugar and a level teaspoonful of salt added to a

No. 3 can or a quart jar of tomatoes will improve the flavor of the product.
Use no water with tomatoes. If the can is properly filled the juice will

be sufficient.
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When canning tomatoes in glass jars, fill jars quite full. Process
immediately.
Tomato Juice.—To preserve the natural flavor and color in canned tomato

juice, use knives of stainless steel and avoid utensils of copper, brass, and
iron. Use fully ripe, firm tomatoes, of bright-red color. Wash well, remove
cores, and cut into small pieces. The skins may or may not be removed.
Handle the tomatoes in quantities of 1 to 2 gallons and avoid delay at
any stage of the procedure. Precook the tomatoes at about 170 degrees to
180 degrees F., or if a thermometer is not available simmer until softened.
Avoid boiling. Put the softened, hot tomatoes at once through a fine
sieve, preferably a bowl- or cone-shaped sieve because it allows the least
air to be incorporated in the pulp. If the tomato juice is for infant or
invalid use, omit salt; otherwise add one-half to 1 teaspoon salt to each
quart.
Reheat the juice at once after putting through the sieve. If using glass

containers, heat the juice to boiling, pour into the sterilized containers,
add salt. Process 5 minutes. If tin cans are used, heat the juice 180 degrees
to 190 degrees F. (or to simmering if no thermometer is available), pour
into cans, seal, and process 5 minutes. Do not leave head space in either
glass or tin containers.

Turnip Salad and Mustard.—Use directions for spinach.
Okra—Gather young pods, wash in cold water, cut off stem, but do not

cut into seed pod. Can okra whole. Place in muslin sack and blanch for
3 minutes.
Pack into jars or cans and fill with brine (1 gallon water to one-third

cup of salt). Process immediately.
Pimientos.—Select sound, uniform pimientos of medium size. To remove

seeds, cut around the stem of each with a slender paring knife and remove
__ f‘tle inside partitions. To peel, place the peppers in a hot oven from 6 to

1' minutes (until the skin blisters and cracks), being careful not to
allow them to burn. Then remove the skin with a slender paring knife.
Flatten and pack in horizontal layers, allowing four for the flat No. 1 can
and eight for the No. 2 can.
No liquid is used. The processing extracts a thick liquor which almost

covers the peppers.
When canning peppers in glas, use a 12-ounce or a pint jar. Process

immediately.
Soup Mixture—Five quarts tomatoes, 2 quarts corn, 2 quarts okra or

lima beans, 2 ablespoonfuls sugar (level), 2 tablespoonfuls salt (level).
Scald an ee tomatoes, cutting out grm hard spots. Chop and
measure. Cut young and tender field or sugar corn from cob. Slice okra
in rings one-half inch thick. Place all in open' agate kettle and boil until
thick.

Fill containers with hot soup mixture and process immediately.
Spinach.—Prepare the spinach by cutting off all dead leaves and roots.

Wash thoroughly through several cold waters; drain well. Steam for 4
minutes. Pack in cans or jars, cover with liquor left from steaming. Add
1 teaspoonful salt. Process immediately. ~
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Squash—Can only young and tender squash. Cut in pieces and cook 10minutes after boiling point is reached.
Pack into tin cans or jars to within one-half inch of the top. Add 1teaspoonful of salt to each quart can and fill with hot water. Processimmediately.
Pumpkin.—Pumpkin is canned in the same manner as squash.
Sweet Potatoes.—The Nancy Hall, Norton Yam, or other varieties ofyellow potatoes are best for canning. Select potatoes of medium size asnearly uniform in shape as possible; place in the wire trays or sacks andboil with skins on until three-fourths done. Remove peeling while veryhot, cut in slices three-quarters of an inch thick, pack in a No. 3 can towithin one inch of top, using only 2 tablespoonfuls water in a can. Thisis known as a dry pack, and is the proper commercial pack. Potatoesshould be packed rapidly after parboiling, as they turn dark upon standing.Process immediately.
Credit is given to the following publications for information used inthis circular:

U. S. Department of Agriculture, Farmers’ Bulletin No. 1762, HomeCanning of Fruits and Vegetables.
North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service, Extension Circular No. 114,Canning Fruits and Vegetables.



TIME-TABLE FOR CANNING FR‘ IITS AND CERTAIN VEGETABLES IN TIN AND GLASS IN THE"J ’ HOT-WATER CANNER
.._..~d Recipes Before Proceeding

Special Directions To Be Followed In The Mountain Section of North Carolina
When canning in a hot-water canner the temperature of water does not go beyond the boiling point (212 degrees F.)at sea level. The boiling point of water depends upon the atmospheric pressure which changes with altitude. Waterboils at approximately two degrees lower for every 1,000 feet above sea level, therefore, it is necessary to cook productslonger in high altitudes, as the lower temperature will not sterilize as readily as the sea level boiling point. As an ex-ample: In Madison and Avery Counties at an altitude of 3,000 feet above sea level, water will boil at 206 degrees R,which is six degrees lower than boiling point at sea level.

Treatment Before Processing Liquid N11321:: 0f Process Glass Jar Process Typec‘o; Tin
APPLES Precook 5 minutes in syrup No. 2 syrup 3 8 minutes Quart 15 minutes Plain tin
BLACKBERRIES Blanch 1 minute No. 2 syrup 3 8 minutes Quart 13 minutes R. enamel
CHERRIES Pack in jars or tin cans. Cover with syrup No. 3 syrup 8 20 minutes Quart 30 minutes R. enamel
DEWBERRIES Same as blackberries
FIGS Peel and cook in syrup until saturated No. 3 syrup 2 25 minutes Quart 30 minutes Plain tin
HUCKLEBERRIES Same as blackberries
LOGANBERRIES Same as blackberries
PEACHES Cook in syrup 1 minute No. 4 syrup 3 20 minutes Quart 25 minutes Plain tin
PEARS Cook in syrup until tender No. 3 syrup 3 20 minutes Quart 25 minutes Plain tin
PLUMS Prjglglgack in jars or cans and cover with No. 3 syrup 3 15 minutes Quart 20 minutes R. enamel
PIMIENTOS Heat in oven until blistered. Peel. No water 1 15 minutes Pint 30 minutes R. enamel
RASPBERRIES Same as blackberries
SAUERKRAUT Precook and pack hot Brine 3 30 minutes Quart 35 minutes Plain tin
SOUP MIXTURE Cook until thick. Pack hot 2 1 hour Quart 1 hr. 30 min. Plain tin
TOMATOES Blanch 1 minute gala,313::r. 8 35 minutes Quart 40 minutes Plain tin
If tin cans are used, the sealing temperature for the products listed in this time table should be 125 degrees to 150 degrees F.
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TIME-TABLE FOR PROCESSING NON-ACID VEGETABLES IN THE PRESSURE COOKER
At altitudes over 2,000 feet, add 1 pound pressure for every additional 2,000 feet.

Pint Glass Jars Qt. Glass Jars No. 2 Tin Cans No. 3 Tin Cans
m

P od t T t t B 1' P ' L' In? a}? Fag in? fig “‘2 fig [4%r uc rea men e ore rocessmg iquor - o - o . o . o . o . o . o . o e ofat; 3’3: as; sea: as: as; at; :28; ii}: CanQcfi Gag Goa Qua no" flag 9:” Qm§$21.. 821- °H~ SHH °2§ °Hu °H§ °HuNOD-I «on Fan. «Sm Slop. 3'59. £25m fiBm
Mins. { Mins. Mins Mins Mins. Mins. Mine Mins.

ASPARAGUS Precook 4 to 5 minutes Brine 30 35 30 Plain tin
BABY BEETS Cook until skins will slip off Hot water 30 35 30 30 R. Enamel
BEANS, LIMA Precook 2 to 4 minutes Brine 50 55 40 50 Plain tin
BEANS. STRING Precook 5 minutes Brine 30 35 25 30 Plain tin
‘ORN, Cut from cob, cover with hot water and Water.salt.CREAM STYLE boil 10 minutes and sugar 75 70 C. Enamel
CORN. Heat to boiling with half as much water Water and Plain tin
WHOLE GRAIN as corn by weight salt 60 70 50 65 C. Enamel

Precook 10 minutes. Pack hot. Add 1 tea-FIELD PEAS spoon salt. Cover with hot water 50 55 40 50 Plain tin
Water.salt.GARDEN PEAS Precook 4 minutes and sugar 45 40 Plain tin

OKRA Blanch 3 minutes Brine 35 40 25 30 Plain tin
PUMPKIN See recipe for squash R. Enamel

Cook until tender. Pack hot. Add 1 tea-SQUASH spoonful salt to each jar Hot water 60 75 60 70 Plain tin
SOUP MIXTURE Cook until thick. Pack hot 80 30 30 30 Plain tin
SPINACH ‘ Wash and steam in covered vessel until wilted.TURNIP GREENS Pack hot. Cover with liquor from steaming.MUSTARD Add teaspoon salt 60 65 55 65 Plain tin
SWEET Boil until three-fourths done. Pr” "" ‘, Two tbs. Plain tin
POTATOES pack hot ' \ ./ water 70 75 65 70 C. Enamel

9c.
If tin cans are used, the sealing temperature I :r the products listed in this time table should be 180 degrees to 190 degrees F.
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22:3..3332'225222‘.3.235.?°‘ AGRICULTURE AND HOME ECONOMICS
NORTH CAROLINA COUNTIES ANDUNITED STATES DEPARTMENT or STATE OF NORTH CAROLINAAGRICULTURE COOPERATING

COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORK
IN

EXTENSION §ERVICE
HOME DEMONSTRATION WORK

Salisbury, N. C.
February 25, 1945

Miss Ruth Current
State Home Agent
State College Station
Raleigh, N. C.

Dear Miss Current:

. I am enclosing a map of Salisbury, showing organization
for civilian defense and one and sector leaders. Spencer and
East Spencer are organize l ewiseT”Bfit I was unable to get
a map of that. Mr. Walter Carter, commander of the Civilian
Defense Corps here got the map for me and made some notations
on the Salisbury map regarding the organization of Spencer. None
of the other outlying towns in Rowan County have been organized with I
zone and sector leaders, but this is to be done soon at Cleveland,
Landis, China Grove, and’perhaps Mt. Ulla.. Mr. Irving Lampert at
Norman's Furniture Store has charge of that as it is being done
by the GifizsnlmrxiragsJIp 0f whicmaiia..me...head. Mre. Reid
Goodson'is Chairman of the Citizgnjfi Service Corps for Salisbury
and Mrs. mg Ketchie for S and they have given me lists of
their zone an ock lea ers, which I am enclosing. I hope this
information will help you.

The meetings on food conservation sound interesting, and I
am glad that Rowan County is on your schedule. I will get the
auditorium of the community building as our meeting place for
both days, and I'll be glad to have the equipment ready.

Sincerely yours,

Mrs. Lorraine B. Redden
Home Demonstration Agent
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ers in training Block Leaders)

Raleigh — 40
Zebulon - 2
IIcnc.el] 2

~ Wake Forest - 2
Cary 2
Garner - 1
Puquay-VarIna - 3
Apex - 2
IM)11, S13rIngs l
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(nIghtdale - l

\ ‘\
' . _ ______ ' \w I
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CITY OF SALISBURY, N. C.
l938

DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC WORKS
Jed/cEt'yua/s V/OOO/éet

‘ Italic/Ines, Cit} ”yr: .1450 M, at; 575m

Schools
Boyden High School (56) ............1-4Catawba College (53) ............D-4-5Frank B. John’s School (51) ....G-6Henderson School (41) ..........G-8-9Innis St. Graded School (12) . ....I-7Lincoln School (col) (54) .........J—6Livingstone College (col) ......H-4-5Monroe St. School (col.) (57) ..H-4Price High School (col.) (93) G-4Sacred Heart School (91) ..........H-6Wiley Graded School (46) ..........1-4

Public Buildings
Armory (94) ..................................G-8Camp Everest C. C. C. ......E-4; F-4Community Building (2) ..........H.-7Country Club House (64) ..........E—8Duke Power Co. Office (19) ......1-7Fire Department (13) ..................1-7Lowery Hospital (81) ...............H-6Municipal Water Works (14) ....H-7Rowan County Court House (3) H-7Rowan County Jail (4) ..............H-7Rowan Memorial Hospital (15) ........F-6-7

Salisbury City Offices (7) ..........I-6Southeastern Express Co. (11) H-7Southern Railway Passenger Depot(10) 1-7Southern Railway Freight Depot...(63) H-8U. S. Post Office (1) ..................H-6
Industrial Plants
and Buildings

Arey Brick & Lumber Co. (71) K—3Bradshaw 8; Son (90) ..................H-8Cannon Mills No. 7 (36) ..............1-8Carolina Rubber Co. .. .................K-3Carolina Tractor & Equipment (95)K-3Cartex Mills (78) ........................G-9' Citv Booster Pump House (92) D-6Duke Power Co. Car Barn (40) G-9Duke Power Co. Sub. Station (38)J-8Duke Power Transformer Station(60) J-8F. B. Price, Jr. Poultry PackingPlant (59) F-3Goodman Lumber Co. (69) ........J-5

Graf Davis Collet Co. (74) ........H-8Grimes Milling Co. (58) ............H-7Gulf Refining Co. .........................L-2Harris Granite Quarries Co. (44)K-3J. 8: H. Motor Lines (73) ..........F-10Klumac Cotton Mills (70) ........K-4Marsh Cotton Mills (76)- ............G-5Rowan Cotton Mills No. 2 (75) 1-1-8Rowan Creamery Inc. (84) ......H-7Rowan Foundry and Machine Co.(93) J-5Salisbury Bonded Warehouse (72)H-8Salisbury Cotton Mills Co. (45) J-6Salisbury Ice & Fuel Co. (77) ....I-6Salisbury Iron Works 8: MachineCo. (80) J-5Salisbury Veneer Co. .......F—4: G-4Southern R. R. Transfer ShedsG-9—10Stanback Medicine Co. (96)J-4; K-4Summers Roller Covering Co. (85)H-8Taylor Mattress Co. (82) .. .. ....J-5White Packing Co. (83) ..............G-6Zenith Guano Fertilizer Co. (43)K-4

Churches
A. R. P. Church (52) ......... 1-4Caldwell Street M. E. Church(Col) (30) ................. l-SChurch of Christ (88) ........ G-9Church of the Sacred Heart(RC) (2]) ............... H-6Church St. Presbyterian Church(Col) (5) ................. H-7Coburn Memoriai MethodistChurch (32) ............... j—SDixonville Baptist Church(Col) (26) .................Episcopal Church (29). .......l-First Baptist Church (22)... .H-l’irst Congressional Church(l8) ..................... H-First Methodist Church (8). . . l-l"irst Presbyterian Church(23) '

O

.1O0‘!\JUFirst' Presbyterian Church S. S.Annex (25) ............... H-6First Presbyterian Rectory(24) ..................... H-6First Reformed Church (9).. . .l-6Haven Evangelical LutheranChurch (34) ............... j-S

Liberty Street Holiness Church(37) ...................... l-8Moores A. M. E. Zion Chapel(48) ..................... G-4Mt. ZioniBaptist Church (Col)(l7) ..................... H-7North Main Street BaptistChurch (87) .............. G-9North Main Street MethodistChurch (89) .............. (i-8Park Avenue Methodist ChurchSouth (20) ................ l-8Primitive Baptist Church (47) [-Second Presbyterian Church(35) ...................... l-4Soldiers Memorial A. M. E.Zion Church (l6) ......... H-7Speth Mission Church (Col)(50) ..................... H-4Stallings Memorial BaptistChurch (3|) ............... 1-5St. john’s Episcopal Chapel(86 ..................... -St. john’s Evangelical Church(39) ..................... G—SSt.§lé)hn’s Lutheran Church( .St. Luke’s Episcopal Church(6) ...................... H-7

St. Pauls Episcopal Church(27) ................... j-7St. {auls Protestant EpiscopalC urch (33) ............... 1—5l'nion Star Primitive Baptist(Col) (49) ................ G-4

Cemeteries and
Parks

Catawba College AthleticField. _. ....... ~............Colonial Baseball Park ..E-9; FDixonville Cemetery (Col). . . .]Livingstone College (Col)

W—496
Athletic Field ............ H-4Lutheran Cemetery. . . . . . . .H-7-8National Cemetery ........... 1-6Old English Cemetery (65). . . H-7Salisbury Cemetery .......... J-iSalisbury Country Club Swim-ming Pool (79) ............ E-8Union Hill Cemetery (Col). . .G—3
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